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Executive summary
This deliverable provides the first version for the SECREDAS security testing framework and process. The process,

5.

6.
7.

8.

Define Item;
Perform Risk and Threat Analysis;
Define Security Concept (testing requirements);
Plan Test and Develop Scenarios;
a. Define Penetration Test Scenarios;
b. Define Functional and Interface Test Scenarios;
c. Define Fuzz Testing Scenarios;
d. Define Vulnerability Scanning Scenarios;
Select Test Scripts;
a. Develop Test Scripts;
b. Validate Test Scripts;
Generate Test Cases;
Perform Test;
a. Prepare Test Environment;
b. Execute Test Cases;
Generate Test Reports.

ex

1.
2.
3.
4.
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mainly based on the international standard ISO/SAE 21434 [3], consists of the following activities:

EC

The process, primarily designed for complex systems (i.e. full vehicles), was also adapted for application to stand-alone
testing single components (i.e. ECUs) and describes that process in closer detail. The framework supporting the process
consists of a core framework (that supports the actual test execution on a semi-automated basis), interfaces to the

in
g

SUTs, as well as details from the penetration testing side to actually implement the process in the framework on some
concrete SUTs, for which potential candidates have been identified. For the implementation, the T3.4 group created a

nd

threat library, based on the scenarios of WP1, in a four-staged process:
1. Identification of useful scenarios.

pe

2. Classification of threat scenarios.
3. Definition of threat scenarios and threat types for candidate scenarios.

t-

4. Mapping threats of each scenarios to attack types according to the STRIDE model.
To yield actually executable test cases out of the attack descriptions, an attack derivation process was developed in

ra
f

this task that structures as follows:

D

1.

Define Test Objective;
a.

Identify Malfunctions;

b.

Identify Critical Situations;

2.

Identify Security Mechanism

3.

Define Pass / Fail Criteria

4.

Select Attack Types
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5.

Implement Attack
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1 Introduction
The aim of Task 3.4 is to create a framework that facilitates security testing of the technologies developed in the
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SECREDAS project. The present deliverable D3.9 provides a first preliminary version of that framework, mainly

consisting of conceptual work. To have a defined, structured and repeatable test operation, this document defines the
testing process and a testing framework to run the process on. While the process is generic, examples for
implementation are given and the process is mapped to the framework. The framework itself so far covers a core to

execute tests on, a threat library and a method to derive executable attack scripts out of the threat. Preliminary System

Under Test (SUT) candidates to develop the actual implementation are given. For the final version (deliverable D3.10),
SECREDAS technical developments in the other work packages (WPs) should be tested by utilizing the process and
framework, if and once they are available.

1.1 Connections to other work packages

ex

WP3 takes findings from WP1 as input, particularly its threat list (SECREDAS D1.2 [1]) and scenarios (SECREDAS D1.7

[2]) . Furthermore, the security testing framework described in this document will be a common technology element
(CTE) and a design pattern (DP22), as well as the process is a design pattern (DP31) in Tasks 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

EC

The concrete usage of the process and framework will be inside the respective testing tasks of the other work packages:
Task 4.4 for sensor security tests (part of the analyses of deliverable D4.9), task 5.6 for connectivity security tests and

in
g

(optionally) Task 6.4 for in-vehicle security testing.

The activities of this process are used during SECREDAS (either intrinsically or explicitly) in the following manner:

nd

Define item: was performed in WP1 at the beginning of the project but also in WP4-WP8 in a more concrete manner.

pe

Perform risk and threat analysis: was carried out in WP1 and partly in Task 3.3, where also analysis methods are
described. The focus of the analysis is, however, on design patterns and CTEs.
Define security concept: In WP2 requirements were specified; CTEs and design patterns were defined in WP3 as well

t-

as individual security concepts in WPs 4-9 in the respective integration/analysis task.

ra
f

Plan test and develop scenarios: In WP4, task 4.1 test scenarios were defined (D4.2) for testing sensors and
components.

D

Select test scripts: Test scripts are developed in T3.4, T4.4 and T5.6, respectively.
Generate test cases: DSL-based test case generation is developed in T3.4.
Perform test: The test environment depends on the SUT – Proof of Concepts (PoCs) are planned for WP4 and WP5;
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Generate test report: The respective reports are created in the course of the analysis carried out in WPs 4 and 5 (in the
same tasks as the testing is performed).
The security testing process will also be adapted and applied to Common Technology Elements (CTEs) and Design
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Patterns (DPs). This will be part of an own usage guideline document currently being developed in work package 3.

Furthermore attack descriptions were derived for the SECREDAS Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 (see Sections 4.4.2, 4.4.3 and
4.4.4, respectively).

1.2 Description of Work

In general, the work in task 3.1 divides into two main activities: developing a security testing process and developing
an according framework. The process is based on the security testing sections of international standards (particularly

ISO/SAE DIS 21434 [3] and is therefore designed, though being general, to test automotive systems. The framework

development takes results from previous SECREDAS work packages into account and adapts them to specific

automotive Systems-under-Test (SUTs) by: (1) adapting a generic core framework, (2) building up a threat library (based
on WP1) and 3) creating an attack derivation methodology in order to produce executable test cases from the threat

ex

library, as well as developing a domain-specific language (DSL) that is capable of appropriately describing attacks in a

EC

generic way.

1.3 Document Outline

in
g

Section 2 of this deliverable describes the security testing process, whereas Section 3 covers an extra procedure for
testing standalone ECUs. The testing framework is the topic of Section 4 including a threat library (Section 4.3) an attack
script derivation methodology (Section 4.4), attack description language (Section 4.5) an attack tool collection (Section

nd

4.6) and proof-of-concept demonstrators (Section 4.7). Eventually, the document is concluded in a short summary in

D

ra
f

t-

pe

Section 5.
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2 Security Testing Process
This section outlines the security testing process developed in the SECREDAS project. It is based on the security testing

[4]). The process consists of the following activities:

5.

6.
7.

EC

8.

Define Item;
Perform Risk and Threat Analysis;
Define Security Concept (testing requirements);
Plan Test and Develop Scenarios;
a. Define Penetration Test Scenarios;
b. Define Functional and Interface Test Scenarios;
c. Define Fuzz Testing Scenarios;
d. Define Vulnerability Scanning Scenarios;
Select Test Scripts;
a. Develop Test Scripts;
b. Validate Test Scripts;
Generate Test Cases;
Perform Test;
a. Prepare Test Environment;
b. Execute Test Cases;
Generate Test Reports.

ex

1.
2.
3.
4.

pe
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sections of international standards (namely the upcoming ISO/SAE (DIS) 21434 [3] and the established SAE J3061

The activities are basically sequential, although some activities provide input for more than one subsequent activity
(specifically: activity 1 provides input for activities 2 and 3; activity 2 provides input for activities 3 and 4; activity 4

in
g

provides input for activities 5 and 6). The activities 4 to 8 also each contain a database for their output, while activity 2
is fed by external databases. See Figure 1 for an overview of the process and the subsequent sections for an elaborate

nd

description of each process activity.

pe

Testing in the context of this paper means verification and validation according to ISO/SAE DIS 21434 (Sections 10.4.2
and 11) [3]. An Item, according to the ISO standard mentioned above, is a system or combination thereof to implement

t-

a function at the vehicle level. In the sense of this process, an item is understood as a technical concept that defines
such a system. A security goal is a desired, security-related property of an item, which is analysed for threats and risks

ra
f

that lead to security requirements that are collected in a security concept. An SUT is a concrete technology unit, e.g. a
vehicle, a single ECU or a software, that concretely instantiates an item that is an examination subject in this process.

D

Therefore, an item can address multiple SUTs (e.g. different cars of the same type). A test system is the active unit that
carries out the test on an SUT. The proprietor of an SUT or item, respectively, is an item owner. The user of a test system
is a test operator. The compound of SUTs and test system(s) including interfaces and surroundings (e.g. an automotive
testbed) constitute a test environment. Test scenarios in the context of this paper are abstract test descriptions that
Page 10 of 172

define what to test by which means, consisting of test patterns as their atomic elements that describe single scenario
stages. They are derived from a security analysis and requirements definition of the respective item. Test cases are the
concretization of scenarios for a specific SUT, consisting of test scripts, which are executable tests that run on a test
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system and target an item.

The process is meant to be generic in order to provide a flexible tool that can be applied to many purposes. The main

use case, however, is security testing of automotive systems. Details are therefore left for process users to decide (e.g.
which risk analysis method to be used in activity 2). However, the document provides guidelines for implementation.
The item definition, risk and threat analysis, and the security concept definition may not be considered as core testing

activities, but they provide important information and thus are preconditions to successful security testing. Therefore,

D

ra
f

t-

pe

nd

in
g

EC

ex

they are part of the cybersecurity testing process.
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Figure 1: The SECREDAS Security Testing Process
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2.1 Define Item
This is the first activity which collects information in a structured format to initiate the testing process. It collects all
relevant information regarding the item to be tested including the operational environment which needs to be

2.1.1.1

pe
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considered.

Activity Number

1.

2.1.1.2

Preconditions

None.

2.1.1.3

Indications

This activity is mandatory.

Constraints

ex

2.1.1.4

2.1.1.5

EC

None.

Target

Define an Item according to the test scenarios that, as comprehensive as possible, determines the behaviour of the

Actors

nd

2.1.1.6

in
g

SUT when confronted with scenario. Establish a commonly agreed scope between the SUT owner and the test operator.

SUT Owner (with Items and interfaces information).

Input

t-

2.1.1.7

pe

Test Operator.

The input should contain these main aspects [3]:
The item boundary, which distinguishes the item from its environment. The description must include interfaces to

ra
f

•

other items and to vehicle internal and/or external components.

D

•

The item functions, which includes implementation and architecture independent behaviour. This includes the
operational vehicle functionality regarding cybersecurity that is realized by the item, and all other functions that
are intended during the lifecycle phases of the item (e.g. product development (testing), production, operations
Page 13 of 172

and maintenance, and decommissioning).The item’s operational environment description needs to be exhaustive
enough for planning tests and developing test scenarios (in activity 4).
The preliminary architecture, this can include item internal components and their connections, data flows with
outside objects of the item, physical and logical aspects.
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•

This input can differ from the scope and item boundary of the item definition from another process such as functional
safety in accordance with ISO 26262
[5].

2.1.1.8

Output

Input interface, configuration parameters, item boundary and functions, and security goals.

2.1.1.9

Short Description

The Item definition collects all needed information and parameter about an item (i.e. a System Under Test – SUT). Also,

ex

legal/organisational aspects need to be covered. One process should contain one item.

2.1.1.10 Complete Description

EC

Depending on Tests Scenarios and their output, there are different features and preliminary architectures of SUTs that
need to be collected and presented to activity 2 (Threat Analysis and Risk assessment). The consideration of personal
or organisational weaknesses are out of scope. An item can contain one or more SUTs and their corresponding

in
g

information. However, one process is limited to one item, which describes all SUTs to be tested in the respective
process instance. Also, the legal and organisational aspects of testing activities should be included.

nd

Aspects:

Definition and research of required information.

•

Creation of an overview about the system and applications.

•

Determine the systems under test (scope)

•

Selection of Assets under test (specific parts of the SUT to be tested)

t-

pe

•

For each Defined Item (see Input), the set of tested systems needs to be defined. These can be external or internal

ra
f

components or interfaces (HW or SW), and the test result of one item can be used for the testing of a second unit.

D

2.2

Perform Risk and Threat Analysis

A risk and threat assessment (e.g. Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment – TARA [6]) should be performed prior to testing
to derive and prioritize requirements and test scenarios. Therefore, this activity is responsible for performing this
prioritization.
Page 14 of 172

2.2.1.1

Activity Number

2.2.1.2
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2.

Preconditions

Adequate description of the test item.

2.2.1.3

Indications

This activity is mandatory.

2.2.1.4

Constraints

A threat analysis can only consider those threats known to the security analysts performing it. Thus, it is important that
these individuals have the knowledge and insights to identify relevant threats and assess associated risks appropriately.

It will be difficult to consider all possible threats in detailed level especially for complex items, but it is crucial to consider

ex

the most important ones for each individual item. It will also be difficult for an independent individual to assess risks
accurately without knowing the environment (e.g. how surrounding components affect a certain ECU). Therefore, it is

EC

a critical success factor for a threat analysis and the risk assessment to involve domain experts, ideally familiar with this
environment and additional background (i.e. the business model). The quality of these treat analysis is part of the risk

2.2.1.5

in
g

management processes embedded in the organization and is outside the scope of this deliverable.

Target

nd

The main goal of a risk and threat assessment is to systematically identify all potential threats to the assets of an SUT,
and to assess the risk associated with each identified threat in order to determine appropriate risk treatment. This

pe

activity identifies threats from a list of known threats and defines the risk metrics needed for testing.
Further, the goal is to define Items according to the test scenarios that, as comprehensive as possible, determines the

t-

behaviour of the SUT when confronted with (non-)standard input. The (TARA-based) risk and threat assessment
mentioned above, uses a functional approach to threat identification and risk assessment. The procedure also defines

ra
f

the terminology required for performing a risk and threat assessment. It consists of threat identification and analysis,

D

risk assessment of the identified threats, and identification of security goals for the highest risk potential threats.
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2.2.1.6

Actors

The Security Analyst performs the risk and threat assessment in a moderated workshop together with domain experts
and developers or testers. They discuss potential threats harming the availability, integrity, confidentiality or safety of
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the item and the risks associated with them.

2.2.1.6.1.1 Input

Input are known features and the preliminary architecture of the SUT (Test scope/test interface/desired test software)
and known threat scenarios.

2.2.1.7

Output

The output of a risk and threat assessment is a ranked list of potential threats, associated risk rating, and

corresponding security goals (i.e. a mapping of the security goals with the identified threats) which are the input to all
subsequent security activities. Risk and threat assessment is an iterative process. As the development progresses, more

2.2.1.8

ex

information on potential vulnerabilities and attacks will emerge, which may be used to update the risk assessment.

Short Description

EC

Risk and threat assessments help to find the main cybersecurity risks to assets in and around the vehicle, as well as

2.2.1.9

Complete Description

in
g

attack vectors to support the choice of optimal security strategies.

The main steps of a risk and threat analysis [6] are:
Threat Analysis

nd

•

Identification of potential threats to the assets of a system or an organization (stakeholders).
Impact Assessment

pe

•

Determines the impact of each identified or derived threat. Also, it estimates the severity of overall damage

t-

to the vehicle or driver or other road participants that could occur as a loss of any of the relevant security properties
of the identified assets.
Risk Assessment

ra
f

•

D

Estimates the risk associated with every identified threat. Also, the threats are ranked according to the level of risk
and a determination is made as to whether the risk associated with a particular threat is at an acceptable level, or
if risk reduction measures are required.
For the risk assessment, different calculation methods like HEAVENS [7], SAHARA [8], or customized assessment
schemes can be used according to stakeholder needs. Risks can be estimated e.g. by combining the financial,
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operational, legal and safety impact with the attack feasibility which considers the time, knowledge and equipment
required to perform a successful attack. Tools can support a risk and threat assessment. In the box below is an
example of how a risk and threat assessment can be performed.
Review the Item Definition.
This process help identify potential threats, by identifying the item, sub-items (if any), and the item or sub-item
functions.
2. Perform a threat and operability analysis to identify potential threats.
Completion of the threat and operability analysis procedure (THROP), will yield the potential item level, and the
potential vehicle level threats.
3. Perform a risk assessment to determine the risk associated with the identified potential threats. By following the risk
assessment procedure, we will yield the Cybersecurity Assurance Level (CAL) associated with the identified potential
vehicle level threats. The CAL ranges from 0 to 4. A “High” CAL would include levels 3 and 4. The purpose of determining
a CAL is to identify and prioritize the highest risk potential threats. After the risk assessment is completed, continue
to the next activity in this assessment.
4. Assign security goal IDs to the identified Security goals (from Activity 1 in Section 2.1). For the highest CAL threats,
determine (i.e. match) the according security goal. There may be multiple security goals for one threat, and a single
security goal may apply to multiple threats.
5. After that, it will be possible to identify the security goals for the highest risk potential threats and identify the risk
reduction necessary to mitigate the threats that leads to security requirements (Activity 3 in Section 2.3).
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1.

ex

2.2.1.9.1 Selection of test units according to identified threats.
The risk and threat assessment provides a repeatable, systematic way to identify threats and identify vulnerabilities

EC

and countermeasures to design and build into the system. Based on attack paths from risk assessment activity, the
weaknesses/vulnerabilities will be defined. These need to be tested with automated documented fuzz testing. By using
a database of known weaknesses and vulnerabilities and suitable cybersecurity testing framework, automated and

in
g

semi-automated testing scenarios can be generated. For testing the implemented system cybersecurity controls,
Penetration Testing should be used. This TARA-based testing aims to exploit, scan and document repeatable behaviour.

nd

Another way of Testing is the so-called Asset-focused test, in which no boundary or scope is defined. Such a test
scenario is strongly dependent on the testers’ experience and is limited only by the available resources (as no clear

pe

functional boundary is given).

Define Security Concept

t-

2.3

This activity defines the security concept derived from the security analysis of the test item.
Activity Number

ra
f

2.3.1.1

D

3.

2.3.1.2

Preconditions

Adequate description (including security goals) and a complete security analysis of the test item.
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2.3.1.3

Indications

2.3.1.4

Constraints

None.

2.3.1.5

Target
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This activity is mandatory.

Define a security concept that contains a test scope and requirements.

2.3.1.6

Actors

Analyst, Requirements Engineer, Security Expert.

2.3.1.7

Input

2.3.1.8

ex

Item definition, security (threat and risk) analysis results.

Output

2.3.1.9

EC

Security concept, including security requirements to be tested.

Short Description

in
g

This activity defines appropriate countermeasures to mitigate the threats that are found through the risk analysis in
activity 2. The presence of these measures subsequently poses the security requirements for a given SUT inside a test

nd

item. The target of the tests is on the one hand meeting these requirements, and on the other hand passing more

pe

generically defined tests (e.g. fuzz-testing a specific interface, penetration testing within certain constraints, etc.).

2.3.1.10 Complete Description

t-

In order to derive security requirements for the tests to be executed, the results of the risk and threat assessment are
used as inputs. These results can be used to derive the relevant scenarios for the tests and give direction on what needs

ra
f

to be tested. Where results from activity 2 include a form of attacker potential and countermeasures identified to
mitigate specific risks, these can be used to derive security requirements and specifications to test the fulfilment of

D

specific requirements or CALs. Besides looking for general vulnerability and potential threats, the focus of the tests
should be on validating that the risk treatment measures identified in activity 2 are effective. The expected result from
this activity is to:
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• Determine the scope of the security tests for the SUT derived from the risk treatment measures identified in activity
2.
• Derive the attacker potential from the threat analysis.
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• Determine the type of test (black, grey, white box – more details in the planning activity).

• Determine the extend to be tested (similarly to Common Criteria Evaluation Assurance Levels

• [9]).

As part of the security requirements for the SUT, several issues must be considered. Addressing these issues will help
to determine the amount of information that should be available when performing the tests and which skill level is
required when performing the tests. The categories to consider are:

1. The type of test: The various types of tests are related to the amount of information about the SUT available to the
tester when performing the tests. The variations are black-, grey- and white-box1. In black box testing, the tester

has no information about a system’s internals and solely gathers information about the SUT through the interfaces
provided by the system. In grey box testing situations, the tester has some basic knowledge of the system and may

ex

have been given authorized limited access to (parts of) the SUT. In a white box situation, the tester has full access
to the system, which may include a description of the design and implementation documentation.

EC

2. The attacker potential: The attacker’s potential can be expressed in the skill-level and available resources of a
potential attacker. The attacker potential could be derived from threat analysis and risk assessments if available.
Categories of attacker potential are for example script kiddy, hacktivist, organized crime, state actors [10].

in
g

Alternatively, the attacker potential can be expressed based on the required skill of the tester. These can be
expressed in required level of certification. Categories are EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), Global

nd

Information Assurance Certification (GIAC), Penetration Tester (GPEN), Offensive Security Certified Professional
(OSCP), Offensive Security Certified Expert (OSCE)).

pe

3. The testing method: The testing method should be determined, such as: Open Source Security Methodology
Manual (OSSTMM), Application Security Verification Standard (ASVS), Opensource Web Application Project

t-

(OWASP) (top 10) vulnerabilities.

ra
f

2.3.1.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline
The security testing process should follow from goals and requirements. The authors of [11] combine automotive

D

security requirements with requirements from the SAE standard J3061. Some of the concepts include:
•

1

Use secure communication channels whenever possible, e.g. VPN, SSL, or WPA2.

A variant of these three gradients are black, white, and crystal box.
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•

Digitally sign exchanged data, including software update, configure data, etc.

•

Minimize vulnerabilities and weakness during development and operation (by secure coding practice and review,
vulnerability scanning, process and techniques for patching).
Disable all debugging and maintenance interfaces, ports, and functions in operation mode.

•

Leverage build-in security features in hardware and software, whenever possible.
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•

The same paper also gives examples for requirements:
•

The system shall support different levels of access rights and remote user rights.

•

The system shall provide the capability to identify and authenticate itself during its lifetime.

•

The system shall be able to verify the origin of a software packet in the software update process.

•

The system shall be able to verify the origin of a remotely issued command.

•

The system shall provide security communication capability when communicating with external hosts over wireless
and wireline.

•

The system shall provide additional integrity protection for the storage of critical operational data such as

•

ex

configuration data.

If Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is used, the system shall provide capability to securely store and manage

EC

cryptographic keys and credentials and operate PKI according to common best practices.

In order to derive such requirements out of a risk analysis, the following steps could be used [12]

in
g

1. Collect the results from the threat modelling/risk analysis.
2. Define threat countermeasures as building blocks for requirements (i.e. the implementation of a countermeasure

nd

– collected in a catalogue – will be a requirement).
3. Map the resulting threats to countermeasures.

pe

This method allows for using different attack mitigation techniques as building blocks that can later be referred to by

t-

multiple requirements.

2.3.1.12 Potential Tools List

ra
f

For deriving and managing the requirements, general requirements engineering tools (e.g. IBM Rational DOORS) or

D

specific security requirements tools (e.g. OWASP SecurityRAT) could be used.
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2.4

Plan Tests and Develop Scenarios

2.4.1.1

Activity Number

2.4.1.2

pe
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4.

Preconditions

Threat and attack analysis is done and security concept/security requirements are available.

2.4.1.3

Indications

Developing test scenarios is mandatory.

2.4.1.4

Constraints

None.

2.4.1.5

Goal/Purpose

2.4.1.6

Actors/Roles

V&V Operator, Security Expert.

Input

in
g

2.4.1.7

EC

ex

Create test scenarios based on previous analyses and security requirements.

Testing is driven by both risks and requirements, and risks are especially important to consider in security testing.

nd

According to ISO21434 [3] the following input should be provided:
Threat analysis and risk assessment;

•

Cybersecurity claims (risks that are neglected);

•

Security requirements (required countermeasures to mitigate non-neglected risks).

t-

pe

•

2.4.1.8

Output

ra
f

Test plan including security testing scenarios for penetration testing, fuzzing, security functionality, interfaces and

D

vulnerability scanning depending on the risk level of threats.

2.4.1.9

Short Description

While traditional non-security related risks are linked to what can go wrong if a requirement is not satisfied, security
analysis often uncovers severe security risks that were not anticipated in the requirements process. In fact, a security
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risk analysis is an integral part of secure software development, and it should help drive requirements derivation and
system design as well as in security testing. Test planning focuses on outlining how each requirement will be tested.
Some requirements may appear to be untestable, and if test planning is already underway, then those requirements
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can be identified and possibly revised to make them testable. In the context of this process, test scenarios, consisting
of test patterns, are abstract descriptions of what a test consists of (as opposed to test cases that specify how to

implement the test – see activity 6). Test patterns are abstract descriptions of a test step (a minimum viable action –
MVA) that form an attack on a subsystem as part of a larger attack on the overall system. The patterns can be seen as
detailed description of an attack but without any SUT-related or test system-related information.

2.4.1.10 Complete Description

Security testing validates software system requirements related to security properties of assets that include

confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorization and non-repudiation. These security properties can
be defined as follows:

Confidentiality is the assurance that information is not disclosed to unauthorized individuals, processes, or devices.

•

Integrity is provided when data is unchanged from its source and has not been accidentally or maliciously modified,

ex

•

altered, or destroyed.

Availability guarantees timely, reliable access to data and information services for authorized users.

•

Authentication is a security measure designed to establish the validity of a transmission, message, or originator,

EC

•

or a means of verifying an individual's authorization to receive specific categories of information.
Authorization provides access privileges granted to a user, program, or process.

•

Non-repudiation is the assurance that none of the partners taking part in a transaction can later deny of having

nd

participated.

in
g

•

pe

One important difference between security testing and other testing activities, is that the security tester is emulating
an intelligent attacker. This has several implications. Most importantly, an adversary might do things that no ordinary

t-

user would do, such as entering a thousand-character surname or repeatedly trying to corrupt a temporary file. Security
testers must consider actions that are far outside the range of normal activity and might not even be regarded as

ra
f

legitimate tests under other circumstances. Secondly, an attacker will go straight for the program’s weak spots, so the
tester must think like the attacker and find the weak spots first. Finding ninety percent of an application’s vulnerabilities

D

does not make the application less vulnerable; it only reduces the cost of future fixes and increases the odds of finding
the remaining problems before attackers do. Since risk analysis is an ongoing and fractal process throughout software
development, new information is always becoming available for the test plan, and test planning becomes an ongoing
process as well.
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The technical risks identified in the risk analysis should identify threats and vulnerabilities to the system to guide the
testing effort. The risks identified should be used to:
develop an overall test strategy, which includes defining scope, selecting applicable testing techniques, defining
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•

acceptable test coverage metrics, defining the test environment, etc;
•

develop particular tests based on threats, vulnerabilities, requirements and assumptions uncovered by the analysis.
For example, tests could be developed to validate specific design assumptions or to validate controls (or
safeguards) put in place to mitigate certain risks;

•

increase test coverage and test focus in risky areas identified by the analysis, specifically vulnerable portions of the
software. For example, a specific component or functionality may be more exposed to untrusted inputs, or the
component may be highly complex, warranting extra attention;

•

select test data inputs based on threats and usage profiling created by risk analysis. For example: analysis could
reveal that the system may be vulnerable to a privilege escalation problem.

This also corresponds to a verification and a validation specification according to ISO/SAE DIS 21434 (10.5 and

ex

11.5, respectively) [3].

EC

2.4.1.10.1 Creating a test plan

The main purpose of a test plan is to organize the security testing process. It outlines which components of the software
system are to be tested and what test procedure should be used on each one. A test plan contains more than a simple

in
g

list of tests that are to be carried out. In general, the test plan should incorporate both a high-level outline of which
artefacts are to be tested and what methodologies are to be used, and it should also include a general description of

nd

the tests themselves, including prerequisites, setup, execution, and a description of what to look for in the test results.
Based on security concept, the test plan describes all test goals and test objectives that must be achieved. Furthermore,

pe

objective metrics for test completion and test quality need to be defined for the entire test strategy. The high-level
outline is useful for administration, planning, and reporting, while the more detailed descriptions are meant to make

t-

the test process go smoothly. Often, the test plan must account for the fact that time and budget constraints prohibit
testing every component of a software system, and a risk analysis is one way of prioritizing the tests. A typical security

ra
f

test plan might contain the following elements (however, test cases, environment and execution are determined later

D

in activities 6 and 7):
•
•
•

Purpose/Objectives
Test scope
System Under Test overview
o Software and Components
o Test Boundaries
o Test Limitations
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•
•
•

•

•

in
g

•
•
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•

ex

•

Risk analysis
o Synopsis of risk analysis
Test strategy
o Assumptions
o Test approach/Test methods
o Items not to be tested
Test requirements
o Functionality test requirements
o Security test requirements
o Installation/Configuration test requirements
o Stress and load test requirements
o User documentation
o Personnel requirements
o Facility and hardware requirements
Test environment (HiL, SiL, actual vehicle on dyno chassis, etc.)
Test case specifications
Test Automation and test equipment
o Test equipment
o Test tools
Test Execution
o Test entry criteria
o QA acceptance tests
o Regression testing
o Test procedures
o Test schedule
o Test exit criteria
Exit criteria (when to stop testing)
o Coverage criteria aligned with the tested feature types and the applied test design techniques are typical exit
criteria.
Test Management Plan
Definitions and Acronyms

EC

•

2.4.1.10.2 Creating test scenarios

nd

Test scenarios are derived from analysis of requirements, analysis of threat scenarios and attack scenarios, generation
and analysis of equivalence classes, boundary values analysis, error guessing based on knowledge or experience [3] and

pe

are between system requirements and test cases [39]. As such, this process defines scenarios abstract test descriptions
(consisting of test patterns) that define which vulnerabilities and requirements are specifically tested with which

t-

methods. A Test pattern is a generic description of a single step inside a test (normally an action during an attack), not
specific to an SUT or a testing platform. Therefore, attacks from the scenarios described in a domain specific language

ra
f

(DSL - e.g. [35], [36],[37]), whereby test patterns form atomic parts (minimum verifiable actions – MVAs) of these attacks.
These patterns are concretized with test scripts (containing e.g. an exploit) that eventually form test cases.

D

The reason to provide abstract test descriptions (that pre-empt some test case generation operations) is portability to
other items. Although test scenarios derive from threat assessments, they are described generically. Test patterns are,
consequently, generic means to test a part of the system – e.g. sending a CAN message with a break signal (e.g. a
symbol SEND CAN MSG() in a DSL) – that constitute a scenario. These means concretized with test scripts (attack steps
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- e.g. ./cansend can0 7df#02010d on a Linux platform) that eventually form test cases (concretizations of test scenarios
- see activities 5 and 6). The difference is that scenarios and patterns only generically describe what to do, while the
cases and scripts are concrete elaborations how to do it. The test cases therefore augment scenarios during the test
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case generation with information (e.g. CAN messages) from a specific SUT in order to test it. The purpose of the test

cases is to allow for automated testing using an appropriate framework. Figure 1 illustrates the coherence between
the test scenarios with their patterns and the cases with their scripts: scenarios consist of abstract patterns and cases

pe

nd

in
g

EC

ex

consist of concrete scripts.

t-

Figure 2: Relation between test scenarios/patterns and test cases/scripts

Furthermore, attack patterns are derived from generalizing existing attacks that may be derived from open databases

ra
f

(for well-known attacks, e.g. NVD2) or intrusion detection signatures as well as actual attack analyses. For an automated

D

test system implementing the process, the availability of attacks for the derived models (or constituting components,

2

https://nvd.nist.gov/
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respectively) determines the used test patterns and, thus, the test plan, including the test methods. Sensible testing
methods according to ISO [3] are:
Security functional testing (see Section 2.4.3). Functional testing is applied to an item or component, possibly
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integrated in a test environment, to determine whether the functionality meets the requirements.

Interface testing (see Section 2.4.3).. Interface testing is performed by applying functional testing to verify all inputs
and outputs to and from the item or component meet the requirements.

Static code analysis. Example: Static software code analysis tools that check against MISRA-C and CERT-C.

Vulnerability scanning. (see Section 2.4.5) Vulnerability scanning is a suite of techniques where the exploitation risk
of the vulnerability is assessed and quantified. Vulnerability scanning can be performed via passive scanning (e.g.,

looking for coding errors that can be exploited) or active scanning for access to for example host processes, network
protocols, file systems, or memory. Vulnerability scanning can also be applied to hardware and system architecture in

a similar manner using checklists of known vulnerabilities at these levels. Vulnerability scanning can be used as a
technique for penetration testing or analysis.

Penetration testing (see Section 2.4.2). Penetration testing is a group of testing methods used to find vulnerabilities

ex

present in a system that can be exploited by an adversary to take control, gain privileged access, expose privileged

data, or simply cause system malfunction. Penetration testing can be performed with different levels of knowledge

EC

about the system (i.e., black, grey, and white box testing). The output of the penetration testing helps to identify
cybersecurity requirements and controls to harden items or components against potential threats. Penetration testing
often involves issuing real attacks on real systems and data, using the same tools and techniques used by actual

in
g

adversaries. Penetration testing often involves looking for the combinations of vulnerabilities on a single system or
multiple systems that can be used to gain more access than could be achieved through a single vulnerability.

nd

Fuzzing (see Section 2.4.4.) Fuzz testing is a type of testing where large amounts of random data are provided (usually
in an automated or semi-automated fashion) as the input to a system to look for weaknesses and vulnerabilities (e.g.,

pe

failures and coding errors). If the system crashes or departs from the normal defined behaviour, the output is reported
as an error. Fuzz testing can be done at the system or interface level, or more exhaustively by listing every variable in

t-

the software under test and fuzzing random values for each software variable in the code. In the latter approach, the
testing is typically highly automated. Fuzz testing can be used to discover, for example, overflows, segmentation and

ra
f

heap errors that have cybersecurity implications. Fuzz testing can be applied to hardware inputs. Fuzz testing can be
used as a technique for penetration testing. In security testing, there may also be a need for specialized technology

D

that crafts customized network traffic, simulates fault and stress conditions, allows observation of anomalous program
behaviour, and so on.
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2.4.2

Define Penetration Testing Scenarios

Penetration testing is the legal and authorized process of exploiting systems in order to retrieve information which is
important for enhancing security of the system. The scope of penetration testing is usually on computer systems,
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however, usually is extended more than that. The process of penetration testing is fundamental for discovering security

flaws not only to the operation but mostly the design and implementation of information systems. Therefore, this
process requires special kind of insight and out of the box perspectives and thus it is difficult or even more impossible
to systematize. However, specific case scenarios could be defined in order to focus on specific testing goals and to
discover specific flaws [13].

2.4.2.1

Activity Number

4a.

2.4.2.2

Preconditions

To define the scenarios, first the scope must be described, and the vulnerability scanning must be initiated. Since

ex

penetration tests are conducted to discover and exploit the security flaws, the process of vulnerability scanning is
important for defining the context and the potential design flaws for the penetration tests to be deployed. Extra

EC

information could be retrieved from other security test scenarios in order to enhance the scope of penetration testing.
The tools, methodology and strategy of the penetration tests must be defined as well.

Indications

in
g

2.4.2.3

Penetration tests could be conducted as black box testing and/or white box testing. This means that penetration tests

nd

could be deployed without any specific knowledge related to the system’s design (black box testing) or by having
specific knowledge of the processes, services and interfaces of the system (white box testing). In the first case (black

pe

box testing), process such as enumeration, port scanning and intelligence gathering are important. Not only the above,
but the penetration testing could be conducted from insiders or externally from the network as well as in groups or

t-

individually.

Constraints

ra
f

2.4.2.4

Legal restrictions and the appropriate consent must be maintained as specific policies and could be applied when

D

conducting the penetration tests. Such information is not included in the definition of the penetration test scenarios.
Also, the impact to the infrastructure and to other systems must be kept in mind during the penetration tests.
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2.4.2.5

Target

Define penetration tests and describe the steps for deploying the appropriate scenario as comprehensive as possible,

2.4.2.6
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for using the potential vulnerabilities in order to deploy and exploit the vulnerabilities.

Actors

Operator (could be human or software).
2.4.2.7

Input

Test scope, protocols, desired software/tools, topology, interfaces, level of persistence (risk assessment could apply).

2.4.2.8

Output

Penetration test scenarios, attack vectors in conjunction to the topology (Required manually processes, persistence
levels, attack and defence scenario steps, knowledge base for the adversary tactics).

2.4.2.9

Short Description

ex

Penetration testing is important to be executed on the topics of automotive since the services which are maintained

vary and complex network and communications apply as well. The goal of the penetration test is to uncover, to execute

EC

and report on security flaws. Most importantly, red team assessments are important for discovering the attack vectors
which could be critical for the infrastructure. The process expands the knowledge of network defender and prioritizes
the security aspects by providing details regarding threats, techniques and procedures which could be executed to

in
g

bypass security measures and to gain unauthorized access to the assets. The adversary emulation, focused strategy
and the execution of series of tactics will be able to uncover important information and details regarding the

nd

infrastructure stability, reliability and security [14].

pe

2.4.2.10 Complete Description

Penetration tests focus on specific aspects of security and are deployed manually or semi-automatically. To extend the

t-

capabilities, global-based adversarial activities must be deployed to maintain a holistic view of the organization and
deploy security tests from the adversary’s perspective. The above methods are called Red team assessments which

ra
f

usually includes penetration tests; however, such methods extend the whole process [15]. As a result, the definition of
the specific tests scenarios is focused but not restricted to penetration testing.

D

A successful penetration testing methodology will discover functional weaknesses, design flaws and provide
recommendations for improving security [16]. To deploy penetration test scenarios, the scope and the context for
deployment of appropriate attack strategies with respect to the system’s potential weaknesses must be defined. In
penetration testing, it is possible to attack automobiles without in-depth knowledge (black box) or from the inside
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(white box - meaning that some or full information is available to the red team). Therefore, red teaming could be
deployed internally or externally, as well as with providing specific information regarding the infrastructure or not. The
•

Services.

•

Ports.

•

Network traffic.

•

Reverse engineering.

•

Buffer Overflows.

•

Code and Web Exploitation.
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process is usually focused on the following:

In most cases the vulnerabilities which penetration testing exploits, are caused by design and development errors, poor
system configuration, human errors, connectivity, complexity, passwords, user input, management, lack of training to
staff, communication. The steps to carry out penetration testing are:

2. Discover Vulnerabilities (Vulnerability Scanning).
3. Exploit the vulnerabilities.

ex

1. Define the scope – Information gathering.

EC

4. Reporting and deep analysis proposing countermeasures.
Finally, such steps are not usually standardized, and various methods and frameworks can be used for executing such

in
g

attacks. Very popular approaches include: cyber kill chain [17] and attack trees [18].

2.4.2.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline

nd

An example for setting up a penetration test is shown in Figure 3. This attack tree describes how attackers could
compromise a driver’s privacy to collect his/her private information. Each step describes the process which must be

pe

maintained (bottom-to-up approach). So, for the step 13.1 to be executed, step 13.1.1 must be executed. There are
cases where two or more steps must be executed in order to fulfil the conditions. There are also cases where and/or

D

ra
f

t-

processes must be maintained. Each branch could derive from more extensive steps as well.
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EC

Figure 3: Attack Tree – Compromise driver privacy

in
g

Another example is presented in the Figure 4. In this case, the specific tools and processes which will be maintained,
are defined. It is important to consider that an attack tree like the one shown above is - in principle - generic; it then

nd

becomes important to describe it in the context of the provided network and system topology. That leads to a more

D

ra
f

t-

pe

concrete step-by-step process which to further clarify the applicable scenario.

Figure 4: Attack Tree – Password Attack [19]
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In this example case, the penetration test scenario is carefully designed to match with the system topologies. Each step
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can also be extensively defined by including sequence diagrams as well.

2.4.2.12 Potential Tools List

Potential penetration tools can be distinguished in 3 categories:

1. simple tools which proceed a single process (ex. Hydra for password attacks),

2. tools which automate the penetration test process or include various tools and exploits such as Metasploit
framework or Nmap. More specifically Nmap could be used for port scanning but it could be also used for executing
more complex scripts by using the Nmap Scripting Engine (NSE).

3. tools which are used for red teaming assessments and adversary emulation. This category might combine tools
from both the other 2 categories in order to execute the emulations. Adversary emulations are very interesting in

the example approach, since most of the times adversary emulations are used for deploying specific security

ex

scenarios.

Some tools are included inside a Linux distribution (KALI Linux, Parrot OS) and others could be either deployed on a

EC

specific Linux distribution or as a separate bootable Operating System. One example is Snort, which is an Intrusion
Detection System provided on a bootable ISO for easy and lightweight deployment.
Lastly, penetration testing tools can be distinguished from the different usage perspectives of usage: 1. the attacker, 2.

in
g

the defender, 3. Both, where the penetration testing benefits from both red team and blue team assessments. Most

pe

Tool

nd

software tools for penetration testing are free and open source. Table 1 provides a tool overview.

D

ra
f

t-

Nmap
Ettercap
Snort
Security Onion
Wazuh
Aircrack
Wireshark
THC Hydra
Social-Engineer Toolkit (SET)
MITRE Caldera
Wifiphisher

Table 1: Penetration Testing Tools

License

Approach

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Offense
Offense
Defence
Défense
Défense
Offense
Both Offense and Défense
Offense
Offense
Offence
Offence
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2.4.3

Define Functional and Interface Security Testing Scenarios

Functional and interface testing scenarios result directly from security design requirements. In ISO/SAE DIS 21434 [3],
these two types of testing are stated separately, however, due to their methodological similarities (the functional tests

pe
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run over the interfaces and, therefore, the tests are conducted basically in the same manner), they are subsumed in
one activity of this process.

2.4.3.1

Activity Number

4b.

2.4.3.2

Preconditions

For testing security functions, the security requirements have to be known.

2.4.3.3

Indications

Security functional testing validates whether the specified security requirements are implemented correctly. In contrast

ex

to security vulnerability testing, which uses the simulation of attacks and other kinds of penetration testing to
compromise the security of a system, security properties and security mechanisms are tested based on the

2.4.3.4

EC

requirements. Hence, this is a mandatory activity which should include the basic security tests.

Constraints

2.4.3.5

in
g

None.
Target

Actors

pe

2.4.3.6

nd

Testing the security properties and security mechanisms based on requirements.

t-

Testing team, Requirements team, Security team.

2.4.3.7

Input

ra
f

Security requirements.

D

2.4.3.8

Output

Test scenarios/test cases to test security functions.
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2.4.3.9

Short Description

Functional testing is meant to test a whether a software system behaves correctly. Usually this means testing the
system’s adherence to its functional requirements. Since requirements exist at different levels of abstraction
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throughout the software development process, functional testing also takes place throughout the test process and at
different levels of abstraction. Testing security functions focuses on testing the security requirements. Typical security

requirements may include specific elements of confidentiality, integrity, authentication, availability, authorization and
non-repudiation [20].

2.4.3.10 Complete Description

There are two options of formulating security requirements: 1. positive requirements and 2. negative requirements.
Positive formulated requirements describe how a security function should work. For example, typical requirements

may state that a user’s account is disabled after three unsuccessful login attempts or that only certain characters should
be permitted in a URL. These requirements can be tested in traditional ways, such as attempting three unsuccessful
login attempts and verifying that the account in question was really disabled, or by supplying a URL with illegal

ex

characters and asserting if they are stripped out before processing [20].

Negative requirements state behaviour that the software should not exhibit. The mapping of requirements to specific

EC

software artifacts is problematic for a requirement such as “no module may be susceptible to buffer overflows,” since
that requirement is not implemented in a specific place. Hence, negative requirements create a challenge for functional

in
g

testing.

To select test cases, the following test methods can be applied [20]:
Requirements-based testing

nd

•

o Given a set of requirements, devise tests so that each requirement has an associated test set.

pe

o Trace test cases back to requirements to ensure that all requirements are covered.
In security testing it can be useful to build test cases around ambiguities in the requirements. Run-time verification

t-

seeks to validate that an application conforms to its security requirements and specifications by dynamically
observing the application’s behaviour in a test environment. Requirements such as “all authentication credentials

ra
f

must be encrypted while in transit” can thus be dynamically verified through observation. However, this kind of
testing requires a good test case management to assure sufficient test coverage is given.

D

•

Building a Fault or Threat Model
A fault model consists of hypotheses about what might go wrong with a piece of software. In other words, the
tester must ask what kinds of vulnerabilities can exist in a system of this type and what kinds of problems are likely
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to have been overlooked by the developers. In security testing, often threat models are used to cover deliberately
introduced malicious conditions.
•

Specification-based testing and model-based testing
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Given a specification (or even a definition of an interface), test cases can be derived automatically and can even
include an oracle. This sometimes requires a specification created in a formal language (which is not often
encountered). An alternative form is to create a program model, especially based on interfaces, and derive tests

from the interface model. Test cases can also be created by hand based on a specification, but this is much more

of an art. In security testing, it can be useful to test situations that are not covered in the specifications. Successful
formal verifications yield security proofs. This means guaranteed security (however, only under the assumption of
an appropriate and, in its relevant properties, complete model).
•

Equivalence partitioning

o Divide the input domain into a collection of subsets, or” equivalence classes,” which are deemed equivalent
according to the specification using combinatorial methods.

o Pick representative tests (sometimes only one) from within each class.

•

ex

Can also be done with output, path, and program structure equivalence classes.
Boundary value analysis

EC

o Choose test cases on or near the boundaries of the input domain of variables, with the rationale that many
defects tend to concentrate near the extreme values of inputs.
A classic example of boundary-value analysis in security testing is to create long input strings in order to probe

in
g

potential buffer overflows. More generally, insecure behaviour in boundary cases is often unforeseen by
developers, who tend to focus on nominal situations instead.
Robustness and fault tolerance testing

nd

•

A variation on boundary value analysis where test cases are chosen outside the domain in order to test program

pe

robustness to unexpected and erroneous inputs. Also useful for probing fault tolerance and error handling. Errors
can lead to insecure conditions, such as the disclosure of sensitive information in debugging messages or core

•

t-

dumps. Error handlers are also notorious for containing security bugs.
Decision table (also called logic-based testing)

ra
f

Decision tables represent logical relationships between conditions (for example, inputs) and actions (for example,

D

outputs). Derive test cases systematically by considering every possible combination of conditions and actions.

•

Security testers often focus on conditions that are not covered in the requirements or specifications.
State-based testing

o

Model the program under test as a finite state machine, and then select tests that cover states and transitions
using diverse techniques.
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This is good for transaction processing, reactive, and real-time systems. In security testing, it can often be useful to
try to force transitions that do not appear in higher level design artifacts, since vulnerabilities often appear when
software enters an unexpected state.
Usage-based and use-case based testing
o
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•

Base tests on use of the product in real operation by creating an operational profile or creating a set of use
cases.

It is sometimes possible to infer future reliability from test results (given a statistically correct operational profile).
Do this by assigning inputs to a probability distribution according to their occurrence in actual operation.
•

Fault-based testing

o Intentionally introduce faults during testing to probe program robustness and reliability.

Determining which kind of faults to introduce and how to observe their effects is a challenge. Experience with

this method is necessary for it to be useful. Code-based fault injection is discussed in the German Federal Office
for Information Security (BSI) module on white box testing.
•

Protocol conformance testing

ex

o Use a program’s communication protocol as a direct basis for testing the program.

This is useful when a program is supposed to accept a protocol. In combination with boundary-value testing

EC

and equivalence-based testing, this method is useful for web-based programs and other Internet-based code.
Protocol-based testing is especially important for security testing in web-based applications, since the easiest
way for remote attackers to access such applications is through web protocols (or their buggy implementations,

•

in
g

as the case may be). Protocol-based testing is discussed in the BSI portal on black box tools.
Load and performance testing

nd

Testing specifically aimed at verifying that the subsystem meets specified performance requirements (e.g., capacity
and response time). Load and stress testing exercise a system to the maximum design load and beyond it. Stressful

pe

conditions can expose vulnerabilities that are otherwise hard to see, and vulnerabilities can also be caused by the
mechanisms that software uses to try to deal with extreme environments. Developers are often focused on graceful

t-

degradation when they create these mechanisms, and they overlook security. This means that the other methods
above can be used to create additional tests with a system under stress.
Stability testing

ra
f

•

D

This methodology is useful in order to analyse the stability of a solution. The stability testing is a non-functional
test methodology which is able to uncover the long-term unreliability in a system. This test method represents the
general usage of a device well and enables to uncover possible security related issues which only turn up in long
terms.
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When negative requirements are tested, security testers typically look for common mistakes and test suspected
weaknesses in the application. The emphasis is often on finding vulnerabilities, often by executing abuse and misuse
tests that attempt to exploit the weaknesses in the application. In addition to demonstrating the presence of
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vulnerabilities, security tests can also assist in uncovering symptoms that suggest vulnerabilities might exist.

To derive the test cases, the following steps need to be carried out:
1. Identify functions that the system is expected to perform.

2. For all functions, create test cases based on the described methods. The test cases should include the description
of test activities and the creation of input data based on the specifications.
3. Determine the output based on the function's specifications.

2.4.3.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline
Here are some example requirements and test cases:
Application level:

ex

Requirement: Authentication of OEM server (for OTA Update) should be disabled after three unsuccessful
authentication attempts for 1 hour. An incident should be logged.

Test case 1: attempting 3 unsuccessful authentication attempts and verifying that the OEM server in question

EC

•

was really disabled.
•

Test case 2: attempting 5 unsuccessful authentication attempts and verifying that the OEM server in question

•

in
g

was really disabled and an incident is logged.
Test case 3: attempting 3 unsuccessful authentication attempts and verifying that the OEM server in question

nd

was really disabled. After 45 minutes make another attempt and verify if the OEM server is still disabled and
incidents are logged.

Test case 4: attempting 5 unsuccessful authentication attempts and verifying that the OEM server in question

pe

•

was really disabled. After 61 minutes make another attempt and verify if the OEM server is not disabled

t-

anymore and incidents are logged.
Component level: Authentication software:

ra
f

Requirement: If a challenge value (nonce) sent to a peer and the according response cannot be successfully

D

extracted with the respective peer’s public key, log incident and increase counter. If counter is three, block
authentication of this IP for 60 minutes, log incident and send incident report to registered OEM server.
•

Test case 1: Set counter to 10 having no incident logged and attempt successful authentication. Verify if error
is found and authentication was disabled.
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•

Test case 2: set counter to 0 having 2 incidents logged and attempt unsuccessful authentication. Verify if error
is found and authentication was disabled.

2.4.4

Test case 3: delete public key and verify if error is found and authentication was disabled.
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•

Define Fuzz Testing Scenarios

Fuzzing can be seen and used both as primitive version of and a preceding step before penetration testing.

2.4.4.1

Activity Number

4c.

2.4.4.2

Preconditions

For defining the scenario, the fuzzing software or a least the required interfaces and capabilities of the software must
be known. For test execution in Activity 8, the fuzzing software must be in place on a testing system that is interfaced

2.4.4.3

ex

with the SUT.

Indications

EC

Fuzzing is cost-efficient and may lead to positive results (i.e. vulnerabilities or hints to the same that pose worthwhile
targets for investigation with more structured techniques) without or with very little a priori knowledge about the SUT.
It may therefore be used when no knowledge or resources (needed by more structured approaches) are available as

Constraints

2.4.4.5

pe

None.

nd

2.4.4.4

in
g

well as first or parallel (or both) testing approach.

Target

t-

Define a fuzzing test according to the test scenario that, as comprehensive as possible, determines the behaviour of

ra
f

the SUT when confronted with non-standard input.

2.4.4.6

Actors

D

Operator (could be human or software).

2.4.4.7

Input

Test scope, fuzzing interface, desired fuzzing software.
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2.4.4.8

Output

Fuzzing scenario (fuzzing parameters, required interfaces, oracle parameters [pass/fail conditions]).

Short Description
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2.4.4.9

Using fuzzing techniques, it is possible to attack automobiles without any in-depth knowledge by using random input

and trying to provoke an SUT to enter an undefined or non-intended state and subsequently identify faults and errors
that may uncover security vulnerabilities [21].

2.4.4.10 Complete Description

Fuzzing is a technique to use random input in order to try to put an SUT into a non-intended state in order to uncover
errors. Its use in software testing dates back into 1981, when it was shown that, under certain but realistic conditions,

random testing could be more efficient than structured testing [22]. However, randomness of fuzz testing does not

have to be complete; the input for the SUT can and should be adapted to standards the system adheres to, which
means that a fuzzer should generate random data encapsulated in valid data structure or within a certain limited value

ex

range. For instance, a controller area network (CAN) bus fuzzer could sensibly limited to the standard ID range (0 to

2047) and the payload fixed to a learned one obtained by prior sniffing (passive listening) on the bus [23]. Therefore, a

EC

fuzzer contains a fuzz generator, responsible for a sensible degree of randomness and a valid composition of the nonrandom parts. The other parts of a state-of-the-art fuzzer are a deliver mechanism (i.e. SUT and program I/O interfaces)
and a monitoring system – a test oracle [24]. The oracle, which purpose is to determine the result of a test (i.e. pass/fail),

in
g

could be obtained by e.g. monitoring network communications, debug interfaces, system signals, physical responses
or using protocols like XCP and comparing the measured behaviour with the expected one

nd

[25].

pe

Using fuzzing techniques, it is possible to attack automobiles without any in-depth knowledge
[26]. In principle, any component that shows an external interface can be fuzzed. Through the versatility of fuzzing, it

can be used for a variety of tasks inside an automotive system, which includes but is not limited to:
embedded (ECU) software testing;

•

ECU hardware testing;

•

protocol testing;

•

BUS (e.g. CAN) testing.

D

ra
f

t-

•

Fuzz testing can [27]:
•

be used to reverse engineer vehicle messages;
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•

be used to disrupt vehicle’s communication network;

•

be a form of cyber-attack;

•

lead to vehicle component damage.
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Due to its random nature, it is possible that (depending on the SUT, the interface, the protocol, etc.) the possible test
space is too large to test in its entirety. It may therefore be sensible to use combinatorial (or other sophisticated)

approaches (cf. above) to select test cases. However, due to its potentially large test case space, it can be used
indefinitely (i.e. without termination condition), meaning that fuzz testing can be continued (possibly in parallel to
other test methods) as long as the complete test series runtime is desirable and still produce new positive results.

2.4.4.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline

An example for setting up a fuzz test in the automotive industry is to use a fuzzer on CAN bus signals. For that, the
fuzzer (e.g. booFuzz) may be fed with valid CAN messages (i.e. any signal that has a meaning in the specific SUT setup).
The fuzzer will subsequently generate fuzz data that again can serve as an input for a testing framework that possess a
CAN interface and takes care of the submitting messages and receiving the feedback (such as Vector Tools CANoe).

ex

Additionally, SUTs (which can be complete cars, where the test framework will just be connected to a specific CAN bus

or single ECUs - Electronic Control Units- , e.g. on a HiL – Hardware in the Loop testbed) may also be tested with non-

Figure 5: CAN fuzzing setup according to [28]

D

ra
f

t-

pe

nd

in
g

EC

valid CAN messages for their protocol-conform behaviour. Figure 5 shows an exemplary CAN fuzzing setup.

2.4.4.12 Potential Tools List
Potential fuzzing tools are (non-exhaustive list) displayed in Table 2 [23], [27], [29].
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Table 2: List of Fuzzing Tools

2.4.5

License
Commercial
Commercial
Mixed
Mixed
Free
Free
Free
Free
As required

Approach
Protocol based
Protocol based
Design based
Protocol based
General
General
General
General
As required
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Tool
beStorm
Defensics
CANoe/booFuzz
Peach
Radamsa
American Fuzzy Lop
libFuzzer
honggfuzz
Custom software

Define Vulnerability Scanning Scenarios

Vulnerability scanning is important in order to assess, mitigate and report potential security vulnerabilities that exist
on systems and software. This process is mostly related to the ability and the appropriate processes and scenarios in
order to identify through a comprehensive vulnerability scanning [30][31].

Activity Number

ex

2.4.5.1

2.4.5.2

EC

4d.

Preconditions

To define the vulnerability scanning scenario, the reconnaissance and threat modelling process must first be executed.

in
g

If not, the vulnerability scanning must execute such processes. Sometimes the vulnerability scanning includes both the

2.4.5.3

Indications

nd

reconnaissance and threat modelling as a pre-requisite for executing penetration testing scenarios afterwards.

pe

Vulnerability scanning could be either persistent, meaning that the reconnaissance could be active and resourceful or
passive. The scenarios must include such information in order to define the approach of the reconnaissance and of the

t-

vulnerability scanning process.

Constraints

ra
f

2.4.5.4

Persistent vulnerability scanning could affect the targeted services. Specific access rights could restrict the depth of the

D

vulnerability scanning.

2.4.5.5

Target

Define the scope of the vulnerability scanning and potential outcomes.
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2.4.5.6

Actors

Operator (human or software).

Input
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2.4.5.7

Access to the assets and the connections, Topology (Assets and Connections), desired API for threat intelligence and
for documenting the vulnerabilities.

2.4.5.8

Output

Vulnerability scenario, Discovered Vulnerabilities.

2.4.5.9

Short Description

Vulnerability scanning lists potential vulnerabilities and creates reports including information on the discovered
vulnerabilities. This process is not about the exploitation of the vulnerabilities, but to enumerate the potential

ex

vulnerabilities.

2.4.5.10 Complete Description

EC

Vulnerability scanning is usually conducted inside the security perimeter, meaning a white box testing for discovering
potential vulnerabilities. The process can be used to create alerts when unauthorized changes are made to the
environment, such as open ports or policy changes. The process might enumerate known software vulnerabilities and

in
g

the goal is to provide a comprehensive baseline of the existing vulnerabilities.
Through extensive scanning, this process can create an inventory of technical aspects, including most of the services of

nd

the systems identifying vulnerabilities such as open ports or outdated services, among others. This process is also
connected to a process called ‘reconnaissance’, which identifies assets and services. Vulnerability scanners can be

pe

divided in two different groups: network based and host-based scanners. Deployment practices must be considered as
well. For example, the location of the scanning service and the port range could be extended and potential threats due

t-

to the scanning should also be identified. There are several types of scanners that do this, like [32]:
1. port scanners;

ra
f

2. application scanners;
3. vulnerability scanners.

D

To execute vulnerability scanning, the network topology should be known, and the tools should be selected to define
the scanning scope. This information is needed to define and to create the vulnerability scanning scenarios.
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2.4.5.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline
Using a vulnerability scanner, information can be extracted about the network topology, network configuration,

ex
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running services, among others. An example of a network topology is presented in Figure 6.

EC

Figure 6. Network Topology [33]

The network topology is initially available, or otherwise the vulnerability scanning process (or more accurately the
network reconnaissance) is able to enumerate all assets and technical details to extract the network topology. For each

in
g

server or connection, the vulnerability scanner maintains an extensive scan to identify and extract potential

Figure 7. Identified Vulnerabilities [33]

ra
f

t-

pe

nd

vulnerabilities. An example of identified vulnerabilities is presented in Figure 7.

To define what can be scanned, all connected assets must be scanned, meaning that everything is scanned that is

D

connected to the network. This includes operating systems, web servers, mail servers, ftp servers, firewalls, databases,
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LDAP servers, Load balancing servers, switches and finally wireless access points, to mention just some of them. The
identified vulnerabilities can match common vulnerabilities and exposures lists, like the one from MITRE3.

Table 3: List of Scanning Tools

License
Commercial
Open Source
Free for most uses
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source

Trivy
Flan
Rapidscan

Open Source
Open Source
Open Source

Approach
Web Application
Web Server Scanning
Web Application
Servers and Network Devices
Ports and Network Services
Multiple Scans and reporting Suite
(Arachni, Zap, Nikto, OpenVas)
Containers
Network Devices
Multiple Scans

ex

Tool
Nessus
Nikto
Arachni
OpenVas
Nmap vuln
Archery
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2.4.5.12 Potential Tools List
Potential scanning tools are (non-exhaustive list) displayed in Table 3 [23], [27], [29].

2.5 Select Test Scripts

EC

This section concerns the transfer of generic vulnerability descriptions into concrete scripts that could be executed
onto a specific System-Under-Test (SUT). Depending on the availability in the attack database, these scripts can be
selected from the attack database or a repository. In case no specified attack is matched and a vulnerability is still

2.5.1.1

Activity Number

Preconditions

pe

2.5.1.2

nd

5.

in
g

present, then the attack scenario must be created accordingly.

t-

Known SUT, complete test scenario (activity 4) must be present.

Indications

ra
f

2.5.1.3

Selecting a concrete instantiation of a test scenario is mandatory. However, it is optional whether this instantiation

D

must be selected or newly developed (activity 5a).

3

https://cve.mitre.org
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2.5.1.4 Constraints
Executing specific kinds of code to attack systems may be illegal. Before executing a script, either general conformity

2.5.1.5
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to the local laws or specific permissions of the SUT owner/manufacturer will have to be considered.

Target

Selecting a script that is machine-executable and performs a concrete attack to a specific SUT.

2.5.1.6

Actors

Operator (human or software).

2.5.1.7

Input

Test scenarios must include details on whether it is a penetration test, functional test, fuzzing, vulnerability scanning

ex

or interface test. More specifically the following must be defined:

parameters (specific SUT configurations; specific capabilities of the tools to use in a script, etc.);

•

required interfaces;

•

test oracle parameters [pass/fail conditions].

EC

•

Alternatively, also a defined script could be received as input out of activity 5a (test script validation) if the validation

Output

Test Script, including:

nd

2.5.1.8

in
g

is successful.

Attack/Exploit code

•

Script parameters

E.g. message to be sent to provoke the attack (see example below)

t-

o

pe

•

o

Triggers, E.g.: Event based, call by test environment, time based

Preconditions, e.g. required interfaces

•

Oracle parameters [pass/fail conditions]

D

ra
f

•

•

o

Optional: feedback for intelligent attacks

Potentially debug information (detect the malfunction/ non-availability/ etc.).
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2.5.1.9

Short Description

This test activity derives concrete attacks from test scenarios, turning generic attack scenarios into tailored executable
code tailored to a specific SUT, by selecting a suitable test script from a specific attack script database (if already present

aligns or sequences the selected/newly developed test scripts.

2.5.1.10 Complete Description
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a priori) or by developing a new one (activity 5a). However, a scenario may be tied to multiple test scripts. Activity 6

Attack scripts may be created by analysing an SUT or they are be derived from various structured approaches like attack

trees [34] (scenarios defined in activity 4 are described in a domain specific language). In the sense of this process,
attack scripts derive from these scenarios, which consist of generic descriptions of an attack (including potentially used
tools, but not specific to an SUT). The scripts are concrete implementations thereof, making use of the tools outlined
in the scenario description targeting towards a specific SUT. Test script consists of an executable script that contains:
The tool(s) to be used (parameters, interfaces, oracle may be derived from the test scenario;

•

Needed parameters and information specific to the SUT;

•

Specifics to the attacking system (e.g. using Linux, availability of a certain compiler/interpreter, etc.)

ex

•

EC

For instance, if one attack involves sending a message to a Controller Area Network (CAN) bus, then the tool could be
cansend on Linux and the SUT-specific parameter would be the CAN message (or sequence thereof) to be sent. The

be used during the test.

in
g

outcome would then be an executable test script or program (depending on the used programming langue), that can

The attack script should not only include a concretization of the test scenario and the script itself, but also a set of tools

nd

and SUT specific set of pass/fail conditions to feed a test oracle. The scripts should be stored in a database, where the
test case generation (activity #6 – see Section 2.6) take the scripts for a specific sequence within a test case. The present

pe

activity should involve a matching between the present SUT and the database whether a respective component is
susceptible to a known, exploitable vulnerability for which exploit code is present in the test script database. If no

t-

matching script is present for the actual SUT, it should be developed (see Activity 5a) or the test has to be skipped.

Develop Test Scripts

ra
f

2.5.2

The purpose of this activity, in general, is to populate an attack script database with relevant attacks. The scripts

D

correspond to the plan and implement defined test scenarios.

2.5.2.1

Activity Number

5a.
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2.5.2.2

Preconditions

Deep knowledge about the SUT, complete test scenario (activity 4) must be present.

Indications
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2.5.2.3

It is optional whether test scripts are selected or newly developed.

2.5.2.4 Constraints
Executing specific kinds of code to attack systems may be illegal. Before executing a script, either general conformity
to the local laws or specific permissions of the SUT owner/manufacturer will have to be considered.

2.5.2.5

Target

Developing a script that is machine-executable and performs a concrete attack to a specific SUT.

2.5.2.6

Actors

2.5.2.7

ex

Developer.
Input

EC

Test scenarios must include details on whether it is a penetration test, functional test, fuzzing, vulnerability scanning
or interface test. More specifically the following must be defined:
parameters (specific SUT configurations; specific capabilities of the tools to use in a script, etc.);

•

required interfaces;

•

test oracle parameters [pass/fail conditions].

in
g

•

nd

Alternatively, also a defined script could be received as input out of activity 5a (test script validation) if the validation
fails. In that case the script itself and the validation result should serve as an input in order to correct the script and re-

pe

validate it (i.e. continue the loop between activities 5 and 5a until either the validation is successful or the script is

t-

finally rejected in which case it will no longer be part of the testing process).

2.5.2.8

Output

ra
f

Test Script, including:
Attack/Exploit code

•

Script parameters

D

•

•

o

E.g. message to be sent to provoke the attack (see example below)

o

Triggers, E.g.: Event based, call by test environment, time based

Preconditions, e.g. required interfaces
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Oracle parameters [pass/fail conditions]
o

•

Optional: feedback for intelligent attacks

Potentially debug information (detect the malfunction/ non-availability/ etc.).

2.5.2.9
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•

Short Description

This test activity develops a test script from a pattern of a given scenario in Activity 4. The final script must be validated
(activity 5b).

2.5.2.10 Complete Description

Developing test scripts involves examining the test scenario and coding a script for a specific SUT, where potentially

deep technical knowledge about the latter or specific auxiliaries (e.g. an interpretation file for specific CAN messages)
will probably be necessary.

The attack scripts are, from a specific perspective, concrete implementations of generic testing scenarios; they should
take the respective scenarios as an input and enrich them with specific testing tools and SUT specifics. For instance, a

ex

scenario from Activity 4 may involve the sequence to send a certain message on the CAN bus to manipulate a distinct

ECU, which could be described using a Domain Specific Language (DSL). The corresponding attack script will then be,

EC

for example, python code running on Linux that uses cansend (from the can-utils package) that sends that message for
a specific vehicle (e.g. a VW Tuareg 2016 or a Toyota Yaris 2014). An attack script could look like the following:
#!/usr/bin/env bash

nd

cansend can0 7df#02010d

in
g

sudo ifconfig can0 up

The can ID 7df#02010d is an arbitrary example but represents the SUT-specific part. If the message’s purpose is, for

pe

instance, to activate a subsystem (e.g. trigger wiper, blinker) or send false readings (e.g. speed), the message will differ
on different makes and models. For instance, the message will look different on a Tuareg or a Yaris, but might even
differ between a Yaris manufactured in 2014 and one from 2018. Such information must be defined and stored together

t-

with the relevant attack scenario’s parameters and details. The script has to go through validation (activity 5b) after

ra
f

which it may be selected (in activity 5) if the validation succeeds or will be pitched back to this activity for repair if the

D

validation fails.

2.5.2.11 Potential Tools List
Tools for the development of attack scripts mostly comprise of software development and scripting tools. Additionally,
tools for testing (i.e. ethical hacking) should be considered, see Table 4 [38]. A scripting environment should include:
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programming IDEs/frameworks (e.g. Eclipse);

•

programming/scripting languages (e.g. C++, Python, TTCN3);

•

used protocols (CAN, Flexray);

•

frameworks and interfaces (e.g. SocketCAN);

•

test execution environment / operation system (Linux, ROS) that will be used.
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•

Table 4: Example tools list (expanded and modified from [38])

License
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source

Metasploit Framework
MitmAP

Open Source
Open Source

Net Creds

Validate Test Scripts

Approach
On captured data contents
Privilege escalations
Car protocols
CAN
CAN, car network
Management tool
Linux and network. ARP spoofing
SSH, WMI, passwords
Zigbee
Framework for numerous exploitation
tools
Simulates a wireless access point
HTTP; FTP; Telnet; SMTP; Kerberos;
NTLM
Scanner
Sniffer. Provides an entry point
Aggregator of tools
Linux distribution with vast toolset

in
g

2.5.3

Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source

EC

Nmap and Zenmap
Poisontap
RedHunt-OS
Kali Linux

ex

Tool
Ail-Framework
BeRoot
CAN-alyzat0r
CANToolz
Can-Utils
DefectDojo
EvilLimiter
Infection Monkey
KillerBee

2.5.3.1

nd

This section contains a method to validate test scripts that are developed in Activity 5: Test Script Development.
Activity Number

2.5.3.2

pe

5b.

Preconditions

ra
f

t-

Activity 5a fulfilled; test script ready.

2.5.3.3

Indications

D

This is an optional activity. However, it is mandatory if Activity 5a has been carried out.
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2.5.3.4

Constraints

Executing specific kinds of code to attack systems may be illegal. This is applicable even to do so even only for validating

2.5.3.5
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the proper functioning of the script.

Target

Validating the proper function of a script that is machine-executable and performs a concrete attack to a specific system
under test (SUT).

2.5.3.6

Actors

Validator (human or software).

2.5.3.7

Input

Test Script, including:
Attack/Exploit code

•

Parameters

ex

•

E.g. message to be sent to provoke the attack (see example below)

o

Triggers, E.g.: Event based, call by test environment, time based

EC

o

•

Preconditions, e.g. required interfaces

•

Oracle parameters [pass/fail conditions]

Pot. debug information (detect the malfunction/ non-availability/ etc.).

2.5.3.8

Output

nd

•

Optional: feedback for intelligent attacks

in
g

o

Short Description

t-

2.5.3.9

pe

Validation result (pass/fail), potentially deltas for single expected and actual test results.

This test activity validates developed scripts. It does so by using the scripts on simulated or actual SUTs in a simulated

ra
f

or actual test environment and measuring an expected outcome (derived from the test oracle) with the results. The
SUTs should be chosen such, that they may produce both positive and negative results in specific, well-defined

D

conditions. Successful validation yields the script-under-examination to be transferred in the script library for selection
(in activity 5), while failure hands it back to development (activity 5b).
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2.5.3.10 Complete Description
In order to validate a test script, the procedure has to follow the same rules as the productive environment application
in which it should be applied later on. This means that the environment should contain (in accordance with the attack
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script):
a) the tool(s) to be used;
b) parameters and information specific to the SUT;
c) specifics to the attacking system .

Similar to test cases, the validation of the script should contain different SUTs or configurations thereof that include:
a) a SUT configuration with a successful attack (positive validation);

b) a SUT configuration with an unsuccessful attack (negative validation);
c) several edge cases.

The validation coverage should be comparable to test coverages in actual tests (see process Activity 6). As a validation

2.5.3.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline

ex

result, valid scripts can be selected in activity 5, while invalid ones should be re-developed (activity 5a).

EC

An attack script that e.g. sends a CAN message to manipulate a vehicles’ s subsystem should be tested on a vehicle that
is expected to show the defined behaviour and on at least another that is not. For instance, a script that would
manipulate the engine on an VW Tuareg 2016 should be tested on such a (simulated or actual) car, but also on models

in
g

that are not susceptible to that manipulation (e.g. another make or model). Furthermore, the positive SUT should be
set with different parameters where it is either clear, that they prevent a successful execution, or where this is uncertain

nd

(this would represent an edge case). For determining these cases, methods of test case generation could be used (see

pe

section 6).

2.5.3.12 Potential Tools List

Generate Test Cases

ra
f

2.6

t-

Tools for test case generation should be used (see section 2.6).

This section contains the Test Case Generation of the testing process.

D

2.6.1.1

Activity Number

6.
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2.6.1.2

Preconditions

Activities 4 and 5 fulfilled; test scenarios and scripts ready.

Indications
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2.6.1.3

This activity is one of the core activities of the process. It assembles the scenarios and scripts into an actually executed
test sequences.

2.6.1.4

Constraints

None.

2.6.1.5

Target

Generating an executable test sequence out of the test scenarios from activity 4 and the attack scripts from activity 5.
2.6.1.6

Actors

2.6.1.7

ex

Orchestrator (human or software).

Input

Output

Test Case.

Short Description

nd

2.6.1.9

in
g

2.6.1.8

EC

Test Scenario and Test.

The test case generation generates executable sequences of test scripts according to a test scenario. Effectively, this

pe

activity uses the generic description from a certain scenario, turns it into test cases and fills it with test scripts.

t-

2.6.1.10 Complete Description
A test case typically includes information on the preconditions and postconditions of the test, information on how the

ra
f

test will be set up and how it will be torn down, and information about how the test results will be evaluated. The test
case also defines a test condition, which is the actual state of affairs that is going to be tested (e.g. the tester creates

D

the test condition in order to see how the software responds). A test case should include (non-exhaustive list):
•
•
•

Unique Test Identifier
Test summary
Environmental Needs/ Pre-requisites (Test preparation)
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•
•
•

Special procedural requirements/Test setup
Dependencies among test cases
Test Steps and input data
Expected results (determination of output) based on specification
o description of what to look for in the test results
Test completion, Stopping and resumption criteria (Pass/Fail criteria)
Traceability to related requirement(s)
Traceability to related threats
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•
•
•
•

In the context of this process, the test case generation is basically the fusion of a test scenario (Activity 4), which is
generic, and the attack scripts that are specific to a distinct System-under-test (SUT). Test scenarios are between system

requirements and test cases [39]. This activity thus translates the semi-formalized scenarios into executable cases.
Therefore, the higher-level descriptions of scenarios need to be broken down to a more detailed level, merged with

attack scripts (Activity 5) and turned into a sensible sequence. In order to reach a sufficient test coverage, while

maintaining a manageable amount of test cases, a formalized method of generation such as combinatorial testing
should be used [40][41][42]. In principle, one must distinguish between black box and white box scenarios, which is a

matter of the scenario development. White box test generation derives from an SUT model (however, the accuracy –

ex

precision and correctness – may vary).

EC

For white box testing, the proposed steps of identifying and sequencing tools include [38]:
1. construct a high-level functional decomposition of (sub)systems involved in the Communicating-Processing-Storing
triad based on the focus of the test sequence. Within this process, this info comes from Activity 4.

in
g

2. set up initial assumptions which software can implement the functionality of the triad elements. Within this
process, this info comes from Activities 4 and 5.

nd

3. relate available tools to the functional decomposition from Activity 1. Specifically, to identify groups of tools for:
a. setting up test management environment and the testing context;

pe

b. testing Communicating functionality (located on the system boundary);
c. testing the Processing functionality of the system;

t-

d. testing Storing functionality.
After these activities have finished, test case generation can - in principle - be automated by e.g. using the results of

ra
f

threat modelling in conjunction with an attack script database (as described in this process) to derive the test sequence
[45].

D

For black box scenarios, the test coverage is the most important attribute, as - lacking a clear model - derivation is not
possible unless an adequate methodology for discovering SUT internals is present. Lastly, a test case consists of a
sequence of attack scripts that are ordered in accordance with the test scenario from Activity 4.
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2.6.1.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline
In principle, any method to match and sequence the test scripts is adequate to implement this activity. A (simplified)
test scenario may contain the description of an adversary who gains access to the Bluetooth interface of a target car
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(parking or driving), or tries to overcome sandbox restrictions and send specific messages into the in-vehicle network

(IVN) to attack a certain car function (e.g. throttle, gear, break) running on an electronic control unit (ECU). The resulting
test case generation should subsequently match scripts from the respective database into a sequence of steps to match
the test scenario onto an executable case. This would include:

a) a script that scans for Bluetooth vulnerabilities on the infotainment;
b) a script that exploits a found vulnerability (e.g. buffer overflow);

c) a script that places an application onto the infotainment and executes it;
d) the application that sends an IVN (e.g. CAN) message;

e) the IVN (e.g. CAN) message that fulfils that task (specific to each make and model – see Activity 5).

This simplified attack assumes already known vulnerabilities stored in the database for each step of the test case.

ex

However, the less of the SUT is known, the more potential variants would interfere in selecting the correct scripts. In
this case, an appropriate portion of the potential variants should be covered using e.g. combinatorial testing. For

EC

example, different CAN messages could be used in the last step according to the potential model variants (of course
those have to be limited of all potential SUT beforehand with any piece of knowledge available – firstly the make,
model, construction date, etc.). The test cases should also be built conditionally, allowing for different paths of attacks.

nd

2.6.1.12 Potential Tools List

in
g

Therefore, the use of attack trees [46][47] or similar to construct test cases might be a sensible approach.

Tools could include systems for creating combinatorial test cases (references see above) and/or tools to derive

pe

security test cases using a model-based approach (e.g. [48]).

t-

2.7 Perform Test
2.7.1.1

ra
f

7.

Activity Number

D

2.7.1.2

Preconditions

Activity 6 fulfilled; Activities 4 and 5 fulfilled; test scenarios and scripts ready.
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2.7.1.3

Indications

2.7.1.4

Constraints

None.

2.7.1.5

Target

Performing the actual security testing.

2.7.1.6

Actors

Orchestrator (human or software).

2.7.1.7

Input

2.7.1.8

ex

Test Scenario and Test, Test Case, Prepared Test Environment.

Output

EC

Test Results.

2.7.1.9

pe
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This activity is mandatory.

Short Description

nd

2.7.1.10 Complete Description

in
g

This is a compound activity of test environment preparation (7a) and test execution (7b).

Activity 7 constitutes of activities 7a and 7b, which are both mandatory. 7b is the actual test execution that runs on an

t-

results.

pe

environment to be prepared in 7a. The output of this activity is therefore the output of activity 7b, which are the test

2.7.2

Activity Number

ra
f

2.7.2.1

Prepare Test Environment

D

7a.

2.7.2.2

Preconditions

Activity 6 fulfilled.
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2.7.2.3

Indications

2.7.2.4

Constraints

None.

2.7.2.5

Target

Having a ready-to-use environment to perform the testing.

2.7.2.6

Actors

Orchestrator (human or software).

2.7.2.7

Input

2.7.2.8

ex

Test Scenario and Test.

Output

EC

Prepared Test Environment.

2.7.2.9
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This activity is mandatory if no prepared environment is available; otherwise it could be omitted.

Short Description

in
g

In order to prepare the test environment, two specific inputs are required: (a) an environment description and (b) an
interface description. Together they are used to produce a test environment template which is then used to execute

nd

the test against.

pe

2.7.2.10 Complete Description

2.7.2.10.1 Environment description

t-

The environment description consists of a formally structured configuration of features and parameters. Typically,
this should use a human-readable, serializable, and simple content representation such as any variant of the JSON

ra
f

format. The format must also be communication-efficient and able to be transferred in a secure manner (e.g.: gRPC,

D

REST over HTTPS). This configuration receives its primary input from the system under test (SUT) and the test
categories it is applicable for. In addition, a list of system and service preconditions which must be fulfilled.
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2.7.2.10.2 Interface description
The interface descriptions provide information how specific interfaces need to be stimulated and what its
capabilities are. It provides means to connect and use a specific interface. This includes providing drivers and
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services to communicate with the interface. Also providing access to specific hosts with direct connection to the

interface as well as to specific SUTs is a possibility. In addition, it contains procedures to verify that an available
interface provides the functionalities and qualities as specified by the interface description. The interface
descriptions are organized in an object-oriented manner. Going from very generic to explicit specification:

E.g.: Interface -> Bluetooth interface -> Bluetooth Car Interface -> Bluetooth Car Entertainment System Interface ->
OEM Bluetooth Car Entertainment System Interface

All parts of this object structure can become more fine-grained and specialized:
OEM -> VW, Volvo, BMW, Hyundai, Honda, Toyota, Fiat, ….
Entertainment System -> Bosch XXX, VW YYY, Kenwood ZZZ,

ex

As usual in an object-oriented structure the parent features are inherited and can be adapted and extended.

2.7.2.10.3 Test environment template

EC

The outcome of the combination of the environment description and the interface description results in a test
environment template which can be reused and applied with different test cases from different test categories.
Therefore, it is advisable to follow a microservices based containerized solution which allows for simple execution

in
g

and setup of the environment. All the required prerequisites of the environment are available via an ordered set of

2.7.3

nd

containers including their operation configuration and instructions.

Execute Test Cases

2.7.3.1

Activity Number

t-

7b.

pe

This section contains the execution of the tests.

Preconditions

ra
f

2.7.3.2

D

Activities 4 and 5 fulfilled; test scenarios and scripts ready.

2.7.3.3

Indications

This activity is one of the core activities of the process. It performs the actual testing.
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2.7.3.4

Constraints

None.

Target
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2.7.3.5

Executing test cases inside the test environment on the system-under-test (SUT).

2.7.3.6

Actors

Orchestrator (human or software).

2.7.3.7

Input

Test Case, Prepared Test Environment.

2.7.3.8

Output

2.7.3.9

ex

Test Results.

Short Description

EC

To execute test cases efficiently and reproduceable (which is required to provide standardized test results) they need

2.7.3.10 Complete Description

in
g

to be performed automatically with no requirement for manual intervention.

Each test case itself consists of a sequence of minimal verifiable actions (MVAs) which can be combined in any sensible

nd

configuration to form more complex sequences. These sequences itself can be combined again. The combinations can

pe

also contain permutations and reorganizations of MVAs.

2.7.3.10.1 Automatic Deployment and Test Provisioning

t-

To create the infrastructure to execute the test, a test environment is used as input. The environment (see activity #6a)
‘Prepared Test Environment’ contains the instructions to setup all required prerequisites. These include computational

ra
f

resources, operating system requirements, software services and interface modules. The executable test cases contain
the operations and configurations to perform the test on the associated environment. This can come in the form of a

D

command which is executed in a shell. The command itself can either rely on installed applications, deployable
containers, executable scripts or any other services. The test cases themselves create specific output on defined
interfaces, using an efficient secure streaming communication framework such as gRPC. This output can be consumed
by an interface module. The interface module transforms the output into the correct call for the associated physical
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interface. The response from the interface module is returned to the test case. After the test case has performed all
defined actions, it creates its test case output. This test case output is then converted into a standardized test result.
Standardized Test Results
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Test results are stored and can be used as input for other test cases. Also, the test results are used for further analysis

and test report generation. Thus, the test results must contain (in addition to the test case) universal identifiers, geospatial and temporal data and other environment and test case relevant meta-data, such as interface module
configuration, communication metrics, intermediate result, errors as well as runtimes, and vital system values.

2.8 Test Reporting

Preparation of the test report is the concluding activity in the security testing process.
2.8.1.1

Activity Number

8.

Preconditions

ex

2.8.1.2

Since the test reports will provide a clear and complete picture of the testing process and its results, test report

EC

generation can already start with the first availability of results in the process, i.e. with the SUT definition from Activity
1. Finalization of the test report depends on the availability of all test results for all planned test cases. Under certain
circumstances an intermediate report might be requested before that. In this case, the report should mention the still

in
g

planned activities. When evaluating if the process has been successfully concluded, intentionally skipped tests and tests

2.8.1.3

Indications

nd

that were not executable for some reason and are not planned to be fixed, are also considered complete.

Constraints

t-

2.8.1.4

pe

This activity is mandatory.

If the report is intended to provide evidence needed for certification, both content and form may need to follow the

ra
f

respective rules and guidelines imposed by the addressed standard or regulation. Information about security
weaknesses is usually strictly confidential, the test reports therefore need to be treated with the necessary caution

D

when distributed or stored. This applies also to reports that do not include report any failing tests - to third parties,
information about untested parts can be almost as valuable as information about failed tests.
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2.8.1.5

Target

Provide a comprehensive, readable report of the testing activities and results.

Actors
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2.8.1.6

Usually a human security analyst. Under certain circumstances, a report can be built automatically by aggregating and

collating results from testing tools. Some additional information, e.g. estimates on severity of a problem, might still be
needed.

2.8.1.7

Input

Test results. And all other prior, intermediate results like threats, test cases etc. for tracing and cross-referencing.

2.8.1.8

Output

Security testing report (final process result).

Short Description

ex

2.8.1.9

Test report generation collects and aggregates the test results in a human readable form to support management in

2.8.1.10 Complete Description
2.8.1.10.1 Goals

in
g

risks (or absence of problems).

EC

decision making, guide engineers in fixing problems and convince a certification body of the acceptable low value of

nd

The test report is a presentation of the combined results of the process. As such, it serves several purposes:
Give an overview of the security level achieved.

•

Allow decisions and setting priorities to improve the situation.

•

Provide details on found problems and recommendations how to fix them, allowing engineers to efficiently

pe

•

•

Track development of the security level and security problems over multiple test cycles.

Provide evidence of an achieved security status that can be used in certification or to document fulfilment of

ra
f

•

t-

address them.

D

regulations.

In many cases, this can be achieved with a single report document. If audiences vary too much and need different
levels of information density and condensation, multiple variants of the report could be required. The same holds
true if part of the information is deemed as too sensitive for a subset of the audience.
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2.8.1.10.2 Types and Generation Methods
Since security testing is usually a highly adaptive task, security test reports are usually “handcrafted”. Security
testing tools in many cases already provide a test report, but this is not necessarily sufficient for the communication
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tasks the report must satisfy. In case of multiple repetitions of automatable test activities, the report compilation
can be automatized, or if the security expert needs to add additional information (like evaluation of the severity of
a problem) can be done in a semi-automatic manner.

2.8.1.10.3 Structure/Content

To fulfil all the above-mentioned goals, the report should contain:
Management Summary

•

Aggregated overview (Dashboard)

•

Approach/method used

•

Findings (passed and failed tests)

•

Recommendations for remediation of identified problems

ex

•

For the overall process (or if different: for all done activities and tests) the following information must be given:
artefact under test (including version, configuration information);

•

start time and duration.

EC

•

For the executed tests, pass and fail information (and in case of failed tests: sufficient information to understand

in
g

the problem) should be given. In both cases, reference links to goals, requirements, tools used, and the raw data
and test results need to be included, or at least made available in an appendix.

nd

To allow decisions over task priorities to address the found issues, risk levels and severity categorization must be
provided for issues found, together with a description of possible effects. Also conflicts with regulations, policies or

pe

best practices should be part of the report. Reports might differ depending on the selected types of testing activities.
If a global security evaluation was carried out, the report should also give insights into cross-dependencies and

t-

relations of security aspects analysed. For a realistic view on the overall security status, it is also important to include
information about aspects that were not tested (not planned, technical problems, lack of time, funds or tools, etc.).

ra
f

Security test results are usually sensitive information. A confidentiality rating according to the organization’s rules

D

should be given and respected when exchanging, storing and archiving the report.

2.8.1.11 Exemplary Implementation Guideline
Security test reports are highly dependent on the system being tested, organizational structure and technical setup –
therefore there is not one single correct or standardized form of test report. Since test reports are usually not
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exchanged outside an organization, there are no publicly available template or best practice example for security test
reports for control systems.
What is available, are examples and best practices guidelines for penetration test reports and IT security test reports.
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Although not necessarily fitting in all aspects, they can serve as guidelines or starting points. Well-developed examples

come from two open source initiatives to structure and systematize security testing: “The Open Source Security Testing

Methodology Manual” [49], which features its own Security Test Audit Report (short-named STAR) and the Penetration
Testing Execution Standard [50] with a narrower scope on penetration testing. The SANS Institute offers a guideline
[51] and some security consultants (e.g. Offensive Security [52]) offer templates for download.

2.8.1.12 Potential Tools List

In certain cases, reports of the testing tool can be used directly – for this, please refer to the tool lists in the prior
process activities. In general, writing a test report needs a human security engineer. As mentioned above, sometimes

the situation allows semi-automatic compilation of the test report out of data and reports generated by the used tools.

This is highly dependent on the specific setup and comes back to being a programming effort – listing tools here

D

ra
f

t-

pe

nd

in
g

EC

ex

therefore would be neither a fair selection nor helpful in most instances.
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3 Stand-Alone ECU Test Procedure
Besides testing a vehicle which is embedded into the testing framework, the analysis of separated ECUs is also
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frequently considered in-scope of an automotive security verification and validation activity. In contrast to the full
vehicle analysis, several boundary conditions have to be considered. Unlike the full vehicle, the separated ECU is usually
not designed to be operated in stand-alone mode. This brings the challenges of both finding sufficient (publicly
available) information as well as getting the ECU in an operating state in a lab environment without immediately

switching to an error mode. To compensate, the general SECREDAS Security Testing Process (Figure 1) can be applied
and tailored for use with stand-alone ECUs. To account for the most difficult verification from a tester’s perspective, a
black box test is considered in this deliverable.

3.1 Item Definition, Threat Analysis and Security Concept

In case of a stand-alone ECU analysis, the Item Definition should specify the target ECU. It should give information

the name, version, configuration of the target ECU;

•

a-priori known or assumed interfaces;

•

high-level functionality description of the ECU.

EC

•

ex

about and clearly define the system boundaries of the system-under-test, e.g.:

in
g

For a black box test, no information (like a Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment or a Security Concept) from the
development phase is available. Instead, the kind of the attack is simulated during the verification phase. This includes:
assumptions about the assets of the ECU to define the attacker's objectives (trigger misbehaviour, extract

nd

•

information, manipulate the device, etc.);
assumptions about possible attack vectors to achieve these objectives and structure the verification.

pe

•

t-

3.2 Test Scenarios and Test Planning
The test activities for a stand-alone black box test of a separated ECU vary significantly in scope, complexity and nature.

ra
f

Therefore, there is no suitable in-depth description which covers all needs for the different stages of the verification.
Those stages, however, can be done based on a common underlying process. For stand-alone black box ECU

D

verification, Figure 8 below shows the different test steps (TSs):
•

TS1 to 3 must be performed together and aim at gathering as much information about the target as possible by
mechanically disassembling of the device, analysing the PCB and searching for available information about the
device itself or its components.
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•

This information base can be used in TS4 to identify the relevant pin layout of the device if it was not found using
public sources. Unidentified pins can be investigated by analysing the electrical circuits on the board or checking
for MCU functionalities, datasheets, pinouts and logical or electrical connections between these pins. As soon as
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all relevant connectors for powering up the device have been identified, the analysis can also be enhanced by
careful in-operation analysis of the PCB.
•

In TS5 and TS6, the tester uses the information about the pinout to read and inject messages on the communication
busses regardless of the signal or service base communication that is used on the identified protocols.

•

In TS7, information about the PCB is used to identify additional interfaces which have not been covered in the

external connectors, such as on-board debugging interfaces like UART, JTAG, SWD, etc. to enable the use of offthe-shelf debugging tools.
•

TS8, TS9 and TS10 targeting high-performance control units which have additional wireless user-space-interfaces
such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, etc. and may be relevant for telematics or infotainment control units. These functionalities

are usually implemented using off-the-shelf libraries and stacks, which must be checked for known vulnerabilities.
These ECUs usually also have a dedicated file system which may be accessed using these interfaces.

As a last step of the verification, all of the information from the aforementioned steps are brought together to

ex

•

D

ra
f
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nd
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g

EC

identify ways to extract the firmware in TS11, or even actively modify the firmware in TS12.

Figure 8: Stand-alone ECU test activities
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3.3 Performing the verification
In contrast to Figure 1, the ECU black box analysis is difficult to automate down to test scripts which, once executed,

accompanied by automated tools and scripts on demand.

3.4 Performing TS1-3: Passive analysis
Table 5: TS1-3: Passive Analysis

PCB-Analysis
and
Public
Information
Gathering

Procedure
• Identify screws, clips, rivets, etc. to be removed.
• Detect tamper protection mechanisms
• Remove PCB from housing
• Reading of labels on ECU, chips, board, etc.
• Public Research using internet search machines, electronic
component vendors, automotive/tech forums, etc.

3.5 Performing TS4 and TS7: Pin Layout

EC

Table 6: TS4 and TS7: Pin Layout

Procedure
• Identifying ground level and power supply level by PCB
design analysis concerning power management.
• Identify inter-MCU communication lines and protocols.
• Identify pinouts by interpreting connections between MCU
with external interfaces while considering the ECU
functionality.

Identify Debug
interface on the
PCB

•

nd

in
g

Test Activity
Pin layout
identification

Visual analysis of the PCB for possible interfaces (few holes
in the PCB galvanic connected to the board, pins, plugs,
tabs).
Analysis of the used MCU regarding supported interfaces
and protocols (UART, JTAG, SWD, SPI, etc.).
Are the affected pins, connected to the Board or to one of
the possible interfaces?
Verifying connection between pin and possible interface via
continuity test (IMPORTANT: DUT has to be without power)
Analysing signal on interface with oscilloscope.

pe
•

•
•

•
•

•

List of identified components
Functional description of ECU and
components.
Datasheets of MCUs etc.

Acceptance Criteria
• Simplified wiring diagram with
relevant connectors, including
power supply and digital
communication busses.
• Identified or confirmed pinout for
external connectors.
• Functional scheme of interaction
of all relevant components.
• Hardware and Software protocol of
the debug interface identified.

D
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•

Acceptance Criteria
• Housing opened
• PCB separated

ex

Test Activity
Disassembling
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give the desired results of the verification. Instead, for most steps manual analysis is required, but this may be
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3.6 Performing TS5-6: Network analysis
Table 7: TS5-6: Network Analysis

Identify Service
Based
Communication

Procedure
• Identifying communication interfaces by analysing PCB,
Handbooks, public information sources and labels on the
DUT.
• Analysing signals with oscilloscope (e.g. PicoScope is able
to decode automotive Buses like CAN, CAN-FD FlexRay,
LIN, …).
• Calculate the correct bit rate
• Depending if ECU is already published or in development.
• CAN Services like UDS or CAN based protocols like XCP can
be fuzzed in order to get more information about
supported services. (Only if already published).
• In case of wireless signal-based communication use a
packet sniffer to analyse the generated traffic. The sniffer
device can also be used to inject possibly malicious packets

Acceptance Criteria
• Captured packets can be displayed
in a valid way (payload can be
displayed correctly).
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Test Activity
Identify Signal
Based
Communication

•

Found services can be used

ex

3.7 Performing TS8-10: Analysis of Operating System and Applications
Table 8: Stand-Alone ECU - Analysis of Operating System and Applications

in
g

EC

Procedure
• Visual Analysis of existing interfaces like USB, serial,
Ethernet, CD, SD Card, touch panels, etc.
• Identify possibilities for Code execution on the DUT.
(Autoruns, Keystroke-Injections, ADB, …) .
• Visual inspection of the DUT for FCC Labels.
• Visual analysis of PCB Components for receivers,
transmitters or transceivers.
• Possibilities for wireless interaction with the DUT (Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, screen mirroring, LoRaWAN, Zigbee, OTA-Services,
other wireless services) .
• Analysis of supported wireless services (Wi-Fi: port scan,
offered services, …; Bluetooth: used security mode, offered
services, …; ZigBee: usually vulnerable to replay attacks, …;
other: analysis of used Frequency spectrum with HackRF).
• In case of V2X communication one can use a packet sniffer
to analyse the generated traffic. The sniffer device can also
be used to inject possibly malicious packets.
• If the DUT has a file system (Usually only IVI-Systems) level
of access has to be identified (root, admin, user, other)
• Which of the identified interfaces has got access to the file
system (USB, UART, SPI, JTAG, Serial, ...).

Acceptance Criteria
• Supported possibilities are tested
on all interfaces.

•

Found wireless interfaces are
tested for known attack-vectors.

•

Access level of every interface is
identified and tested.

t-
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Test Activity
Analysis of
wired
interfaces to
the user-space
Analysis to
wireless
interfaces to
the user-space

D

ra
f

Access to
filesystem
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3.8 Performing TS11 and TS12: Firmware Analysis and Modifications
Table 9: Stand-Alone ECU Firmware Analysis and Modifications

Firmware
analysis

Acceptance Criteria
• Possibilities of firmware extraction
are tested, independent of the
result.

•

•
•

•

If firmware cannot be extracted
and is not available, this step
cannot be performed.
If firmware is available, static
analysis is performed.
Emulation methods are tested,
independent of the result.

Modified firmware can be
successfully installed and started
on the DUT.

EC

ex

Firmware
modifications

Procedure
• If there is a file system, possibly there is a firmware image
for recovery reasons.
• Without file system, the firmware can be extracted via JTAG,
SPI or other debugging interfaces.
• Sometimes an unencrypted firmware can be found online on
the manufacturer’s website (only if DuT is already
published).
• Analysis of debugging symbols in the firmware can reveal
keys, hardcoded passwords, used libraries or interface
identifiers.
• Static code analysis can reveal update procedures and code
flow.
• Via emulation a dynamic analysis of the firmware can be
performed, which can reveal detailed information about
booting process and used interfaces.
• Extension of interface communication. For example: a read
only CAN-Bus can be used to send information to perform
pivoting.
• Installation of a persistent backdoor inside the code.
• Checksums and secure boot mechanisms have to be
considered when installing a modified firmware.
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Test Activity
Firmware
extraction

3.9 Reporting

in
g

The test report is the actual result from the verification phase and must contain a summary of all performed actions as
well as their results. Based on best practices for penetration test reports, a report template has been created which

pe

3.10 Introduction

nd

accounts for the special needs of a control unit penetration test. This section outlines the chapters of such a report.

The introduction into the test report should provide an overview on the performed test, the document structure itself,

t-

the context of the project and clarification of terms and abbreviations. Also, an Executive Summary shall be created
which summarizes the main results of the tests in one or two pages, also understandable for non-technicians with a

ra
f

clear formulation of the main findings and recommended steps to be taken to mitigate them.

D

3.11 Scope of Project
The project scope should outline the system under test, the test environment the technical depth and the timeline of
the test as well as the roles which the testers take, such as insiders, professional hackers, etc. The classification of the
test concerning information base, aggressiveness, scope, approach technique and starting point can be done with
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reference to the BSI scheme [21]. The description of the system under test should contain all boundaries conditions,

3.12 Test Activities
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system boundaries and test objectives.

When describing the test activities, the different stages and test steps performed should be documented. This chapter
should start with a Test Planning section, which outlines the actions to achieve the test objectives and a list of tools
which will be used during the tests. The second section is about information gathering, where a referenceable list of

sources is essential for later access. The actual assessment is documented in a third section which lists all results and
findings. In case of a black box ECU test, also additional information gathering can be considered, for instance asserting

if information was intendedly obfuscated. To summarize the findings in a unified way, a template should be used to fill
the following fields:
Title

•

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) score

•

Risk

•

Threatens

•

Description

•

Recommendation

•

Proof-of-Concept

in
g

EC
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•

To finalize this section, recommendations to mitigate the identified vulnerabilities must be given. Finally, a list of

D

ra
f
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limitations should explicitly state the depth of the analysis.
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4 Security Testing Framework Composition
This section describes the SECREDAS security testing framework. The framework is a toolbox that allows testing of
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automotive cybersecurity in a semi-automated fashion. The main principle is to allow for threat-based attacks, as well
as testing functional security requirements. It consists of a (relatively generic) core system that allows for defining

attacks that are instantiated in actual test cases. Figure 9 shows an overview over the framework. The framework is

in
g

EC

ex

aligned with the process (see Section 2).

nd

Figure 9: The SECREDAS Security Framework

pe

4.1 Framework Core

The core of the framework consists of a generic framework that can execute arbitrary tools to test arbitrary SUTs based
on a framework by the project partner SECINTO (see Figure 10). The main parts relevant for SECREDAS are called

t-

Orbiter and Pod. The Orbiter instruments different penetration tests (Ethernet, WIFI, Bluetooth, Software Defined

ra
f

Radio, etc.) by accessing Pods (currently mostly consisting of Docker images) over an API and creating test templates.
The Pod is either an actual or virtual device which can host and execute Python code and perform attacks against a

D

target. The attacks can (must) be customized using configurations data and scripts. It consists of a preconfigured Docker
image with Debian Linux installed, running a Python REST service which provides communication and interaction with
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the Orbiter. The Pod instance reads and writes JSON files (that define how to configure and execute tests) in a specified

EC

ex
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directory in the container and retrieves and sends data to the Orbiter.

in
g

Figure 10: Screenshot of the SECINTO framework

4.2 Mapping the Process to the Framework

nd

Within the framework (see Figure 9) the functional security testing and penetration testing parts both support activities
1 through 6 of the process (see Figure 1). The SUT part of the framework overview corresponds to activity 6a of the

pe

process, while the core and interfacing parts set a basis for test execution and report generation (Activities 7 and 8).
In more detail, for the penetration testing activity 1 of the process corresponds to inputting the SUT information in the

t-

attack derivation process (see Figure 11Error! Reference source not found.), Activity 2 corresponds to steps 1, 1a and
1b; Activity 3 corresponds to steps 2 and 3; Activity 4 corresponds to step 4 and Activities 5, 5a and 6 are included into

ra
f

step 5. Table 10 provides a systematic overview over the mapping.

D

Table 10: Process to Framework Mapping

Process activity
(Figure 1)

1 Item Definition
2 Risk & Threat Assessment

Framework Part
(Figure 9)
Functional Security/Penetration Testing
Functional Security/Penetration Testing

Penetration Testing Attack Derivation Step
(Figure 11)
SUT Architecture
1a Identify malfunctions, 1b Identify critical
situations
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Functional Security/Penetration Testing

4 (incl. 4a-4c) Test Planning &
Scenario Development
5 Test Script Development
5a Test Script Validation
6 Test Case Generation
6a Test Environment Preparation
7 Test Case Execution
8 Test Reporting

Functional Security/Penetration Testing

2 Identify Safety/Security Mechanism, 3 Define
Pass/Fail Criteria
4 Select Attack Types and Threats from Library

Functional Security/Penetration Testing
Functional Security/Penetration Testing
Functional Security/Penetration Testing
SUT
Core Framework/Interfaces
Core Framework/Interfaces

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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3 Security Concept Definition

The penetration testing approach in SECREDAS aims to conduct three main activities connecting the penetration testing
paradigm to the security testing framework. The activities conducted are:
•

Creation of a threat library mapping different types of threats identified in the WP1 of the project to potential
attacks. The mapping follows the well-known STRIDE security model and provide examples of the attacks that could
subsequently be implemented using attack scripts.

•

Integration of the threats and attacks into SUTs (Systems under test) connecting them to the testing scenarios

ex

identified in WP1. The goal of this activity is to provide some guidelines on how to integrate the tests into the

project demonstrators. However, as the demonstrators are still under development, we provide some examples of
integrations into other systems under test such as the Box-car proposed by CEVT as well as an off-the-shelf Mazda
•

EC

car proposed by AVL-AT (see Section 4.7).

Implementation of attack scripts that could be used to evaluate the scenarios and the SUTs. The implemented

in
g

scripts are envisaged to be compatible with the security testing core framework. The implementation of the attack
scripts is complemented by the definition of safety goals and metrics for the impact on the system. To facilitate a
generic solution for the implementation of the scripts, we have looked into the use of a domain specific language

nd

(DSL) that assist in expressing the attacks (see Section 4.5). The idea is that the DSL is then used and gets integrated

pe

with any information about the system under test depending on the available features of the system.

4.3 Creation of the Threat Library

t-

To be able to create the threat library, a four-stage process has been developed by SECREDAS Task 3.4, where following

ra
f

the process, the different scenarios and use cases defined in WP1 are mapped to different attack types, which facilitate
the testing of these use cases and scenarios. The library could be useful beyond the project especially in domains that

D

share the threat scenarios. This comes from the fact that the library facilitates mappings between the threat scenarios
and threat types as well as the ones between threat types and types of attacks. The different stages of the process are
listed below and are detailed in the remaining part of this section. Please note that the threat library is shown in the
Appendix.
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Stage 1 – Identification of useful scenarios.

•

Stage 2 – Classification of threat scenarios.

•

Stage 3 – Definition of threat scenarios and threat types for candidate scenarios.

•

Stage 4 – Mapping of the threat types to attack types.

4.3.1

Stage 1 - Identification of useful scenarios
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•

WP1 has developed several user scenarios relevant for the SECREDAS project objective to cover the security, safety and

privacy protection. These scenarios and their sub scenarios are listed and described in the SECREDAS WP1 deliverables

[1] and [2]. The first stage of the process identifies the scenarios and sub scenarios considered to be the most useful for

the development of the security testing framework threat library. Here, the focus is on the user scenarios related to

the automotive domain, i.e. scenario 1-4 and 6 of WP1 (see Table 11). Scenario 5 was not considered since it is related
to the railway domain (there is currently no demonstrator being developed for the railway domain in the project). The

threat analyses performed on the 11 scenarios and sub scenarios related to the automotive domain, were compiled
and detailed according to:
Assets: 68 items, see Table 12

•

Asset groups: 13 items, see Table 12

•

Type of threat analysis conducted: SAHARA [8], LINDDUN [53] or HEAVENS [54] (see Appendix)

EC

ex

•

Since the number of assets is substantial (68) and several threat scenarios could be identified for each asset, the assets
and asset groups are used in the Stage 2 of the process to identify the candidate threat scenarios to focus on during

in
g

Stage 3.

Road intersection.
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1

Scenario

pe

Nr

nd

Table 11. Scenarios and sub scenarios from SECREDAS D1.2 [1] related to the automotive domain.

2

Vehicle with driver
getting health problems.

Sub scenario
nr
1.1
1.2
1.3

1.4
1.5
2.1
2.2
2.3

Sub scenarios
An intersection with traffic lights is approached by a hijacked automated
vehicle that has no intention to stop.
An automated vehicle approaches intersection which is equipped by a roadside system providing information about vulnerable road users.
A car approaches the intersection with current Operational C- ITS functions for
green light for priority vehicles and GLOSA (Green Light Optimal Speed
Advisor).
Emergency vehicle approaches a crowded intersection.
Resilience of the vehicle’s perception systems against false information about
the traffic situation.
Health status assessment of a person and how health status can influence the
ability to safely drive an (automated) car.
Driver Monitoring: how human-in-the-loop automated and connected vehicles
can be securely preserved from external threats?
Vehicle and driver status monitoring (incl. driver’s health and wellbeing).
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4
6

Keep car secure for the
whole vehicle product
lifetime.
Advanced access to
vehicle.
Incident investigation.

3.1

Vehicle updates are changes made to the hardware or software of a security,
safety, or privacy relevant item that is deployed in the field.

4.1

Demonstrator is reflecting the trend for property (vehicle) sharing. The
traveller orders a car in the target destination via cloud-based service.
A critical situation is recognized, and it needs to be virtually reproduced and
analysed.

6.1
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3

Table 12. Assets and asset groups derived from the threat analyses performed on the automotive scenarios in WP1.

Assets
Personal Health Cloud, Health Information Cloud
Wearable, Wearables Gateway, Vehicle Gateway
Black Box logic
Network Camera, OBU (on-board unit), Traffic Light Controller, Network Camera, OBU (on-board unit),
Network Camera, OBU (on-board unit), Camera in ego vehicle, GPU / Processing Unit, Traffic Light / Traffic
Sign, Control Center, Vehicle Gateway, Driver Monitoring Gateway, Driver Sensors, Sensor Gateway, Cloud
Gateway, Data Analytics Server, Gateway, OBD port
Traffic Management Cloud Infrastructure, ECU

Hardware /
Software
Information

t-
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Information Flow, Roadside Unit database, Information Flow, Roadside Unit database, Information Flow,
Roadside Unit database, Cloud TMS (transportation management system)'s database content, RSU (road
side unit)'s database content, In-vehicle signage system communication data, Cooperative intersection
crossing communication data, Video surveillance server communication data, Traffic lights controller
communication data, Ego Agent Location, Other agent locations, Data from wearable, User health
information, User identifier, User fitness to drive, Physiological Data, Vehicle Position, Sensors Data, Data
for logistics and infrastructure maintenance, Access Rights Update Package, Authorization and User
Credential, Car Location, Unlock Command Mechanism
V2X Communication channel, V2I Communication channel, ECU network
V2X communications and Wider vehicle network (+), Infotainment networks
Driver and Maintenance personal
Traffic lights controller, Authorization Process
Video Surveillance Server, Video Surveillance Server, Video Surveillance Server, Video surveillance server,
External server, OEM identity management server, External system, Road infrastructure
Cloud Traffic Management Service, Cloud Traffic Management Service, Cloud Traffic Management Service,
Green Light for Priority Vehicles Service, Cloud TMS (transportation management system)'s network
interfaces, Cloud TMS (transportation management system) protocols, RSU (road side unit)'s network
interfaces, In-vehicle signage system, Parking services
Cooperative Intersection crossing Application, GLOSA (Green light optimal speed advisor), Perception
algorithm, Vehicle Subsystems Manager, Care sharing
Cooperative intersection crossing application

Asset Groups
Cloud service
Device
ECU
Hardware

Information /
Hardware
Person
Process
Server
Service

Software
User
Application

ra
f

Table 13 shows an example of some assets, the asset group they belong to and the threat analysis methods conducted

D

on the assets in WP1 for Scenario 3, sub scenario 3.1.

Table 13. Sample assets from WP1 scenario 3, sub scenario 3.1. See the appendix for a complete list.

Asset
Gateway

Asset Group
Hardware

Threat analysis has been conducted
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
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4.3.2

Person
Hardware / Software
Information / Hardware
Information / Hardware
Information / Hardware
Hardware
Server

Stage 2 - Classification of threat scenarios

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
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Driver and Maintenance personal
ECU
ECU network
V2X communications and Wider vehicle network (+)
Infotainment networks
OBD port
External server

In order to create the threat library and map different threats to attacks, the threats that could influence the scenarios
detailed in Table 11 need to be identified. To do so, we looked into the threats scenarios that were defined as part of

the work done in WP1. In total, 321 threat scenarios were identified for the 11 scenarios detailed in Table 11 and sub
scenarios related to the automotive domain in [1]. Since the number of threat scenarios was large, we developed a

priority scheme to decide which scenarios to focus the analysis on. In order to determine which scenarios to analyse,
the assets used by each scenario were classified according to:

Generic assets: Assets which are common for multiple scenarios.

•

Interesting asset from the Box-car perspective: Assets which could be interesting in the CEVT Box-car setup (see

ex

•

Section 4.7.1).

Priority 1 (generic for current vehicles): Assets which are generic for all current vehicles, thus having the highest

EC

•

priority.

Priority 2 (generic for ADAS/AD): Assets which are generic for vehicles equipped with ADAS/AD systems.

•

Priority 3 (generic for connected vehicles): Assets which are generic for vehicles that communicate bidirectionally

in
g

•

nd

with other systems outside of the vehicle.

The prioritization allows us to create a connection between the long list of threat scenarios, the security testing

pe

framework and the demos/SUTs that will be under test. This allows us to identify interesting threat scenarios leading
to implementation of attack scripts (through the representation of attacks using a domain-specific language) that the
project could benefit from directly through their integration in the security testing framework, as well as the evaluation

t-

of the demos. The reason for the placement of the prioritization scheme on the assets is that many scenarios from

ra
f

within or even beyond the project could share these assets contributing to the usefulness of the threat scenarios that
will be further detailed later, through their connections to the attack scripts. Moreover, many attack methodologies

D

and tools are also dependent on the target asset.
A complete list of assets and how they were prioritized can be found in the Appendix. Table 14 shows an example of
the above classification made for some of the assets belonging to Scenario 3 (Keep car secure for the whole vehicle
product lifetime). Assets belonging to Scenario 3 which are common for multiple scenarios (Generic), interesting from
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the Box-car perspective as well as generic for all current vehicles (Priority 1), were selected as candidates for further
analysis, e.g., the Gateway, ECU and ECU network in Table 14. In total, 103 threat scenarios from WP1 could be
identified for all the selected candidate assets. Note that it is important to keep the asset group in the prioritization
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scheme (see Table 14) as it provides further information about the target asset. For example, it is important to know
that the ECU asset corresponds to both hardware/software components.

Table 14. Marking assets of interest for Scenario 3. See the Appendix for a complete list.

Gateway

Hardware

Driver and Maintenance
personal
ECU

Person

ECU network
V2X communications
and Wider vehicle
network(+)
Infotainment networks

Hardware /
Software
Information /
Hardware
Information /
Hardware

External server

Server

Generic
assets

Interesting
assets from
the Box-car
perspective

Priority 1
(generic
for current
vehicles)

x

x

x

x
x
x

SAHARA and
LINDDDUN
SAHARA and
LINDDDUN
SAHARA and
LINDDDUN

Priority 2
(generic
for
ADAS/AD)

Priority 3
(generic
for
connected
vehicles)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Stage 3 - Definition of threat scenarios and threat types for candidate scenarios

nd

4.3.3

SAHARA and
LINDDDUN
SAHARA and
LINDDDUN
SAHARA and
LINDDDUN
SAHARA and
LINDDDUN
SAHARA and
LINDDDUN

in
g

OBD port

Information /
Hardware
Hardware

Threat analysis
has been
conducted

ex

Asset Group

EC

Asset

pe

For each of the 103 candidate threat scenarios identified in Stage 2 selected for further analysis, the corresponding
threat type according to the STRIDE model [55] was derived. Table 15 shows a sample of some of the candidate threat
scenarios and corresponding STRIDE threat types. For each threat type, the corresponding activations of the threats,

ra
f
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i.e. attack types, can be determined in Stage 4.

Table 15. Sample of candidate threat scenarios and threat types. See the appendix for a complete list.

D

Scenario

keep car secure for the whole
vehicle product lifetime
keep car secure for the whole
vehicle product lifetime

Asset

Threat scenario

Gateway

Abuse of privileges by staff (insider attack)

Gateway

Spoofing of messages (e.g. 802.11p V2X during platooning, etc.)
by impersonation

Threat type
(STRIDE)
Elevation of
privilege
Spoofing
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Gateway

keep car secure for the whole
vehicle product lifetime

ECU

4.3.4

ECU
ECU

Code injection, for example tampered software binary might be
injected into the communication stream
External interfaces such as USB or other ports may be used as a
point of attack, for example through code injection …
Innocent victim (e.g. owner, operator or maintenance engineer)
being tricked into taking an action to unintentionally load
malware or enable an attack
Manipulation of functions designed to remotely operate
systems, such as remote key, immobiliser, and charging pile

Tampering
Elevation of
privilege
Spoofing
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keep car secure for the whole
vehicle product lifetime
keep car secure for the whole
vehicle product lifetime
keep car secure for the whole
vehicle product lifetime

Tampering

Stage 4 - Mapping threats of each scenarios to attack types according to the STRIDE model

A mapping can be done from the STRIDE threat types to the corresponding activations of the threats [56][57], i.e. attack
types. Table 16 shows an overview of the mapping from threats and attacks adapted for the creation of the threat

library in the security testing framework. The adaptations include extending the list of attack types as well as including

examples of attacks for each type. Table 16 also lists the types of vulnerabilities exploited according to [58] for each of
the attack types listed.

A mapping from the threat types to the corresponding attack types was made according to Table 16 for the candidate

ex

threat scenarios. Some example attacks were also given for each threat scenario. An example of this mapping is shown

in Table 17. The attack types and attack examples may then be used to identify example attacks to be implemented in

Attack type

Description

Fake
messages

Fake messages are active attacks exploiting unprotected public network connections
vulnerabilities allowing false communication data to be sent, thus targeting authenticity or
freshness of the communication data. Examples of fake messages attacks are phishing attacks
attempting to obtain sensitive information such as usernames, passwords or credit card details.
Spoofing are active attacks on the network exploiting lack of identification of sender
vulnerabilities in which another existing (or non-existing) entity is impersonated allowing false
communication data to be sent, e.g., false GPS signals. Thus, spoofing attacks target the
authenticity of the communication data. Another term is masquerading. However,
masquerading is sometimes necessary and not faked, for example when used for sharing
common IP addresses using Network Address Translation (NAT). Examples of spoofing attacks
include IP spoofing, where IP packets are sent using false IP addresses allowing another host to
be impersonated and Sybil attacks (pseudospoofing) in which many forged identities are
impersonated.
Corrupt data or code are active attacks exploiting unprotected storage or widely distributed
software vulnerabilities where the data or code is made erroneous, thus targeting the integrity
of the data or code. Examples of such attacks are content pollution attacks exploiting software
vulnerabilities allowing personalized or requested content, e.g., on web sites and file sharing
networks, to be modified. Row hammer is another attack utilizing hardware vulnerabilities
allowing bit-flips to be injected in DRAM cells by intensive write operations in adjacent memory
cells.

nd

Threat type
(STRIDE)
Spoofing

in
g

Table 16. STRIDE threats and attacks

EC

test attack scripts in order to facilitate penetration testing within the SECREDAS Security Framework, see Section 4.4.
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Spoofing
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Tampering

Corrupt data
or code
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Inject
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Alter

Deliver malware are active attacks exploiting uncontrolled downloading and use of software
vulnerabilities to add malicious software to the system, thus targeting the integrity of the
software or data. Viruses, worms, trojans, spyware etc. spread via email, instant messaging,
file sharing or social networks are examples of such attacks.
Alter are active attacks exploiting unprotected communication lines vulnerabilities targeting
the integrity of communication data. A typical example of an alter attack is the man-in-themiddle (MITM) attack relaying altered information between two parties who believe they are
communicating directly with each other, e.g., by acting as a proxy.
Inject are active attacks exploiting unprotected communication lines vulnerabilities to insert
communication data, thus targeting the integrity of communication data or commands. Typical
examples of inject attacks are web parameter tampering/HTTP parameter pollution, where
HTTP parameters or headers are polluted with the purpose of manipulating or retrieving
hidden information, and SQL injection adding SQL code to HTTP parameters to manipulate or
retrieve database content.
Corrupt messages are active attacks exploiting unprotected communication lines
vulnerabilities targeting the integrity of communication data. Jamming is an example of corrupt
messages attack disrupting wireless sensor communication to cause corrupted sensor
information.
Manipulate are active attacks on hardware or software exploiting insufficient
maintenance/faulty installation of storage media or uncontrolled downloading and use of
software vulnerabilities, e.g., to manipulate vehicle data for personal or financial gain after
incidents or during trips or reduce the functionality of competitors’ products. Thus, manipulate
attacks targets the integrity of data. Example attacks include sensor manipulation attacks
disrupting wireless sensor values, often with the help of jamming or spoofing, and OBD hacking,
where vehicle diagnostic information is deleted or changed through the OBD-II port.
Configuration change are active attacks on the hardware or software exploiting lack of efficient
configuration change control or lack of effective change control vulnerabilities in order to
reconfigure system to alter its behaviour to be different from the correct behaviour, thereby
targeting the integrity of configuration data or software. Chip tuning is an example where the
firmware is reconfigured to gain vehicle features, either through external add-on box hardware
or via OBD/serial interface.
Replay are active attacks exploiting unprotected sensitive traffic vulnerabilities to resend old
communication data on the network and thereby targeting freshness and/or non-repudiation
of communication data. Replay attacks may use dedicated hardware to collect, buffer and
replay communication data. One such example is the Proxmark kit which may be used for
collecting and replaying RFID tags.
Repudiation of message transmission and receipt are active attacks exploiting lack of proof of
sending or receiving message vulnerabilities to deny having sent or received previous
communication data, thus targeting non-repudiation of communication data. Examples of
repudiation attacks are when attackers do not leave a trace or cover their tracks when
performing an attack, e.g., by deleting log files or logging wrong information to the log files.
Delay is an active attack exploiting unprotected communication lines vulnerabilities to send the
communication data on the network with a predefined delay and thereby targeting freshness.
Delay attacks may use dedicated hardware to collect, buffer and replay communication data
with a delay.
Listen attacks exploit unprotected sensitive traffic vulnerabilities to passively collect
communication data, thus targeting confidentiality or privacy of data on the communication
network. Sniffing attacks, also called snooping attacks, are example of listen attacks where
communication data is captured, e.g., using a software tool like Wireshark.
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Deliver
malware
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Repudiation of
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transmission
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Eavesdropping
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Intercept attacks are active attacks exploiting unprotected public network connections
vulnerabilities to capture communication data so that it does not reach its intended
destination, thus targeting confidentiality or privacy of data on the communication network.
Example of intercept attacks are when legitimate clients are tricked into making connections
to compromised entities, e.g. by routing the traffic via a compromised router or WIFI access
point.
Eavesdropping are passive attacks exploiting unprotected communication lines vulnerabilities
to collect communication data and associated identification data, thus targeting privacy or
confidentiality of data on the communication network. Examples are eavesdropping attacks on
WLANs which surreptitiously monitor and record the traffic, often real-time traffic such as
streaming audio or video, on the WLAN.
Illegal acquisition are passive attacks exploiting unprotected storage, lack of physical
protection or unprotected communication lines vulnerabilities to access, modify or break keys,
certificates or back-end databases, thus targeting confidentiality or privacy of data. Sidechannel attacks are examples of illegal acquisition attacks which use additional sources of
information such as timing, power consumption, electromagnetic leaks, sound, temperature,
caches etc., which can be exploited to retrieve cryptographic keys.
Covert channel attacks are passive attacks exploiting unprotected storage, lack of physical
protection or unprotected public network connections vulnerabilities which secretly transfer
information by modulating some condition (space, availability, time) that can be detected by a
receiver, thus targeting confidentiality or privacy of data. Examples include covert storage
channel attacks, which gain information of target system using e.g., ICMP error messages and
covert timing channel attacks, which observe timing behaviour to infer protected information
such as password length and characters, cryptographic algorithms used etc.
Disable are active attacks on the hardware or software exploiting lack of efficient configuration
change control or lack of effective change control vulnerabilities to permanently disable or
cripple a vehicle or function. Examples include OBD hacking in which connections to the
vehicle’s OBD-II port are made for reprogramming to disable internal vehicle functions and
bricking, i.e., flashing the hardware device with a new defective firmware image with the
purpose of “bricking” the device.
Denial of service (DoS) are active attacks exploiting insufficient maintenance/faulty installation
of storage media, well-known flaws in the software or inadequate network management
(resilience of routing) vulnerabilities to temporarily or indefinitely disrupting a service of a
system or subsystem. Examples include distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks generating
traffic floods originating from multiple sources making it harder to mitigate the attack by just
blocking a single source and nuke attacks sending invalid ICMP packets to the targeted
computer for it to slow down or stop.
Jamming are active attacks against wireless networks exploiting unprotected public network
connections vulnerabilities. A typical example is wireless signal jamming which uses high gain
antenna and signal generator to create frequency patterns in the range of targeted wireless
signals to disturb the communication.
Illegal acquisition are passive attacks on the software exploiting unprotected password tables
vulnerabilities to access, modify or break keys, certificates or back-end databases required for
higher privileges. One example is key hijacking which gains access to the certificate store on a
server through multiple intrusion techniques to obtain the private keys.
Gain elevated access are passive attacks on the software exploiting poor password
management vulnerabilities to gain privileges corresponding to root-, super user(administrator) or kernel privileges, for example brute force attacks to gain access to systems
by repeatedly guessing root usernames and passwords until succeeding.
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Table 17. Sample mapping of threat types to attacks types for Scenario 3. See the appendix for a complete list.

Asset

Threat scenario

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime
keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime
keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime
keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gateway

Abuse of privileges by staff
(insider attack)

Gateway

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU

Spoofing of messages (e.g.
802.11p V2X during
platooning, etc.) by
impersonation
Code injection, for example
tampered software binary
might be injected into the
communication stream
External interfaces such as
USB or other ports may be
used as a point of attack, for
example through code
injection …
Innocent victim (e.g. owner,
operator or maintenance
engineer) being tricked into
taking an action to
unintentionally load malware
or enable an attack
Manipulation of functions
designed to remotely operate
systems, such as remote key,
immobiliser, and charging
pile

Gateway

Attack
type
Gain
elevated
access

Attack examples

Spoofing

Spoofing

Tampering

Inject

Elevation of
privilege

Gain
elevated
access

Change and replacement of vehicle
electronic ID by another's vehicle
ID that has certain access to certain
features.
Injection of communication data
e.g. on the CAN communication link
or corruption of communication
data.
Connecting USB memories infected
with malware to the infotainment
unit.

Spoofing

Fake
messages

Deceiving the user by sending an
email pretending to be from the
OEM, asking the user to download
a malware and install it on the
vehicle.

Alter

Manipulation of the data being
communicated from the Mobile
application (having access to the
vehicle) to the vehicle.

ex

ECU

Threat type
(STRIDE)
Elevation of
privilege

Technical staff creating backdoors
or abusing their authorities.
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Scenario
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g

EC

Tampering

nd

4.4 Attack Description Derivation Process
New interaction possibilities in-between systems, better sensor technologies, as well as more advanced sensor

pe

processing (e.g. camera-based AI object recognition) lead to complex systems with higher degrees of automation.
Testing such systems is more challenging, as the system interface becomes broader by interacting with other systems
and the integration of advanced processing introduces additional (sensor-)interfaces to the physical environment. By

t-

adding interfaces and opening systems for collaboration in between systems (e.g. V2X in between vehicle and traffic

ra
f

light), also the attack surface for these systems (of systems) increases exponentially. The distributed nature of
collaboration as well as the development of subsystems and components by different manufactures multiples the

D

combinations of variants to test and thereby also the complexity of tests. Furthermore, trust in components is not
guaranteed by simply trusting the component’s developer. Reasons not to trust components can be:
•

3rd -party organizations deliver components with intellectual property limitations.

•

Artificial intelligence-based components with models generated by limited training sets.
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•

Reconfiguration potential via external interfaces (e.g. OTA reconfiguration via Bluetooth).

The drawback for testing is that such systems must be considered as black boxes. As humans are not involved in
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feedback loops of autonomous functions, the testing also has to explore how the System under Test (SUT) is interacting
with its environment. Additionally, problems or security flaws cannot only arise from a single (sub-) component, but
also from the integration and the interoperation between components. Regarding the realization of safety critical
systems, testing becomes vital and a sound concept for the derivation of test goals as well as the testing itself is
required.

The goal of T3.4 is to test the effect of attacks on a system level. Thereby the focus is to test and ensure that an attacker
is not able to provoke malicious system behaviour. While some attacks, like attacks from outside to the gateway, can

be avoided by authentication mechanisms, other attacks like the manipulation of camera-based vision via optical
illusions or the change of ECU code, requires constant online monitoring with appropriate attack detection. As soon as
an attack is detected, the system is supposed to counteract it. Counteractions may prevent the violation of privacy,
security or safety goals. In the context of autonomous vehicles and V2X communication, we focus primarily on the

ex

violation of safety goals.

EC

In order to achieve completeness of tests, it is necessary to cover the security mechanisms of the system in all critical
situations. The testing validates the reaction times and the appropriateness of implemented mechanisms to ensure
that the safety goals are not violated and that the safe state is reached within the fault tolerant time interval (FTTI).

in
g

This implies that the safety artifacts already identify the critical situations (e.g. as part of the hazard analysis and risk
assessment) and that they can therefore be used in the definition of the test cases.

nd

In contrast to traditional testing, the tests in T3.4 are designed to address the emergent behaviour of multiple
participants and address the timing required for appropriate (failure) reaction to meet the nature of the scenarios in

pe

which traffic participants react to the behaviour of other traffic participants. Traditional testing focusses on gaining
confidence in the implementation by means of statistical testing and finding implementation faults. Statistical testing

t-

requires usage models and assumes that future usage is similar to observed usage. In case of attack implementation,
this is not feasible, as attackers are not expected to have a typical behaviour and react “intelligently” to existing

ra
f

mitigation strategies by actively trying to circumvent them. Finding implementation faults is generally located at the

D

component level, whereas in T3.4 we address the system level to test the impact of an attack to the overall system.

We set up a structure for defining attack descriptions, which has been applied in the corresponding demonstrator as
well as for a keyless car opener demonstrator (see Section 4.7). As the security testing framework task (T3.4) started
before the implementation of the demonstrators, we decided to create attack descriptions that explain how test
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objectives for a given scenario are covered. The attack descriptions serve the demonstrator development, as they can
be refined to actual tests. We had several online meetings with the leaders of the WP9 demonstrators I, II and III to
align the attack descriptions with the future demonstrators [2].
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Furthermore, we investigated the implementation of attack descriptions at other potential SUT: the Box-Car (by CEVT),
a Mazda3 car (by AVL) and the ViF sensor box (as used in T4.4). A detailed description of all potential SUTs was given in
section 3.1.2. It has been decided to focus on Demo I-III and the keyless car opener. We categorized the target test

stands as complete (virtual) traffic scenarios with multiple traffic participants, intelligent road side units (RSUs) and V2X
communication, or as bus-based communication test stands which simulate traffic scenarios by recorded sensor input
and which have no actual actuators (see Table 18).

Table 18: Test stand type of potential SUTs

Complete (virtual) traffic scenarios

Demo I
Demo II
Demo III
Keyless car opener
Mazda3
ViF Sensor Box

X
X

ex

Potential SUT

EC

X

Bus-based communication test
stands

X
X
X

Discussions among the SECREDAS have led to the notion that attack descriptions should provide the following

in
g

information:

Name of the performed attack and the targeted asset.

•

Description on how testing is performed, including:
Current operation mode of the system;

o

Current operational context as given by the situation;

pe

o

Assumption on the existing security mechanisms.

t-

•

nd

•

ra
f

We decided to set up a general attack description process for potential SUTs, which is instantiated for each case. In the
following, we describe how this process is designed and how it is applied to scenarios 1, 2 and 3 by covering different

D

test objectives [1]. Afterwards we go into the completeness of the attack descriptions. Lastly, a summary and an outlook
to the upcoming work is given.
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General attack description process
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4.4.1

Figure 11: Attack description derivation process

The attack description process aims at defining all necessary attacks needed to determine whether the SUT fulfils its

ex

test objectives. The process defined in Figure 4 works as follows:

1. The general testing objective is to cover all situations in which an attack could cause the violation of a

EC

safety/security goal. This requires (1a) to identify which malfunctions exist and (1b) to determine which situations
are critical. For the scenarios 1, 2 and 3 we employed existing safety and security analysis to determine the test
objective. The notion of the test objective is made adaptive, so that the process can be applied also to new

in
g

scenarios.

2. Each potential mechanism that could be activated to achieve the test objective has to be identified. The

nd

(preliminary) architecture of the SUT is used as input to determine which kinds of mechanisms exists. The
mechanisms contribute to the fulfilment of the safety goal by reaching a safe state within a defined time span

pe

(which must be lower than the FTTI). The mechanisms can be determined by safety or security analysis. As example,
a safety mechanism could determine that plausibility checks fail and trigger the shutdown of a system. Such a

t-

mechanism could also be effective if an attack would cause inconsistent states. A security mechanism could
determine that an attack is occurring, as a monitoring for unintended behaviour is setup. Beyond reaching a safe

ra
f

state, the system may identify an attacking entity and classify it as not trustworthy. This could prevent other
systems in the ecosystem from such attacks.

D

3. The test fails respective pass criteria are determined for each test objective, taking into account the expected
safety/security mechanism. Based on the test objective, the corresponding safety goal has one or several safe
states that should be reached in case of malfunctions. Further, the safety goal’s FTTI determines how fast the
system should react to a given malfunction. In case of multiple safe states for one safety goal, the expected
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mechanism determines which of the safe sates is supposed to be reached. The mechanism may also add
information about the detection of attacks within the target SUT. For example, the mechanism may create a logfile if an attack is detected.
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4. The assumed safety/security mechanism is used to select applicable attack types and corresponding threats of the
threat library. In some cases, the test attacker only knows about potential attack vectors and how to potentially

influence the system. In such cases test attacker are supposed to identify safety/security mechanism that could be
in place so that the attack may also be designed to pass by the mechanisms. As the selection depends on the
expertise of the performing test engineer it is necessary to add a justification to the selection step.

5. Finally, in step 5, notes about the implementation are given. The notes should consider knowledge about the SUT

implementation4 as it is available. It may state how attacks are deployed, which and how communication could be
attacked and how the test report is gathered.

Below we explain how test description are applied on different Scenarios with different test objectives.

4.4.2

Attack descriptions for Scenario 1

ex

Scenario 1 deals with autonomous vehicles at a road intersection. The sub-scenarios describe how a malicious
behaviour may lead to hazardous situations, e.g. “An intersection with traffic lights is approached by a hijacked

EC

automated vehicle that has no intention to stop” (scenario 1.1). In order to determine the test objective (step 1), we
used the identification of all critical situations and malfunctions as it is given by the Hazard and Risk Analysis (HARA)
which has been created as part of T2.1. The HARA consists of an analysis of how malfunctions (which can be also caused

in
g

by security flaws and attacks – whether actively targeted or as side effect) should be assessed in certain situations. The
analysis is based on the notions of ISO 26262.

nd

[5]. As parameters the analysis considers the Exposure (E), the Controllability (C) and the Severity (S) of a potential

accident. We decided to cover all situations in which the corresponding hazard may yield a critical situation. As such

pe

we defined that the parameters must be E>=”E2 low probability” AND C>=”C2 Normally controllable” AND S>=”S2
Severe and life-threatening injuries (survival probable)”. Based on the structure of the HARA, the risk assessment is

t-

directly linked to the safety goals and their attributes (e.g. safe state, FTTI). Thereby the safety goals are used to derive
the pass and fail criteria (i.e. the defined test is considered to be failed, if the safety goal is violated). This means, the

D

ra
f

safe state must be reached within the specified FTTI5, otherwise the safety goal is considered violated.

4

The SUT architecture will describe which components exist and how messages are exchanged via communication channels. The SUT implementation will
determine for components the hardware and software configuration. Furthermore, it will determine how messages are implemented on the bus (i.e. define the
message-IDs, message schedules, etc.).
5
For simplicity, we neglect the time the fault may need to propagate through the system and become visible at the external interface.
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An example is given in Figure 5 in which the attack provokes a missed steering. The safety goal with the corresponding
malfunction and its critical situations form the test objective. According to the HARA we selected all critical situations.
The row “Comment Applicable Situations” summarizes the list of situations. The next row describes which mechanism
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is supposed to react to the attack. As the architecture for Demo 1 is still pending, we elicited this mechanism within a

meeting with the responsible for Demo 1. The pass and fail criteria reflect that the reaction has to place within a specific

reaction time (specified by the FTTI of the safety goal) (in our example the concrete value has not been determined yet
by the HARA and is therefore set to TBD in the table). However, performing and executing the test, this value should

be derived. Based on the selected attack type we identified the threats to be selected from the Threat Library. The
comment on the selection explains how the threat of the library is supposed to trigger the mechanism. Finally, notes

for a potential implementation are given. As soon as the SUT implementation is available, we will refine the information
and determine which signal in which communication message must be altered.
Table 19: Example of Attack Description for Scenario 1

ex

ATT1_SG1_TF1M1_10
Scenario 1
SG001

EC

Avoid commanding unintended stuck-at of direction within TBD seconds;
TF1_M1- Missed steering command
22, 54, 77, 749, 751, 752, 754

in
g

* Potentially: Other vehicle participants which approach the intersection from all directions,
Other vehicle participants which cross the intersection, Pedestrians who cross the road
intersection on the crosswalk, Presence of infrastructures or stationary objects into road
intersection, Presence of infrastructures or stationary objects between lanes or in the edge of
intersection
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Medium Speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low .. High Steering Angel
* Manoeuvres: Turning Right/ Left, Change (approaching the intersection), Straight (crossing
the intersection)
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by t.b.d. (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by t.b.d. seconds

pe

nd

Attack-ID
Scenario
Safety Goal ID
(*)
Safety Goal (*)
Malfunction (*)
Applicable
Situations
(references to
HARA lines) (*)
Test
Comment
objective
Applicable
Situations

D
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t-

Expected Mechanism
Fail criteria (Expected
behaviour if attack is
successful)
Pass criteria (Expected
behaviour if attack is not
successful)

Attack Type

* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by t.b.d. (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by t.b.d. seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the
Dynamic Driving Task Fallback.
Tampering – Alter
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Threat ID (Link
to Threat
Library)
Selection
comment
Attack Implementation

Information Flow: 1.1.2

The vehicle receives manipulated position data over an authenticated channel. Based on the
vehicle implementation it will use the data and miss a steering command.
* Manipulate V2X communication
* Information flow has to be altered.
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Selected
Attack
Type and
Threat

Notes:
(*): Entry is taken from the HARA

In order to illustrate how the corresponding threat 1.1.2 of the threat library is described, we added the entry below.

It states that the asset “information flow” can be attack be as described in the “Threat scenario” line. The threat
foresees that the attack already has access to an authenticated dataflow. The attribute “attack examples” serves as
inspiration to determine how the “attack implementation” of the attack description can be implemented.
Table 20: Example of threat 1.1.2

1.1.2 - Information Flow
An attacker can read or modify data transmitted over an authenticated
dataflow.
Tampering
Alter

ex

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples

1.1.2 (Scenario: road intersection)

•
•

EC

Threat ID
(Scenario.SubScenario.Threat)
Asset ID – Asset
Threat scenario

Generation of modified data using systems such as software defined radio (SDR), etc.
Conducting man-in-the-middle attacks on the communication channel.
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A complete description of attacks has been performed for scenario 1 (see appendix). It is planned to integrate the

Attack descriptions for Scenario 2

pe

4.4.3

nd

attack descriptions to Demo I so that they serve as a reference for potential test scenarios.

For Scenarios 2.2 the test objectives have been derived at first via the Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) for Scenario

t-

2.2. As the FMEA was based on a very early draft of the architecture, a risk-based hazard analysis has been performed

D

ra
f

afterwards before the complete attack descriptions have been rolled out.
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4.4.3.1 Attack descriptions for Scenario 2 – Initial FMEA approach
The FMEA has been created as part of T2.1. It identifies malfunctions6 and rates the occurrence probability (A), the
severeness (B) and the probability of detection (C). The product A * B * C =: RPN is defined as the Risk Priority Number
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(RPN) to categorize (and prioritize) the risk as given in table below.

Table 21: Categorization of RPN Values

Analysis of risk
calculation of RPN: A*B*C=RPN
RPN range
1-10
11-40
41-90
91-125

Grading
Acceptable residual risk
Low residual risk
High residual risk
Unacceptable residual risk

measures
No measures required
Additional warning required
additional protective measures required
Design measures required

We originally planned to test scenario 2 by defining the test objective via all malfunctions that are rated as least with
low residual risk. An example is given in Figure 7. The malfunction “No assessment of health status possible” of the

ex

FMEA was analysed, as its RPN is rated with at least low residual risk7 (step 1a). The critical situation is not given
explicitly by the FMEA. Hence, we derived explicitly a description of it (step 1b). The “potential consequences” given

EC

by the FMEA extend the malfunction description and are used to determine the expected mechanism (activity 2) as
well as the success and fail criteria (step 3). The derivation of this attack description would be used as feedback to the
SUT architecture, as the reaction time “x” has to be determined. As the FMEA associates each malfunction with

in
g

“possible causes” we employ this analysis to derive potential attacks. The selected threat 2.1.4 aims at performing a
denial of service attack to the gateway. The “attack implementation” gives notes for the usage of the attack description

nd

for the final demonstrator.

Table 22: Attack description for Scenario 2 based on FMEA

pe

ATT2_2_20
Scenario 2
2
No assessment of health status possible
No intervention of the system possible

D

ra
f

t-

Test
objective

Attack-ID
Scenario
Line Number of
FMEA (*)
Mal function (named
Threat in FMEA) (*)
potential
consequence (*)

6

Within the FMEA document the malfunction is named „Threat“. We use the term malfunction in the context of the security testing framework to be consistent
with the other scenarios.
7
Actually, it is rated with 18 Low Residual Risk (see FMEA for the complete rating).
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Derived critical
situation
Expected Mechanism
Fail criteria (Expected behaviour if
attack is successful)
Pass criteria (Expected behaviour
if attack is not successful)
Selected
Attack Type
Attack
Threat ID (Link to
Type and
Threat Library)
Threat
Selection comment
Attack Implementation

There is no data sent;
Data can be manipulated via BLE (self or external)
Situation in which intervention of health system is critical, e.g. approaching with high
speed a construction site at which the driver needs to take over responsibility.
Robustness against DDoS attacks (Sec.9 and Sec.10)
No health status data received within x seconds. (x must be set in coordination with SUT
architecture team)
Health status data received within x seconds. (x must be set in coordination with SUT
architecture team)
Denial of Service
Vehicle Gateway: 2.1.4
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possible cause (*)

Disturb sending of data via DDoS attack on the gateway
* Lower gateway's reachability externally
* DDoS attack on gateway

Note:
(*) Taken from FMEA

4.4.3.2 Attack descriptions for Scenario 2 – Risk-based approach
As the architecture of DemoII.2 is still under development and as the FMEA approach would require a stable

ex

architecture to evaluate the effect of failures in certain components, it has been decided to analyse the functions of

DemoII.2 with help of a HARA. An example line of the HARA is given below; for the complete rating please refer to the

Table 23: Scenario 2 Attack Description

in
g

Rat01
Hazardous location notifications (Road works warning)
No
Fail1
The automated control is not returned to the user. The driver cannot be warned.
Crash into road works
3
[59] Statistics Road Works
3
Workers get injured
3
The user is not supposed to monitor the road while automated driving mode is active
9
ASIL C
SG01
Avoid ineffective location notification without returning driving to the human

D

ra
f

t-

pe

nd

#
Function
Failure Mode
Failure ID
Failure
Hazard
Exposure (E)
Explaination for E
Severity (S)
Explaination for S
Controlability (C)
Explaination for C
Rating
ASIL
SG ID
SG

EC

appendix.

The rating is oriented at the Hazard and Risk Analysis described in ISO26262 for the safety of E/E systems in automotive
vehicles. The identified functions are rated for the failure modes “No”, “Unintended”, “Early”, “Late”, “Less”, “More”,
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“Inverted” and “Intermittent”. The ratings of the assumed Exposure (E), Severity (S) and Controllability (C) are
computed to the overall Rating := E*S*C (a detailed description of these guidewords and levels are given in the appendix
at 0 Explaination for HARA levels). This criticality of the rating is oriented at the ASIL categorization, at which all ratings
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that correspond at least to ASIL A (rating=7) have to be considered for safety reasons. Higher ASIL ratings of ASIL B
(rating=8), ASIL C (rating=9) and ASIL D (rating=10) indicate a higher criticality and hence that a higher testing effort is
justified. For each ASIL rating a safety goal has been assigned.

These safety goals should be addressed in the derivation of attack descriptions. We identified for each combination of
Safety Goal and Attack Type the potential attacks and which safety and/or security measure we expect to be active.

Further attack success and fail criteria have been identified. We also gave comments with respect to a potential
implementation.

The table has been discussed with UPM-CSIC and commented by them. As the engineers by UPM-CSIC are not dedicated
safety engineers, they appreciated that the analysis gives a complete picture of potential attacks especially with respect
to safety related concerns. The integration plan at Demo II.2 considers the attack description as basis for testing as

4.4.4

Attack descriptions for Scenario 3

EC

ex

soon as the demonstrator is built.

Scenario 3 provides safety requirements created in T2.1, which we have used as a basis for the testing objective. The

in
g

requirements cover multiple malfunctions8 and reduce complexity. As we focus on safety requirements, we decided to
work out the attack description on requirements that have safety / security mechanism reacting to an attack.
Requirements that are out-of-scope are:

part of standard performance testing;

•

standard security testing (e.g. for security measures like encryption);

•

functional safety testing, which is not related to security testing;

•

external measures (e.g. teaching the operation staff).

t-

pe

nd

•

ra
f

We derived a suite of attack descriptions for all safety requirements to prove that our approach is applicable on a larger
scale (see Appendix). As an example of the adapted test objective, the attack description for Saf.1 “the system needs

D

to be able to detect anomalous behaviour of communication (and detect the source of the problem)” is given (comp.

8

The Safety requirements list links each requirement to a list of lines of the corresponding Threat and Risk Analysis (TARA), which lacks the rating of their cases
so far.
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Table 22). The malfunction is determined by analysing why the safety requirement could be violated. A generically
applicable situation is enough, as the safety requirement itself should already provide sufficient reaction time. The
expected mechanism is derived from the safety requirement. Please note, that this mechanism detects security flaws
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as well as functional malfunctions (which are usually addressed by classical safety engineering). Multiple potential
threats on different assets exist to trigger the mechanism. The attack implementation is supposed to choose a

reasonable subset of the potential threats, based on which implementations are supported by the corresponding SUT
implementation.
Table 24: Attack Description for Scenario 3

Saf.1
System need to be able to detect anomalous behaviour of communication (and detect the
source of the problem)
Attacker has authenticated access to the communication

ex

Usual operation

EC

* Anomaly detection (i.e. based on Autoencoders)
* Shut down of service to attacker
* Attacker is not disconnected from target after x seconds/minutes (x must be set in
coordination with SUT architecture team)
* Attacker is disconnected from target after x seconds/minutes (x must be set in coordination
with SUT architecture team)
Tampering - Inject, Manipulate, Corrupt data or code, Deliver malware, Alter/ Manipulate,
Corrupt data or code
Repudiation - Repudiation of message transmission
Gateway: 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7, 3.1.8, 3.1.9, 3.1.17, 3.1.23, 3.1.28, 3.1.31, 3.1.34, 3.1.35
ECU: 3.1.50, 3.1.51, 3.1.53, 3.1.59, 3.1.60, 3.1.61, 3.1.63, 3.1.64, 3.1.71, 3.1.72, 3.1.73,
3.1.74, 3.1.75, 3.1.77, 3.1.78
ECU Network: 3.1.81, 3.1.82, 3.1.83, 3.1.84, 3.1.85, 3.1.86, 3.1.87, 3.1.88, 3.1.90, 3.1.91,
3.1.92, 3.1.93, 3.1.94, 3.1.100, 3.1.101, 3.1.102, 3.1.103, 3.1.104, 3.1.106, 3.1.107
Simulate several attacks:
* Random DDoS attack
* Brute force password trial-and-error
* Replay attacks
* Install one communication node as attacker
* Use OBD-II interface for attack

pe

nd

Fail criteria (Expected
behaviour if attack is
successful)
Pass criteria (Expected
behaviour if attack is not
successful)
Selected
Attack Types
Attack
Type and
Threat
Threat ID (Link to
Threat Library)

ATT3.1_Saf.1
Scenario 3.1

in
g

Attack-ID
Scenario /
Scenario
Saf.ID (*)
Safety
Requirement (*)
Derived
Malfunction
Derived
applicable
Situations
Expected Mechanism
Test
objective

ra
f

t-

Selection
comment

Attack Implementation

D

Note:
(*) Taken from Safety Requirements
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4.4.5

Attack descriptions for test stand “Keyless car opener“

The keyless car opener has been analysed as a further demonstrator. The use cases are opening and closing a vehicle
via a smartphone which communicates with the car via Bluetooth.
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The rating (cf. HARA rating in the appendix) of potential failures identified four safety goals. The discussions about the
rating have shown, that the approach is very well suited to tackle safety purposes. For privacy related failures other
methods should be applied in addition. The rating is according to the same structure applied for Scenario 2.

The attack descriptions (appendix Attack descriptions) focussed on attacks that may occur although a valid encryption
is in place. This includes attacks like the usage of security vulnerabilities (for example in the Bluetooth stack), social
engineering attacks, replay attacks and denial of service attacks. In order to have a complete analysis of the potential
attacks, the attacks cover all attack types defined in the appendix.

4.4.6

Completeness of Attacks

The design of the test objective allows reasoning about the completeness of the malfunctions and critical situations.
This deductive approach guarantees that the system is tested against critical unwanted effects. In order to complement

ex

the deductive approach by an inductive process, we propose to check whether all threats in the threat library are
covered by the attack description. If an attack is not covered, the test engineer should consider either creating an

EC

additional attack description or writing a justification on why the threat is not applied for the given SUT. This inductive
approach guarantees that all threats are addressed by testing.

Summary

in
g

4.4.7

The new testing approach has been set up for attacking systems. One strength of the approach is that the definition of

nd

test objectives is designed to be flexible to different scenarios. As shown, the approach has been applied to the inputs
of various analysis results (like HARA, FMEA and safety requirements). The definition of pass/fail criteria for reaction of

pe

security and safety mechanism extend the analysis results for testing. It extends the notion of standard testing by
considering that mechanisms require time to detect and react on given attacks. The integration of the Threat Library

t-

determines which threats are to be exploited. As each threat needs to be covered, all applicable attacks are used in
testing. We envisage to evaluate the approach within the project context. Regarding the demonstrators, the

ra
f

implementation started too late to actually implement and perform tests on them for the current deliverable. That is
why we focused on the process of deriving tests and attacks and described them for the three demonstrators. The

D

attack descriptions are transferred to the partners who develop the actual demonstrators who will give feedback for
concrete testing. To show that the level of descriptions is applicable for the implementation of tests, we will implement
selected test cases with the Domain Specific Attack Language (see Section 4.5Error! Reference source not found.).
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SECREDAS is also a basis for future work, like the development of intelligent attackers who perform multiple attacks
and react to security mechanisms, as well as the use of virtual predictive simulation to secure systems. A paper for a
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testing related conference (like ICST or ISSRE) is currently in preparation.

4.5 Domain-Specific Attack Language

This section describes a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for describing attacks agnostically to a system-under-test
(SUT). This allows for attacks being applied to a multitude of SUTs by augmenting the generic attack with specific SUT
information (from an according database) through a test case generator. The focus is on automotive systems as SUT.

In this section we explain the motivation for creating the DSL, the design decisions that have been taken and the
implementation.

4.5.1.1 Motivation
A state of the art for testing the cybersecurity of vehicles is to execute JSON test specifications and shell scripts on a
Linux testing laptop connected to vehicle. The tests are specific to a certain vehicle and test environments.

ex

Furthermore, the test specifications require in depth knowledge, which require high efforts to train new test engineers.
Goal of the DSL is to separate the specific information about the vehicle and the test environment from the test script.

EC

The test script should also be flexible and adapt to the vehicle under test. One example would be that the test laptop
is connected to two ECUs on different busses, which are interconnected via a gateway (cmp. Figure 12). The DSL should
abstract from bus configuration details, i.e. the DSL should abstract from message formats, sender and receiver IDs,

in
g

and the operation speed of busses. Hence, the attack written in the DSL can be applied to different test stands without
modifications. In this example, the test laptop is supposed to scan the bus1 and then to take over control of ECU1,

nd

which should be used to attack the gateway, so that afterwards the attack can be propagated to ECU2. In case that the
test could not reach access to bus2, the test laptop would be connected to bus2, so that the test can proceed at bus2

pe

even with skipping or failing at the gateway. In order to adapt the test behaviour, it should be possible to check pre-

D

ra
f

t-

and/or post-conditions for each attack step.
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ex

Figure 12: Example test stand setup

If the preconditions for executing a certain attack step are not met, the step would be skipped, and the execution would

EC

follow the next attack step. If an attack step would fail, the script should have possibilities to continue execution.
Assuming that only one attack step failed in test execution would indicate that only one single mechanism is effective
and that further mechanisms should be taken into consideration for design changes. The DSL has been designed and

in
g

implemented by Fraunhofer IESE, AVL provided the use case and the execution environment.

nd

4.5.1.2 Related work
In order to get an overview of related domain specific attack languages, we conducted a literature overview which is

pe

given in the appendix under “0 Literature Review for Domain Specific Attack Languages”.

4.5.1.3 Design
As DSL we investigated which elements and feature the language should have:
Imperative based notation: We decided to pursue the imperative approach, as it is close the existing notion of test

t-

•

ra
f

scripts. As alternatives, we also discussed graphical notations, which allow to track easily cross-references between
entities, but would not have a fixed execution sequence. Furthermore, attack trees were part of the discussion, as

D

they could figure out at runtime which attacks could be executed; but they could not reveal easily which attack is

•

planned for a system.
Attack execution: The attack should be consistent of attack steps, which execute a certain attack tool and retrieve
the necessary information. The attack step may refer to variables, like {CAN_address_veh_info}, which are resolved
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with a vehicle database (implemented as JSON dictionary) to the vehicle specific data. The DSL should allow to
check for each attack step, whether the pre-conditions or the post-conditions for the execution of the attack step
are met. If the preconditions are not met, the execution of the attack step is skipped; otherwise, a failed attack
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step would be logged, and test engineer would not know directly why the execution failed. An unfulfilled
postcondition could lead to an unfulfilled precondition and allow an easy interpretation of test execution results.
•

Fail semantics: usually programming languages allow to check the success of executions with assert-commands.
These asserts cause a program to terminate or to raise an exception if their condition is not met. In the DSL the

failing of a command of the raise of an exception within an attack step should be caught by the test execution

environment and the test should proceed with the next command. An example of the execution is given in Table
25.

Table 25: Execution semantic example

Debug message
Precond 1 fulfilled
Attack 1 failed
Postcond 1 failed
Precond 2 fullfilled
Attack 2 executed
Postcond 2 failed
Precond 3 failed
Attack 3 not executed
Postcond 3 not
9
skipped
checked
10
OK
Precond 4 fulfilled
11
OK
Attack 4 executed
12
OK
Postcond 4 fulfilled
Predefined support for automotive bus systems: The DSL should offer support for testing automotive systems. By

ex

Status
OK
Failed
Failed
OK
OK
Failed
Failed
skipped

nd

in
g

EC

Time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

pe

•

predefined messages and bus commands the common busses, like CAN, FlexRay, MOST, etc., should be ready for
test. Commands that consider the cyclic sending of messages as well as the specification of timeouts should be part

ra
f

t-

of the DSL.

It has been decided to use the Xtext9, which is an Eclipse-based framework for developing DSLs. The design of the

D

necessary items is given in the meta-model in Figure 13. The core idea is that the attack written in the DSL is compiled

9

https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
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to an executable JSON specification. The test execution processes this JSON specification together with the vehicle
description, which resolves the variables with help of a dictionary to actual values. The test execution creates a test
execution report for evaluation of the test result. The attack consists of attack steps, which may link to preconditions
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or postconditions via labels. Variables can be either system variables (named SysVar) which are resolved at runtime by

the vehicle information available, or they can be auxiliary variables (named AuxVar) which store results of tool

nd

in
g

EC

ex

executions for the evaluation in further post- or pre-conditions.

Figure 13: Metamodel of the DSL

pe

4.5.1.4 Implementation
The Xtext implementation (example Figure 14) with a translation to the JSON execution specification (Figure 15) has
been implemented. As Xtext has built-in support for syntax highlighting, the script is well formatted. We also
implemented compiler warnings if any system variable is not known or any auxiliary variable is not defined before (e.g.

t-

the misspelled variable “uesr” is detected to be not defined in the example).

ra
f

The example script in Figure 14 would first try to connect to the system via an Android Debug Bridge (adb_connect;
line 7); the required IP address for the connection would be abstract in the DSL and resolved at runtime. The warning

D

in the editor (line 7) indicates that the system variable ip_addr is not known to any test environment. If the connection
is established successfully (line 3), then the system tries to acquire super user rights (line 8) and to print inquire whether
the system now actual is the super user (line 9). The result is stored in the variable user, which is then analysed in line
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13 against the word “root”. Line 14 shows another comparison performed by the system. Finally, the command “ls” is
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executed (line 10).

Figure 14: Screenshot snippet from Eclipse for a DSL example

In order to execute the attack description a JSON object is compiled out of the attack (see example Figure 15Error!
Reference source not found.). The compilation process stores all pre- and post-conditions in a hash map structure,

ex

with the label as key and the corresponding command as value. In the compilation process for each command of the

action section the corresponding pre- and post-conditions are looked up via the label and placed before or after the

EC

corresponding command. The example shows how the commands of the DSL are translated to the naming of tools and
parameters. Please notice, that the variable “ip_addr” gets translated to the actual value (e.g. “192.168.1.1”) via the

Figure 15: Translated json code for an example

ra
f
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pe

nd

in
g

vehicle description which is processed together with the JSON file at the test execution.

4.5.1.5 Future work on the DSL
It is planned to use the DSL at AVL to implement attacks for their testing system. In the keyless car opener scenario,

D

the usage of the DSL has also been discussed. Future work is supposed to extend the functionality of the DSL. We want
to extend the usability and the provided functionality. As usability features we want to include automatic code
completion and integrate type information for variables. The provided functionality will be extended by adding support
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for more tools. It is planned at AVL to use the DSL as a common agnostic test specification for a multitude of different
test vehicles.
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4.6 Attack Tools

In order to have an overview, which tools could be used within the SECREDAS concept, we listed them with their name,

potential type of attacks (see Table 26).

Metasploit

Denial of
service

Information
disclosure

Repudiation

Tool

Tampering

Spoofing

Table 26: Attack Tool STRIDE Overview

x

x

Cain & Abel

x

x

John the Ripper

x

Inject

x

Gain elevated access

(x)

Listen, Alter, Denial of Service, Inject, Replay,
Illegal acquisition

x

x

Corrupt messages, Corrupt data or code, Replay,
Intercept, Jamming

x

Inject, Alter, Denial of Service

x

x

in
g
x

x

x

pe

x

Spoofing

x

t-

ra
f

x

x

Lime SDR

D

Gain elevated access

(x)

ELM327 OBD-II dongle

Wfuzz

x

x

MODIFI

Teltech SpoofCard

Gain elevated access

x

x

CANoe

x

x

Aircrack

x

x

EC

x

Social-Engineer Toolkit

Ghost Phisher

Various

nd

Canvas

Kali Linux

Type of attacks

Listen

ex

Wireshark

Proxmark

Elevation of
privilege

analysed their supported features and categorized the tools according to the supported STRIDE attack types and the

Replay, Listen
x

see below see
belo
w
x

see
belo
w

Manipulate, Disable, Configuration change

see
below

Corrupt messages, Replay, Listen, Eavesdropping,
Jamming
see
below

see below see below

Fake messages, Spoofing
x

Inject
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Inject

t50

x

THC-IPV6

x

Cookie Cadger

x

x

x
x

Mitmproxy

x

Denial of Service

X

x

Alter, Inject, Replay

x
x

Powerfuzzer

x
x

x

x

Inject
Inject

x

x

x

x

x

w3af

x

x

x

x

WebSploit

x

x

x

x

x

EC

SlowHTTPTest

XSSer
nmap

Listen, Illegal acquisition

Various

Denial of Service

ex

RouterSploit

Denial of Service, Spoofing, Intercept, Corrupt
messages, Listen
Spoofing, Replay, Listen

x

Wifite
BED/Doona

Elevation of
privilege

Denial of
service

Information
disclosure

Repudiation

x

x

x

Various

x

x

Various
Inject

x

x

x

x

x

Covert channel

x

x

Various

in
g

Burp Suite

x

Inject

nd

afl-fuzz

Type of attacks
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Sqlmap

Tampering

Spoofing

Tool

In the second step we analysed, whether the tools are suited for fuzzing, vulnerability scanning and/or penetration

pe

testing. Additionally, a rating about the capabilities for each tool was be made by the experts, in which the levels are
noted as H (high), M (medium), L (low). The tools listed with * are promising tools on which further investigations are

ra
f

t-

needed for the rating (see Table 26).

Memory
resources

H

H

H

Configurabil
ity

CPU
resources

H

Automation

Knowledge
(target)

Penetration
testing
x

Knowledge
(general)

Metasploit

Vulnerabilit
y scanning

Tool

Fuzzing

D

Table 27: Attack Tool Categorization

L

H
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Configurabil
ity

Knowledge
(target)

CPU
resources

Memory
resources

M

H

M

M

*

*

*

*

*

L

H

H

H

L

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

H

H

H

L

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

M

H

H

L

L

L

L

L

M

L

L

M

H

H

H

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

L

H

see
below

see
below

see
below

see
below

see
below

see
below

x

M

M

L

M

L

M

x

M

L

M

M

H

L

x

x

M

M

L

L

M

M

x

x

L

L

H

L

H

L

x

x

H

H

M

L

M

L

x

M

M

M

H

M

H

x

H

M

M

H

M

H

x

x

L

L

H

H

H

L

x

x

x

L

L

M

L

H

M

x

x

x

L

L

M

M

H

L

x

x

M

L

M

M

M

H

SlowHTTPTest

x

x

L

L

H

M

H

L

w3af

x

x

L

L

H

H

M

H

WebSploit

x

x

M

L

H

H

M

M

Wireshark
Cain & Abel

*

*

John the Ripper

x
*

*

x

M

Canvas

*

*

*

*

Social-Engineer Toolkit

*

*

*

*

x

M

Aircrack
MODIFI

x

CANoe

x

M

x

H
x

L

x

M

Proxmark

x

M

Lime SDR

x

ELM327 OBD-II dongle

see
below

see
below

Ghost Phisher
x

Sqlmap

THC-IPV6

x

t-

pe

Cookie Cadger

Wifite

ra
f

BED/Doona

Powerfuzzer

RouterSploit

D

nd

t50

Mitmproxy

x

in
g

Wfuzz

see
below

EC

Kali Linux

x

ex

Teltech SpoofCard
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Knowledge
(general)

Automation

Penetration
testing

Vulnerabilit
y scanning

M

Fuzzing

H

Tool
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H

nmap

x

x

M

Burp Suite

x

x

H

x

x

L

afl-fuzz

x

4.7 Proof of Concept Systems and Demos

Configurabil
ity

Automation

Memory
resources

x

CPU
resources

x

L

M

M

M

M

L

L

L

H

L

M

H

H

M

M

M

H

H

H

L
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XSSer

Knowledge
(target)

Knowledge
(general)

Penetration
testing

Vulnerabilit
y scanning

Fuzzing

Tool

This section provides descriptions of systems under test which acted as a proving ground for the framework and
showcase the usage of the latter.

4.7.1

Boxcar System

ex

4.7.1.1 Introduction
A Boxcar is a test set up in which the complete electrical architecture of the car is kept in a static environment. Electronic

EC

control units (ECUs) are interconnected through different communication channels with breakout sockets to listen to
communication packets. For instance, a CAN bus has 3 wires called CANH CANL and GND and these wires are then
connected to DSUB9 breakout socket. In addition to this a Boxcar set up consists of sensors and actuators that are

in
g

connected to the ECUs. The ECUs are updated from time to time with the latest software developed and delivered
throughout the vehicle development program. A vehicle development program consists of several events in which each

nd

ECU supplier delivers software that is agreed at the commencement of the program. A sample Boxcar setup is shown
in Figure 16. Boxcar is typically used for testing the functionality of the system to make sure that the requirements are

pe

implemented according to specifications. The various system testing includes system states, communication and
system functionalities such as software deployment, Over the air updates (OTA), network management, unified
diagnostic services etc. Boxcar is also used to test functionalities of sub- systems such as entertainment functionalities,

t-

telematics, body electronics which do not require a mobile environment. A Boxcar uses 3G or 4G as well as WIFI access

ra
f

point to connect to the Internet. A cellular modem facilitates cellular connectivity. Functions of telematic unit involve
collecting vehicle data, diagnostics, GPS location etc. and communicating them to a telematic cloud. Vehicle gateway

D

is the entry point to a vehicle from outside world for onboard diagnostics.
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4.7.1.2 ECU, operating systems and communication protocols
Electronic control units typically implement AUTOSAR-based operating systems unlike certain ECUs with more user
interactions which may use Android or Linux based operating systems. ECUs in a Boxcar communicates to each other
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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or to the outside world through a variety of communication protocols that are listed below:

LIN
GMSL
Flexray
CAN and CAN FD
Ethernet
Apix2
LVDS
BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy)
Bluetooth
4G/3G antenna

Please note that there is a more elaborated technical description of the system available, but this cannot be included

into the deliverable due to non-disclosure restrictions (as the final deliverable version will be public). However, the task

D

ra
f

t-

pe

nd

in
g

EC

ex

partners will receive this more detailed descriptions to have a solid working basis.

Figure 16: Boxcar Sample Topology
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4.7.1.3 Boxcar Interfaces
In context of SECREDAS, a Boxcar interface is a set of ECUs, communication protocols and security mechanisms such as
encryption standards or keys used to implement a functionality in a secure manner. Since many of the SECREDAS’
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contributors in the task were interested in safety, the selected interfaces had implications w.r.t safety as well as
security, which also allowed the evaluation of the interplay between safety and security requirements. The possible

threats and attacks in such interfaces were developed thus benefitting CEVT in re-examination of security
implementation to make sure the mitigation of such attacks.

4.7.1.4 SECREDAS workflow
To apply the process described in Section 2, with respect to the Boxcar, specific Boxcar interfaces are chosen from the
Boxcar setup that may be vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Threat analysis is done on the specific Boxcar interfaces based

on threat libraries discussed in section 4.3.1. Manual attack scripts are written based on the threat analysis and fed as

input to DSL described in section 5.1, which once fully developed can automatically generate attacks scripts. The attack

scripts are integrated into the framework as described in Section 4.1 to run a complete test suite of possible cyber-

Figure 17: SECREDAS workflow
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attacks. Figure 17 provides an overview over this process.

4.7.1.5 CAN Flooding POC with the Testing Framework
A testcase called canflooding attack based on attack AD47 described in attack description has been created as proof of

D

concept to use the framework as shown in Figure12. The test case is used to flood a CAN bus with high priority CAN
messages in high frequency. CAN bus systems, if not equipped with intrusion detection and prevention system are
susceptible to CAN flooding attack. A CAN message with lower arbitration id has higher priority to be sent on the CAN
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bus. The attack makes use of this vulnerability by sending a higher priority Id on the can bus. This prevents other CAN
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messages with higher arbitration ID from being sent in their specific time, which interrupts functionality of the system.

Figure 18: Test case - Can Flooding

As precondition, the can0 interface should be up with the bus’s correct bitrate. A Linux toolset called IP (Internet

ex

Protocol) is used to set up CAN interface. A Python script called canflooding.py is used as an attack script which would
flood the bus and impair other important CAN messages from going into the bus which would in turn disrupt the

pe

nd

in
g

EC

functionality of the ECUs in the bus. The script is called by the framework as test step as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Test step - calling python script

t-

After running the script, results if any are sent back to the framework. In this case the result is observed in a monitoring

ra
f

system called Canoe that can show the load of CAN bus which is attacked as shown in Figure 20. In this particular bus,
where the attack is done, a bus load of 96 percent is seen, which is considerably above the upper limit of 80. The upper

D

limit is calculated by system designers by taking functional safety into account.
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Figure 20: Busload of CAN

4.7.2

Off the Shelf Mazda3

In our Scenario the target is a Mazda Type 3BL from 2012 that is equipped with a 3rd party Android IVI (In-Vehicle
Infotainment system). The driver also has a smartphone with Android OS version 7.1 that is vulnerable to various

ex

Bluetooth exploits. The in-vehicle navigation system uses the phone as a hotspot to access the internet for software
updates, navigation functionality, music streaming and many other tasks. This approach was chosen to avoid a

proprietary exploitation scenario, which only targets a single vehicle with a specific software and hardware

EC

combination, but instead attacks a widely used system. The majority of contemporary Android IVIs are manufactured
by three major companies (FYT, Microntek and QD) and sold by different vendors e.g. Pumpkin, Joying, XOMAX, Eresin
and many more. The operating system is almost the same across vendors for every hardware configuration and while

in
g

it is possible to update the OS if a fitting binary is provided, it is not an easy task to perform for a layman.
By exploiting the Bluetooth stack of the smartphone, its system is accessed with the rights of the Bluetooth service,

nd

which can be elevated to root access by opening the Android Debug Bridge (ADB). With this shell it is possible to open
the WiFi-Hotspot of the phone, which the IVI connects to. After the IVI connects to the trusted WiFi-Network, it can be

pe

accessed with root privileges through an open ADB port. From there on it is possible to install additional software on
the IVI and access the CAN-Bus of the vehicle either through a connected USB-Tin board or through a Bluetooth OBD

D

ra
f

t-

dongle (depending on the vehicle’s configuration). Figure 21 visualizes the exploitation process.
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Figure 21: Exploitation Workflow

The Mazda model 3 that was used for our purposes is equipped with a 500kbit/s highspeed CAN for all engine and

EC

driving related functionalities and a 125kbit/s medium speed CAN that is used for comfort features such as climate
control. Since the CAN-Buses of the vehicle provide no additional security functionalities, it is possible to inject arbitrary
messages and disturb the operation of ECUs. In this scenario, we sent forged messages from the successfully exploited

in
g

IVI containing fake values for speed and RPM over the CAN bus to the instrument cluster. As the CAN protocol does not
provide any means that allow for distinguishing forged from valid messages and there are apparently no further

nd

measures in the in-vehicle network (e.g. proper separation of the IVI from the critical systems CAN, upper layer security
or plausibility checks on the instrument cluster), the effect is that the speed and RPM gauge display false readings (see

pe

Figure 21). Furthermore, an alarm sound is played if the seatbelt is not fastened, because the vehicle thinks that it is

D

ra
f

t-

moving, even if it is standing still.
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Figure 22: Security Testing Proof-of-Concept

In order to automate the testing, the attack scripts that are used for exploitation purposes are fed into the framework,

EC

that was adapted for the use in SECREDAS, either through API calls or by directly modifying stored configuration files.
Once entered, this test case sequence forms a test template. This allows for selecting and executing an attack test
through an intuitive web interface in a few clicks, automating the testing process to a high degree. After test execution,
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framework’s web interface.

in
g

the framework collects the response from the testing tools and displays it to the operator. Figure 23 shows the

Figure 23: Security Testing Framework Screenshot
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5 Conclusions
Task 3.4 achieved two main targets:
Developing a security testing process for automotive systems (see Section 2);

•

Developing and adapting a security testing framework for automotive systems (see Section 4).
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•

The first part fills a gap as, even though a security engineering process is standardized, there is no standard for

performing security testing. It therefore builds on the engineering standard and describes a detailed testing process
that also allows to be automated to a certain degree.

In the second part the activities of the process were put into a practical system by creating a threat library and a

methodology for deriving attack scripts based on those threats. As part of the underlying methodology, the group

created a domain-specific language (DSL - see Section 4.5) that allows for generic attack descriptions without any SUT

information that will be turned in concrete attack scripts for a specific SUT (see Section 4.4). This allows for attacks

ex

derived from on SUT to be applied to a different one. The attacks are turned into concrete scripts, where the scripts
are derived by an own derivation process (see Section 4.4). The application of the framework was displayed in proofs

EC

of concept (see Section 4.7).

The process and framework will be used in other WPs to test the developments made , as well as to perform V&V for
CTEs and DPs, as well (see Section 1.1), as well as attack descriptions for the SECREDAS scenarios (see Sections 4.4.2,

D

ra
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t-
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nd

in
g

4.4.3 and 4.4.4).
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Asset Classification
This appendix presents classification of assets identified and listed in WP1 of the project and extended in this

deliverable to identify the assets of interest. Further details about classification of assets could be found in Section

Interesting assets from the Box-car perspective which is a potential SUT

•

Priority 1 (generic for current vehicles)

•

Priority 2 (generic for ADAS/AD)

•

Priority 3 (generic for connected vehicles)

Asset Group

Threat analysis has been
conducted

EC

in
g

nd
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f

t-

1.2.3
1.2.4
1.2.5
1.2.6
1.2.7
1.3.1
1.3.2

Cloud Traffic Management Service
Information Flow
Network Camera
OBU (on-board unit)
Roadside Unit database
Traffic Light Controller
Video Surveillance Server
Cloud Traffic Management Service
Cooperative Intersection crossing
Application
Information Flow
Network Camera
OBU (on-board unit)
Roadside Unit database
Video Surveillance Server
Cloud Traffic Management Service
GLOSA (Green light optimal speed
advisor)
Green Light for Priority Vehicles Service
Information Flow
Network Camera
OBU (on-board unit)
Roadside Unit database
Video Surveillance Server

pe

1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6
1.1.7
1.2.1
1.2.2

D

1.3.3
1.3.4
1.3.5
1.3.6
1.3.7
1.3.8

Service
Information
Hardware
Hardware
Information
Hardware
Server
Service
Software

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

Information
Hardware
Hardware
Information
Server
Service
Software

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

Service
Information
Hardware
Hardware
Information
Server

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

Generic assets

Asset

ex

Asset ID
(Scenario.SubSc
enario.Asset)

x

Priority 3 (generic for
connected vehicles)

•

Priority 2 (generic for
ADAS/AD)

Generic assets

Priority 1 (generic for
current vehicles)

•

Interesting assets from the
Box-car perspective

2.4.2. Assets of interest have been marked matching one or more of the following criteria:

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
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Camera in ego vehicle

Hardware

1.5.3

GPU / Processing Unit

Hardware

1.5.4

V2X Communication channel
Ego Agent Location

Information
/ Hardware
Information

Other agent locations

Information

1.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.6
1.4.7
1.4.8
1.4.9

nd

pe
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1.5.6

in
g

1.4.12

1.5.5

Information
Service
Service
Information
User
Application
Information

x
x

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN
HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

x
x

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

Process
Software

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

1.5.8

Traffic Management Cloud
Infrastructure
Traffic Light / Traffic Sign

Information
/ Hardware
Hardware /
Software
Hardware

2.1.1

Wearable

Device

2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

Wearables Gateway
Vehicle Gateway
Personal Health Cloud

Device
Device
Cloud
service

ra
f

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN
HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

Information

V2I Communication channel

D

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN
HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

1.5.7

1.5.9

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

Server
Information

EC

1.4.10
1.4.11

Service

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

1.4.3

Service

HEAVENS and LINDDDUN

ex

1.4.2

Priority 3 (generic for
connected vehicles)

1.5.2

1.4.1

Priority 2 (generic for
ADAS/AD)

Information

1.4.13
1.5.1

Cloud TMS (transportation
management system)'s database
content
Cloud TMS (transportation
management system)'s network
interfaces
Cloud TMS (transportation
management system) protocols
RSU (roadside unit)'s database content
RSU (roadside unit)'s network
interfaces
In-vehicle signage system
In-vehicle signage system
communication data
Cooperative intersection crossing
application
Cooperative intersection crossing
communication data
Video surveillance server
Video surveillance server
communication data
Traffic lights controller communication
data
Traffic lights controller
Perception algorithm

Threat analysis has been
conducted

Priority 1 (generic for
current vehicles)

Asset Group

Interesting assets from the
Box-car perspective

Asset

Generic assets

Asset ID
(Scenario.SubSc
enario.Asset)

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
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2.1.6
2.1.7
2.1.8
2.1.9
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.3.5
2.3.6
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3

Data from wearable
User health information
User identifier
User fitness to drive
Control Center
Vehicle Gateway
Driver Monitoring Gateway
Physiological Data
Vehicle Position
Vehicle Subsystems Manager
Driver Sensors
Sensor Gateway
Cloud Gateway
Data Analytics Server
Sensors Data
Data for logistics and infrastructure
maintenance
Gateway
Driver and Maintenance personal
ECU

3.1.4

ECU network

3.1.5
3.1.6

V2X communications and Wider vehicle
network (+)
Infotainment networks

3.1.7
3.1.8
4.1.1

OBD port
External server
Authorization Process

Hardware
Person
Hardware /
Software
Information
/ Hardware
Information
/ Hardware
Information
/ Hardware
Hardware
Server
Process

Access Rights Update Package

Information

4.1.3

Authorization and User Credential

Information

4.1.4

Car Location

Information

4.1.5

Care sharing

Software

4.1.6

OEM identity management server

Server

4.1.7

Parking services

Services

4.1.8

Unlock Command Mechanism

Information

6.1.1

External system

Server

D

EC

in
g

nd

pe

ra
f

t-

4.1.2

Cloud
service
Information
Information
Information
Information
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Information
Information
Software
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Information
Information

Priority 3 (generic for
connected vehicles)

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Health Information Cloud

SAHARA and LINDDDUN

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

ex

2.1.5

Priority 2 (generic for
ADAS/AD)

Threat analysis has been
conducted

Priority 1 (generic for
current vehicles)

Asset Group

Interesting assets from the
Box-car perspective

Asset

Generic assets

Asset ID
(Scenario.SubSc
enario.Asset)

x
x

x
x

x

x

X

x

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

SAHARA and LINDDDUN

x

x

x

SAHARA and LINDDDUN

x

SAHARA and LINDDDUN

x

x

x

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN
and FMEA
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
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Road infrastructure
Black Box logic

Server
ECU

Mapping of threats to attacks

Priority 3 (generic for
connected vehicles)

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

6.1.2
6.1.3

Priority 2 (generic for
ADAS/AD)

Threat analysis has been
conducted

Priority 1 (generic for
current vehicles)

Asset Group

Interesting assets from the
Box-car perspective

Asset

Generic assets

Asset ID
(Scenario.SubSc
enario.Asset)

SAHARA and LINDDDUN
SAHARA and LINDDDUN

x

x

This appendix corresponds to the mapping of different threat types to attacks and provide an example of the attacks

vehicle with
driver getting
health problems

An attacker alters the functioning
of the Vehicle Gateway (so that it
crashes, halts, stops or runs
slowly), in order to disrupt the
service

Attack
examples

Attack type
Deliver malware

Repudiation of
message
transmission
Elevation of
Privilege

Tampering
Repudiation

Attacker compromises ECU
gateway to execute malicious
code.

Attacker compromises ECU
gateway and removes auditing
records

Attacker utilizes a security
vulnerability in firmware, e.g.,
buffer overflow, to gain
elevated access.

Attacker tries to overload the
ECU by packet flooding.
Denial of
service

D

2.1.3

Gateway

ra
f

2.1.4

An adversary may trigger
unauthorized commands on the
Vehicle Gateway

Elevation of
Privileges

vehicle with
driver getting
health problems

t-

2.1.3

An adversary can deny actions on
Vehicle Gateway due to lack of
auditing

Denial of
Service

pe

2.1.3

Gateway

vehicle with
driver getting
health problems

nd

2.1.3

An adversary may execute
unknown code on Vehicle
Gateway

in
g

2.1.2

EC

vehicle with
driver getting
health problems

Gateway

2.1.3

Gateway

2.1.1

ex

Threat
scenario

Asset

Scenario

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Asset ID

in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

Threat type
(STRIDE)

that could be conducted on the specified assets. Further details about mapping of the threats to attacks could be found
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3.1.7

3.1.1

Gateway
Gateway

ex

Gateway

EC

Gateway

Tampering

Gateway

in
g
Gateway

nd

pe

Manipulate data/code

Overwrite data/code

Tampering

Gateway

D

ra
f

t-

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Attack
examples

3.1.1

Attack type

3.1.6

Code injection, for example
tampered software binary might
be injected into the
communication stream

Gain elevated
access

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Illegal acquisition

3.1.1

Illegal acquisition

3.1.5

Spoofing of messages (e.g.
802.11p V2X during platooning,
etc.) by impersonation

Spoofing

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Inject

3.1.1

Manipulate

3.1.4

Unauthorised physical access to
the server (conducted by for
example USB sticks or other
media connecting to the server)

Corrupt data or code

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Threat type
(STRIDE)

3.1.1

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.3

Unauthorised internet access to
the server (enabled for example
by backdoors, unpatched system
software vulnerabilities, SQL
attacks or other means)

Elevation of privilege

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Technical staff creating
backdoors or abusing their
authorities.

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

3.1.1

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.2

Abuse of privileges by staff
(insider attack)

Spoofing

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.1

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.1

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

An external actor
compromising the system via
internet by e.g., connecting to
mobile applications that
communicate with the
vehicle.

An employee gaining access to
the server that he/she should
not have access to through
social engineering and
obtaining the key to the
server room.
Change and replacement of
vehicle electronic ID by
another's vehicle ID that has
certain access to certain
features.
Injection of communication
data e.g. on the CAN
communication link or
corruption of communication
data.
OBD hacking, where vehicle
diagnostic information is
changed through the OBD-II
port.

Content pollution attacks
exploiting software
vulnerabilities allowing
personalized or requested
content, e.g., on web sites and
file sharing networks, to be
modified. Depending on how
smart the attack is, this could
be also considered a
manipulate attack.
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3.1.1

Gateway

Attack
examples

Attack type
Manipulate

Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway

in
g

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gateway

D

3.1.17

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gateway

nd

pe

t3.1.1

ra
f

3.1.16

An unprivileged user gains
privileged access, for example
root access

Malicious V2X messages, e.g.
infrastructure to vehicle or
vehicle-vehicle messages (e.g.
CAM, DENM)
Malicious proprietary messages
(e.g. those normally sent from
OEM or
component/system/function
supplier)

Deliver
malware

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Fake
messages

3.1.1

Replay

3.1.15

Sending a large number of
garbage data to vehicle
information system, so that it is
unable to provide services in the
normal manner

Replay

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Manipulate

3.1.1

Denial of
service

3.1.14

Gain
elevated
access

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Viruses, worms, trojans,
spyware etc. spread via file
sharing.

Fooling the vehicle to be a
valid certification authority
e.g., during the OTA update.

Replaying of handshake
communication messages to
be able to fool the vehicle and
hijack the session.
Replaying of older security
patches in order to overwrite
the new one.

Change (through injection or
manipulation) of data/code in
certain parts of the system
that allows the attacker to
have unauthorized access.
Massive sending of specific
messages to the gateway, as
well as messages that have a
very large overhead as well as
sending large extremely
update files.
Using brute force attack to
gain the correct password for
the root user.

Conducting man-in-themiddle attack
Alter

3.1.1

Replay attack, for example
against communication gateway
allows attacker to downgrade
software of ECU or firmware of
gateway
Gaining unauthorised access to
files or data

Alter/Manip
ulate

3.1.13

Threat type
(STRIDE)

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.1

Tampering

3.1.12

Man in the middle / session
hijacking.

Spoofing

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Repudiation

3.1.1

OBD hacking, where vehicle
diagnostic information is
deleted through the OBD-II
port.

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

3.1.11

Accepting information from an
unreliable or untrusted source

Repudiation

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.1

Denial of
service

3.1.10

Introduce (write data code)

Elevation of
privilege

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.1

Tampering

3.1.9

Erase data/code

ex

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

EC

3.1.1

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.8

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Conducting man-in-themiddle attack over the
internet or OBD hacking.
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Extraction of cryptographic keys

Attack
examples

Attack type
Configuratio
n change
Deliver
malware
Manipulate
Manipulate

Corrupt
messages

Reprogramming of the
function of a remote car key.

Sensor manipulation attack
e.g. disrupting wireless sensor
values with the help of
spoofing.
Sensor manipulation attack
e.g. disrupting wireless sensor
values with the help of
jamming.

Corrupt
data or
code
Gain elevated
access
Illegal
acquisition

Gateway

Product piracy / stolen software

Illegal
acquisition

D

3.1.27

Utilise diagnostic access (e.g.
dongles in OBD port) to facilitate
an attack, e.g. manipulate vehicle
parameters (directly or indirectly)

Gateway

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gateway

3.1.1

ra
f

3.1.26

Gateway

nd

pe

t-

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Connecting USB memories
infected with malware to the
infotainment unit.

Content pollution attacks on
downloaded applications.

Illegal
acquisition

3.1.1

Threat type
(STRIDE)

3.1.25

External interfaces such as USB or
other ports may be used as a
point of attack, for example
through code injection …

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.1

Corrupted applications, or those
with poor software security, used
as a method to attack vehicle
systems

Tampering

3.1.24

Having negative influences on
the system through changes
imposed to the system by the
OBD connection.

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.1

Tampering

3.1.23

Interference with short range
wireless systems or sensors

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.1

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.22

Manipulation of telematics (e.g.
manipulate temperature
measurement of sensitive goods,
remotely unlock cargo doors)

Information
disclosure

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Information
disclosure

3.1.1

ex

3.1.21

Innocent victim (e.g. owner,
operator or maintenance
engineer) being tricked into
taking an action to
unintentionally load malware or
enable an attack
Manipulation of functions
designed to remotely operate
systems, such as remote key,
immobiliser, and charging pile

EC

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Threat
scenario

3.1.1

Asset

3.1.20

Gateway

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gateway

3.1.1

Gateway

3.1.19

Misconfiguration of equipment
by maintenance community or
owner during
installation/repair/use causing
unintended consequence

Gateway

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gateway

3.1.1

Gateway

Scenario

3.1.18

in
g

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Injection of code using
manipulated USB memory
giving higher access to the
attacker

Making use of the connection
to the OBD port to able to
access unprotected
authorization settings.
Copy or reuse of
product/software.

Access unprotected keys or
bypassing the access to the
protected ones.
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D

3.1.37
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lifetime

Gateway

Abuse of privileges by staff
(insider attack)

Unauthorised internet access to
the server (enabled for example
by backdoors, unpatched system
software vulnerabilities, SQL
attacks or other means)

Attack
examples

Attack type
Manipulate

Corrupt
data or
code

Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway

in
g

3.1.3

Unauthorized access or falsify the
charging parameters, such as
charging voltage, charging power,
battery temperature, etc.

ECU

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU

3.1.3

ra
f

3.1.36

Gateway

nd

pe

t-

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Repudiation

3.1.1

Deliver
malware

3.1.35

Unauthorized access or falsify the
configuration parameters of
vehicle’s key functions, such as
brake data, airbag deployed
threshold, etc.

Manipulate

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

repudiation attacks when
attackers do not leave a trace
or cover their tracks when
performing an attack, e.g., by
deleting log files or logging
wrong information to the log
files.
Introducing viruses, worms,
spywares and trojans in the
systems using USB memories,
OTA SW updates, etc.
Manipulating vehicle
software.

Denial of
service

3.1.1

OBD hacking where vehicle's
data could be
deleted/changed via the OBDII port.

CAN flooding.

Manipulate

3.1.34

Denial of service, for example this
may be triggered on the internal
network by flooding a CAN bus,
or by provoking faults on an ECU
via a malicious payload

Manipulate

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gain
elevated
access

3.1.1

Fabricating software of the
vehicle control system or
information system

Illegal
acquisition

3.1.33

Threat type
(STRIDE)

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.1

Tampering

3.1.32

Introduce malicious software or
malicious software activity

Repudiation

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

OBD hacking where vehicle's
driving data could be
deleted/changed via the OBDII port.

pe
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3.1.1

Tampering

3.1.31

Unauthorized
deletion/manipulation of system
events log

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Denial of
service

3.1.1

Tampering

3.1.30

Unauthorised changes to system
diagnostic data

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.1

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.29

Data manipulation to falsify
vehicle’s driving data (e.g.
mileage, driving speed, driving
directions, etc.)

ex

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

EC

3.1.1

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.28

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

OBD hacking where vehicle's
key functions and data are
manipulated via the OBD-II
port.
OBD hacking where vehicle's
key functions and data are
manipulated via the OBD-II
port.
Poor password management
and backdoor insertion into
the code.

SQL injection attack to
retrieve user tables.
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ECU
ECU
ECU

ex

ECU
ECU
ECU

in
g
ECU

nd

ECU

pe

3.1.3

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Accepting information from an
unreliable or untrusted source

ECU

Man in the middle / session
hijacking.

ECU

D

3.1.47

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Attack
examples

Attack type

Erasing SW or data used by
any unit affecting the ECU.
The data/code could be
erased at the server, gateway,
OBD connectors, etc.
Injecting SW or data into any
unit affecting the ECU. The
data/code could be injected at
the server, gateway, OBD
connectors, etc.

Introduce (write data code)

t3.1.3

ra
f

3.1.46

Illegal
acquisition

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Spoofing

3.1.3

Deliver
malware

3.1.45

Manipulate

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Manipulate

3.1.3

Corrupt
data or code

3.1.44

Erase data/code

Overwriting SW or data used
by any unit affecting the ECU.
The overwritten data/code
could come from the server,
gateway, OBD connectors, etc.

Inject

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Add malicious SW or data to
any unit affecting the ECU.
The manipulated data/code
could come from the server,
gateway, OBD connectors, etc.

Replay attack, for example
against communication gateway
allows attacker to downgrade
software of ECU or firmware of
gateway

Removing/ignoring proof of
the entity where the data
came from.

Repudiation
of message
transmissio
n

3.1.3

Overwrite data/code

Add malicious SW to the SW
binary communicated to the
vehicle through SW updates.

Hijacking of the SW update
session created using tools
such as Cookie Cadger.
Alter

3.1.43

Knowing details of a
platooning algorithm, the
attacker could listen and
modify the communication
messages.

Replay

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Threat type
(STRIDE)

3.1.3

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.42

Manipulate data/code

Spoofing

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.3

Code injection, for example
tampered software binary might
be injected into the
communication stream

Tampering

3.1.41

Booting from USB stick with
Malware that is connected to
the server. The malware then
collect HD data stored on the
server.

pe
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keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.3

Tampering

3.1.40

Spoofing of messages (e.g.
802.11p V2X during platooning,
etc.) by impersonation

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Repudiation

3.1.3

Tampering

3.1.39

Unauthorised physical access to
the server (conducted by for
example USB sticks or other
media connecting to the server)

Repudiation

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

EC

3.1.3

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.38

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Storing old SW update
streams and replaying them
back to replace new version of
the SW.
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3.1.3
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ex

ECU
ECU

keep car secure
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Manipulation of telematics (e.g.
manipulate temperature
measurement of sensitive goods,
remotely unlock cargo doors)
Interference with short range
wireless systems or sensors

ECU

3.1.3

ra
f

3.1.56

Attack
examples

Attack type
Illegal
acquisition

ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU

in
g
ECU

nd

pe

t-
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Denial of
service

3.1.3

Gain
elevated
access

3.1.55

Innocent victim (e.g. owner,
operator or maintenance
engineer) being tricked into
taking an action to
unintentionally load malware or
enable an attack
Manipulation of functions
designed to remotely operate
systems, such as remote key,
immobiliser, and charging pile

Alter/Inject

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Alter/Inject

3.1.3

Alter/Inject

3.1.54

Malicious proprietary messages
(e.g. those normally sent from
OEM or
component/system/function
supplier)

Fake messages

keep car secure
for the whole
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lifetime

Alter

3.1.3

Manipulate

3.1.53

Malicious V2X messages, e.g.
infrastructure to vehicle or
vehicle-vehicle messages (e.g.
CAM, DENM)

Manipulate

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Threat type
(STRIDE)

3.1.3

Information
disclosure

3.1.52

Malicious internal (e.g. CAN)
messages

Denial of
service

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.3

An unprivileged user gains
privileged access, for example
root access

Tampering

3.1.51

Exploiting known access
control vulnerabilities such as
weak access rights, etc.
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keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.3

Tampering

3.1.50

Sending a large number of
garbage data to vehicle
information system, so that it is
unable to provide services in the
normal manner

Spoofing

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.3

Tampering

3.1.49

Gaining unauthorised access to
files or data

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

EC

3.1.3

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.48

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Sending large number of
garbage command via e.g. V2X
or OBD to the ECU preventing
it from producing services in
the normal manner.
Using password crackers such
as John the Ripper to retrieve
the root password.

Injection/alteration of internal
communication messages
through an OBD connector.

Injection/alteration of
external communication
messages sent wirelessly.

Injection/alteration of
proprietary messages sent
from the OEM.

Deceiving the user by sending
an email pretending to be
from the OEM, asking the user
to download a malware and
install it on the vehicle.
Manipulation of the data
being communicated from the
Mobile application (having
access to the vehicle) to the
vehicle.
Spoofing of wireless sensors
sending incorrect data.

Disrupting wireless sensor
values with jamming.
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ECU
ECU
ECU

ex

ECU
ECU
ECU

in
g
ECU

nd

ECU

pe

t-

D

3.1.67

3.1.3

Introduce malicious software or
malicious software activity
ECU

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime
keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Fabricating software of the
vehicle control system or
information system
ECU

3.1.3

ra
f

3.1.66

Unauthorized
deletion/manipulation of system
events log

Attack
examples

Attack type
Gain
elevated
access

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Gain
elevated
access

3.1.3

Illegal
acquisition

3.1.65

Unauthorised changes to system
diagnostic data

Listen

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Illegal
acquisition

3.1.3

Manipulate

3.1.64

Data manipulation to falsify
vehicle’s driving data (e.g.
mileage, driving speed, driving
directions, etc.)

Manipulate

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Manipulate

3.1.3

Deliver
malware

3.1.63

Extraction of cryptographic keys

Configuration
change

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Threat type
(STRIDE)

3.1.3

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.62

Product piracy / stolen software

Elevation of
privilege

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.3

Utilise diagnostic access (e.g.
dongles in OBD port) to facilitate
an attack, e.g. manipulate vehicle
parameters (directly or indirectly)

Information
disclosure

3.1.61

Exploitation known access
control vulnerabilities such as
weak access rights, etc.
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keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Information
disclosure

3.1.3

Tampering

3.1.60

External interfaces such as USB or
other ports may be used as a
point of attack, for example
through code injection …

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.3

Tampering

3.1.59

Corrupted applications, or those
with poor software security, used
as a method to attack vehicle
systems

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

EC

3.1.3

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.58

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Connecting USB memories
infected with malware to the
infotainment unit.

Listening to the CAN messages
to gain access to password
information through
connection to the OBD port.
Pre-equip the vehicle with a
CAN sniffer collecting CAN
messages containing software
code during update through
to the OBD port.

Dismount the ECU and extract
the firmware through ECU
debug interface.

OBD hacking, where vehicle
driving data is changed
through the OBD-II port.

OBD hacking, where vehicle
diagnostic information is
deleted or changed through
the OBD-II port.
Manipulation/deletion of
system logs through OBD port.

Connecting USB memories
infected with malware to the
infotainment unit.

Gain vehicle features through
chip tuning where the
firmware is reconfigured,
either through external addon box hardware or via
OBD/serial interface.
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3.1.4

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU
network

Tampering
Tampering

ECU
network
Enabling acceptance of
information from an unreliable or
untrusted source

Attack
examples

Attack type
Denial of
service
Manipulate
Manipulate

Gain
elevated
access
Spoofing
Deliver
malware

Add malicious SW to the SW
binary communicated to the
vehicle through SW updates.

Add malicious SW or data to
any unit affecting the ECU.
The manipulated data/code
could come from the server,
gateway, OBD connectors, etc.
Erasing SW or data used by
any unit affecting the ECU.
The data/code could be
erased at the server, gateway,
OBD connectors, etc.
Injecting SW or data into any
unit affecting the ECU. The
data/code could be injected at
the server, gateway, OBD
connectors, etc.

Introduce (write data code)

ECU
network

D

3.1.77

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU
network

nd

pe

t3.1.4

ra
f

3.1.76

Erase data/code

Knowing details of a
platooning algorithm, the
attacker could listen and
modify the communication
messages.

Manipulate

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Poor password management
and backdoor insertion into
the code.

Manipulate

3.1.4

Manipulate communication
with the EV-interface

Inject

3.1.75

Manipulate data/code

OBD hacking, where vehicle
driving data is changed
through the OBD-II port.

Removing proof of the entity
where the data came from.

Repudiation
of message
transmissio
n

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Threat type
(STRIDE)

3.1.4

Denial of
service

3.1.74

Code injection, for example
tampered software binary might
be injected into the
communication stream

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.4

Spoofing of messages (e.g.
802.11p V2X during platooning,
etc.) by impersonation

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.73

Overload the CAN network by
sending messages through
OBD port.
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keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Spoofing

3.1.4

Tampering

3.1.72

Abuse of privileges by staff
(insider attack)

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Repudiation

3.1.4

Unauthorized access or falsify the
charging parameters, such as
charging voltage, charging power,
battery temperature, etc.

ex

3.1.71

Unauthorized access or falsify the
configuration parameters of
vehicle’s key functions, such as
brake data, airbag deployed
threshold, etc.

EC

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Threat
scenario

3.1.3

Asset

3.1.70

ECU

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU

3.1.3

ECU

3.1.69

Denial of service, for example this
may be triggered on the internal
network by flooding a CAN bus,
or by provoking faults on an ECU
via a malicious payload

ECU
network

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU
network

3.1.3

ECU
network

Scenario

3.1.68

in
g

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)
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3.1.4

ECU
network

Interference with short range
wireless systems or sensors

Corrupted applications, or those
with poor software security, used
as a method to attack vehicle
systems

Attack
examples

Attack type
Alter

ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network

in
g

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU
network

D

3.1.87

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU
network

nd

pe

t3.1.4
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3.1.86

Manipulation of telematics (e.g.
manipulate temperature
measurement of sensitive goods,
remotely unlock cargo doors)

Replay

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Illegal
acquisition

3.1.4

Denial of
service

3.1.85

Manipulation of functions
designed to remotely operate
systems, such as remote key,
immobiliser, and charging pile

Alter/Inject

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Alter/Inject

3.1.4

Alter

3.1.84

Malicious proprietary messages
(e.g. those normally sent from
OEM or
component/system/function
supplier)

Manipulate

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Manipulate

3.1.4

Malicious internal (e.g. CAN)
messages

Gain
elevated
access

3.1.83

Threat type
(STRIDE)

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Repudiation

3.1.4

Repudiation

3.1.82

Sending a large number of
garbage data to vehicle
information system, so that it is
unable to provide services in the
normal manner

Information
disclosure

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Denial of
service

3.1.4

Hijacking of the SW update
session created using tools
such as Cookie Cadger.
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3.1.81

Gaining unauthorised access to
files or data in transit

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.4

Tampering

3.1.80

Replay attack, for example
against communication gateway
allows attacker to downgrade
software of ECU or firmware of
gateway

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.4

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.79

Man in the middle / session
hijacking.

ex

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

EC

3.1.4

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.78

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Storing old SW update
streams and replaying them
back to replace new version of
the SW.
Eavesdropping on data
communication, getting
access to unprotected data

Sending large number of
garbage command via e.g. V2X
or OBD to the ECU preventing
it from producing services in
the normal manner.
Injection/alteration of internal
communication messages.

Injection/alteration of
proprietary messages.

Manipulation of the data
being communicated from the
Mobile application (having
access to the vehicle) to the
vehicle.
Spoofing/Tampering of
internal wireless sensors
sending incorrect data.

Disrupting wireless sensor
values with jamming.

Exploitation known access
control vulnerabilities such as
weak access rights, etc.
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3.1.4

ECU network

Fabricating software of the
vehicle control system or
information system

Denial of service, for example this
may be triggered on the internal
network by flooding a CAN bus,
or by provoking faults on an ECU
via a malicious payload

Attack
examples

Attack type
Gain
elevated
access

ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network
ECU
network

in
g

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU
network

D

3.1.97

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

ECU
network

nd

pe

t3.1.4
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3.1.96

Introduce malicious software or
malicious software activity

Illegal
acquisition

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Listen

3.1.4

Listen

3.1.95

Unauthorized
deletion/manipulation of system
events log

Inject

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Alter

3.1.4

Diagnostic information is
altered in transit.

System event logs are altered
in transit.
Alter

3.1.94

Unauthorised changes to system
diagnostic data

Deliver
malware

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Collecting CAN messages
containing software code
during update.

Injection of driving data in
ECU network.

Configuration
change

3.1.4

Data manipulation to falsify
vehicle’s driving data (e.g.
mileage, driving speed, driving
directions, etc.)

Listening to the CAN messages
to gain access to password
information through
connection to the OBD port.

Listen for cryptographic keys
in network communication.

Denial of
service

3.1.93

Threat type
(STRIDE)

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.4

Elevation of
privilege

3.1.92

Extraction of cryptographic keys

Information
disclosure

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Information
disclosure

3.1.4

Connecting USB memories
infected with malware to the
infotainment unit.
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3.1.91

Product piracy / stolen software

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.4

Tampering

3.1.90

Utilise diagnostic access (e.g.
dongles in OBD port) to facilitate
an attack, e.g. manipulate vehicle
parameters (directly or indirectly)

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Tampering

3.1.4

Denial of
service

3.1.89

External interfaces such as USB or
other ports may be used as a
point of attack, for example
through code injection …

ex

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

EC

3.1.4

Threat
scenario

Scenario

3.1.88

Asset

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)

Introduce/Replace an ECU
node with fabricated vehicle
control system.

Gain vehicle features through
chip tuning where the
firmware is reconfigured,
either through external addon box hardware or via
OBD/serial interface.
Overload the ECU network
with malicious payload.
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Attack
examples

Attack type

Threat type
(STRIDE)
Tampering

Alter

Manipulate communication
with the EV-interface

Alter

Unauthorized access or falsify the
charging parameters, such as
charging voltage, charging power,
battery temperature, etc.

Tampering

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Injection/alteration of internal
communication messages
containing configuration data.
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3.1.4

Unauthorized access or falsify the
configuration parameters of
vehicle’s key functions, such as
brake data, airbag deployed
threshold, etc.

D
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g

EC

ex

3.1.99

Threat
scenario

keep car secure
for the whole
vehicle product
lifetime

Asset

3.1.4

ECU
network

Scenario

3.1.98

ECU
network

Asset ID

Threat ID
(Scenario.
SubScenar
io.Threat)
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Literature for testing security for automotive vehicles
Paper

Comment
Literature review

•

Penetration testing and dynamic analysis

Irdin Pekaric, Clemens Sauerwein, and Michael Felderer. 2019.
Applying Security Testing Techniques to Automotive Engineering.
In Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Availability,
Reliability and Security (ARES '19). Association for Computing
Machinery, New York, NY, USA, Article 61, 1–10.
DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/3339252.3340329

•

risk-based testing [44, 29, 41, 45]

Survey and Classification of Automotive Security Attacks

•

Good general overview

•

Use of Communication Sequential Processes (CSP)

•

Threat model has 4 different attackers:

Sommer, F.; Dürrwang, J.; Kriesten, R. Survey and Classification of
Automotive Security Attacks. Information 2019, 10, 148.
A Formal Model to Facilitate Security Testing in Modern
Automotive Systems
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•

Applying Security Testing Techniques to Automotive Engineering

•

Practical Automotive Security Testing

•

Automotive Security Assurance Levels

EC

Security Crash Test – Practical Security Evaluations of Automotive
Onboard IT Components

Vehicle Owner/Driver, Evil Mechanic, Thief,
Remote Attacker

ex

o

Santos, E. D., A. Simpson and Dominik Schoop. “A Formal Model to
Facilitate Security Testing in Modern Automotive Systems.”
IMPEX/FM&MDD (2017).

in
g

Bayer, Stephanie & Enderle, Thomas & Oka, Dennis & Wolf, Marko.
(2015). Security Crash Test - Practical Security Evaluations of
Automotive Onboard IT Components.
Fuzz Testing for Automotive Cyber-Security

•

List of AUTOMOTIVE CAN FUZZING TOOLS
o

pe

nd

D. S. Fowler, J. Bryans, S. A. Shaikh and P. Wooderson, "Fuzz Testing
for Automotive Cyber-Security," 2018 48th Annual IEEE/IFIP
International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks
Workshops (DSN-W), Luxembourg City, 2018, pp. 239-246, doi:
10.1109/DSN-W.2018.00070.

beStorm, Defensics, CANoe/booFuzz, Peach,
Custom software

•

Important standard

•

“Defining a complete lifecycle process framework that
can be tailored and utilized within each organization’s
development processes to incorporate Cybersecurity
into cyber-physical vehicle systems from concept phase
through production, operation, service, and
decommissioning.

•

Providing information on some common existing tools
and methods used when designing, verifying and
validating cyber-physical vehicle systems.

•

Providing basic guiding principles on Cybersecurity for
vehicle systems.

t-

SAE J3061 "Cybersecurity Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle
Systems". January 2016.

D

ra
f

https://www.sae.org/standards/content/j3061_201601/
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Comment

ISO/SAE 21434 „Road vehicles – Cybersecurity engineering“.
September 2018

•

Providing the foundation for further standards
development activities in vehicle Cybersecurity.”

•

Basis for ISO21434

•

“Under development”

•

“specifies requirements for cybersecurity risk
management regarding engineering for concept,
development, production, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning for road vehicle electrical and
electronic (E/E) systems, including their components
and interfaces.”

•

Define risk as R = Asset (A) * Threat (T) * Vulnerability
(V)

•

Based on ISO26262

https://www.iso.org/standard/70918.html

A Security Risk Assessment Framework for Smart Car

A Risk Assessment Framework for Automotive Embedded Systems

EC

Mafijul Md. Islam, Aljoscha Lautenbach, Christian Sandberg, and
Tomas Olovsson. 2016. A Risk Assessment Framework for
Automotive Embedded Systems. In Proceedings of the 2nd ACM
International Workshop on Cyber-Physical System Security (CPSS
'16). Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 3–
14. DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/2899015.2899018

ex

Kong, H., Hong, M.K. & Kim, T. Security risk assessment framework
for smart car using the attack tree analysis. J Ambient Intell Human
Comput 9, 531–551 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1007/s12652-0160442-8

Security risk assessment framework for smart car using the attack
tree analysis
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Paper

•

Combine attack tree with risk analysis

•

Explain sensor attacks

•

Characterise attacker with knowledge

•

Classify intrusion point by max. distance to car

•

Threat analysis methodologies with regard to safety,
mentioned in the automotive context

nd

in
g

H. Kong, T. Kim and M. Hong, "A Security Risk Assessment
Framework for Smart Car," 2016 10th International Conference on
Innovative Mobile and Internet Services in Ubiquitous Computing
(IMIS), Fukuoka, 2016, pp. 102-108, doi: 10.1109/IMIS.2016.42.

pe

Can You Trust Autonomous Vehicles: Contactless Attacks against
Sensors of Self-driving Vehicle

t-

Yan, C.. “Can You Trust Autonomous Vehicles : Contactless Attacks
against Sensors of Self-driving Vehicle.” (2016).
in

Automotive

Hardware/

Software

ra
f

Security Challenges
Architecture Design

D

F. Sagstetter et al., "Security challenges in automotive
hardware/software architecture design," 2013 Design, Automation
& Test in Europe Conference & Exhibition (DATE), Grenoble,
France, 2013, pp. 458-463, doi: 10.7873/DATE.2013.102.
Common steps for safety and security analyses with the SGM
extension to reuse safety results
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Comment
•

Common steps for safety and security analyses with the
SGM extension to reuse safety results

•

Good overview

Dürrwang, Jürgen & Braun, Johannes & Rumez, Marcel & Kriesten,
Reiner & Pretschner, Alexander. (2018). Enhancement of
Automotive Penetration Testing with Threat Analyses Results. 1.
21. 10.4271/11-01-02-0005.
A review on safety failures, security attacks, and available
countermeasures for autonomous vehicles

D
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f
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EC

ex

Cui, Jin & Liew, Lin & Sabaliauskaite, Giedre & Zhou, Fengjun.
(2018). A Review on Safety Failures, Security Attacks, and Available
Countermeasures for Autonomous Vehicles. Ad Hoc Networks. 90.
10.1016/j.adhoc.2018.12.006.
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Paper
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Attack Descriptions Examples
The attack descriptions are worked out for scenario 1, scenario 2 and scenario 3.
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Scenario 1
Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

UC1_SG1_TF1M1_10
UC1
SG001
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of direction within TBD seconds;
TF1_M1- Missed steering command
22, 54, 77, 749, 751, 752, 754

Comment Applicable
Situations

* Potentially: Other vehicle participants which approach the intersection from all directions, Other vehicle participants
which cross the intersection, Pedestrians who cross the road intersection on the crosswalk, Presence of infrastructures
or stationary objects into road intersection, Presence of infrastructures or stationary objects between lanes or in the
edge of intersection
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Medium Speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low .. High Steering Angel
* Manoeuvres: Turning Right/ Left, Change (approaching the intersection), Straight (crossing the intersection)

Attack

The vehicle receives manipulated data over an authenticated channel. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use
the data and miss a steering command.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data

Expected Mechanism

Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds

Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.

Attack Implementation

Manipulate V2X communication

Used Threats

1.1.2, 1.2.3

Comment
Used Threats

Information flow has to be altered.

UC1_SG1_TF1M1_20
UC1
SG001
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of direction within TBD seconds;
TF1_M1- Missed steering command
22, 54, 77, 749, 751, 752, 754
* Potentially: Other vehicle participants which approach the intersection from all directions, Other vehicle participants
which cross the intersection, Pedestrians who cross the road intersection on the crosswalk, Presence of infrastructures
or stationary objects into road intersection, Presence of infrastructures or stationary objects between lanes or in the
edge of intersection
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Medium Speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low .. High Steering Angel
* Manoeuvres: Turning Right/ Left, Change (approaching the intersection), Straight (crossing the intersection)
The vehicle receives no further data and miss a steering command.
Periodic communication with timeout detection

D

ra
f
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pe

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

nd
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g

EC
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Expected behaviour Attack
Success

Attack
Expected Mechanism

Expected behaviour Attack
Success

Change of communication channel / Frequency (against jamming)
Do not reach the safe state / degraded state within TBD seconds
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Takeover by driver within TBD seconds.

Fault Injection in GPU/ Processing unit
1.5.2, 1.5.4
The attacker may attack the system remotely or directly. In both cases the reaction has to be safe.

UC1_SG1_TF1M1_20
UC1
SG001
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of direction within TBD seconds;
TF1_M1- Missed steering command
22, 54, 77, 749, 751, 752, 754
* Potentially: Other vehicle participants which approach the intersection from all directions, Other vehicle participants
which cross the intersection, Pedestrians who cross the road intersection on the crosswalk, Presence of infrastructures
or stationary objects into road intersection, Presence of infrastructures or stationary objects between lanes or in the
edge of intersection
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Medium Speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low .. High Steering Angel
* Manoeuvres: Turning Right/ Left, Change (approaching the intersection), Straight (crossing the intersection)
The vehicle internal camera system is tricked. The wrong perception may cause a violation of the safety goal.
Detection of misperception of the camera either by internal validation (with the image itself) or by external validation
with other sensor's data.
Takeover to driver take more than TBD seconds.

t-

pe

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations
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Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

ex

Attack
Expected Mechanism

UC1_SG1_TF1M1_30
UC1
SG001
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of direction within TBD seconds;
TF1_M1- Missed steering command
22, 54, 77, 749, 751, 752, 754
* Potentially: Other vehicle participants which approach the intersection from all directions, Other vehicle participants
which cross the intersection, Pedestrians who cross the road intersection on the crosswalk, Presence of infrastructures
or stationary objects into road intersection, Presence of infrastructures or stationary objects between lanes or in the
edge of intersection
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Medium Speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low .. High Steering Angel
* Manoeuvres: Turning Right/ Left, Change (approaching the intersection), Straight (crossing the intersection)
The vehicle cannot use the internal camera system to perform its driving task.
Detection of internal faults of the camera system. As the camera system is crucial only the takeover by driver is a safe
reaction.
Takeover to driver take more than TBD seconds.

EC

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

Reach safe state within TBD seconds: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic
Driving Task Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.2.3, 1.2.2
Jamming the communication causes a denial of service

in
g

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

Potential degradation: drive with reduced speed based on vehicle's sensors

nd

Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

ra
f

Attack
Expected Mechanism

D

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation

Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

Takeover by driver within TBD seconds.
Fake images/video for camera
Tamper the results of the perception algorithm.
1.5.1
The attacker may attack the system remotely or directly. In both cases the reaction has to be safe.
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Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations
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UC1_SG1_TF1M2_20
UC1
SG001
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of direction within TBD seconds;
TF1_M2- Intermittent steering command
104, 135, 163, 773, 775, 776, 778
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives data not continuously and exhibits an intermittent steering behaviour.
Periodic communication
Do not reach the safe state within TBD seconds

t-

pe

Attack
Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation
Used Threats

ex

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication, Spoofing
1.1.2, 1.2.3
The attacker may send its signal in addition to the original sender. The receiver may constantly switch in between these
two sources.

EC

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

in
g

Attack

UC1_SG1_TF1M2_10
UC1
SG001
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of direction within TBD seconds;
TF1_M2- Intermittent steering command
104, 135, 163, 773, 775, 776, 778
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and exhibits an
intermittent steering behaviour.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds

nd

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

ra
f

Comment
Used Threats

D

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

Reach safe state within TBD seconds: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic
Driving Task Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.2.3,
1.2.2
Via jamming parts of the communication are cut out.

UC1_SG2_TF2M1_10
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF2_M1-Missed braking command
943, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 972, 978, 982, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 1000, 1006, 1010, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1442, 1443,
1447, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1465, 1467, 1468, 1478, 1479
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Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

Attack

Comment
Used Threats

ra
f

t-

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

D

Comment Applicable
Situations

Attack

UC1_SG2_TF2M1_20
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF2_M1-Missed braking command
943, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 972, 978, 982, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 1000, 1006, 1010, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1442, 1443,
1447, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1465, 1467, 1468, 1478, 1479
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and miss a brake
command.
Periodic communication
Do not reach the safe state within TBD seconds
Reach safe state within TBD seconds: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic
Driving Task Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.2.3,
1.2.2
Filter brake commands out of communication if possible.

pe

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation
Used Threats
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Comment
Used Threats

ex

Attack Implementation
Used Threats

* Either remain functional and start to brake as requested by latest TBD seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2,
1.2.3
--

EC

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

in
g

Attack

* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and miss a brake
command.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Stuck-at of speed by at most TBD seconds

nd

Comment Applicable
Situations

UC1_SG2_TF2M2_10
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF2_M2-Intermittent braking command
1023, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1052, 1058, 1062, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1080, 1086, 1090, 1486, 1487,
1488, 1490, 1491, 1501, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1515, 1516, 1526, 1527
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and exhibits an
intermittent braking behaviour.
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Attack
Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

Reach safe state within TBD seconds: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic
Driving Task Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.2.3, 1.2.2
The attacker may send its signal in addition to the original sender. The receiver may constantly switch in between these
two sources.

UC1_SG2_TF7M1_10
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF7_M1-Missed throttling command
2052, 2054, 2055
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and miss a throttling
command.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Stuck-at of speed by at most TBD seconds

t-

pe

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

pe
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Comment Applicable
Situations

UC1_SG2_TF2M2_20
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF2_M2-Intermittent braking command
1023, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1052, 1058, 1062, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1080, 1086, 1090, 1486, 1487,
1488, 1490, 1491, 1501, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1515, 1516, 1526, 1527
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives data not continuously and exhibits an intermittent braking behaviour.
Periodic communication
Do not reach the safe state within TBD seconds

ex

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

EC

Comment
Used Threats

* Either remain functional and start to brake as requested by latest TBD seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2,
1.2.3
--

in
g

Attack Implementation
Used Threats

Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Stuck-at of speed by at most TBD seconds

nd

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

Attack

D

ra
f

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

* Either remain functional and start to brake as requested by latest TBD seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Filter throttling commands out of communication if possible.
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Attack
Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
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* Either remain functional and start to brake as requested by latest TBD seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
The attacker may send its signal in addition to the original sender. The receiver may constantly switch in between these
two sources.

t-

pe

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

UC1_SG2_TF7M2_10
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF7_M2-Intermittent throttling command
2060, 2062, 2063
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and exhibits an
intermittent throttling behaviour.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Stuck-at of speed by at most TBD seconds

ex

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

Reach safe state within TBD seconds: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic
Driving Task Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.2.3, 1.2.2
Filter throttling commands out of communication if possible.

EC

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

in
g

Attack

UC1_SG2_TF7M1_20
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF7_M1-Missed throttling command
2052, 2054, 2055
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and miss a throttling
command.
Periodic communication
Do not reach the safe state within TBD seconds

nd

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

D

ra
f

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

UC1_SG2_TF7M2_20
UC1
SG002
Avoid to command unintended stuck-at of speed within TBD seconds;
TF7_M2-Intermittent throttling command
2060, 2062, 2063
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
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Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats
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* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Inject steering commands randomly.

UC1_SG3_TF1M3_20
UC1
SG003
Not provide commands for unintended vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M3- Unwanted steering command
179, 180, 182, 185, 191, 209, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 220, 226, 230, 237, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 248, 254, 258, 785,
790, 791, 792, 794, 796, 800, 802, 803, 806
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives no further data.
Periodic communication
Do not reach the safe state within TBD seconds

pe

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

ex

Attack

EC

Comment Applicable
Situations

UC1_SG3_TF1M3_10
UC1
SG003
Not provide commands for unintended vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M3- Unwanted steering command
179, 180, 182, 185, 191, 209, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 220, 226, 230, 237, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 248, 254, 258, 785,
790, 791, 792, 794, 796, 800, 802, 803, 806
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and executed an
unwanted steering command.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds

in
g

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

Reach safe state within TBD seconds: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic
Driving Task Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.2.3, 1.2.2
Filter throttling commands out of communication if possible.

nd

Attack
Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives data not continuously and exhibits an intermittent throttling behaviour.
Periodic communication
Do not reach the safe state within TBD seconds

ra
f

t-

Comment Applicable
Situations

D

Attack
Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
Attack Implementation

Reach safe state within TBD seconds: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic
Driving Task Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
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1.2.3, 1.2.2
Denial of Service attack.

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

UC1_SG4_TF1M4_10
UC1
SG004
Not provide commands for wrong vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M4- Too much steering command
277, 279, 280, 283, 303, 338, 366, 367, 370, 817, 818, 825, 827, 828, 830
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and process the
steering command, which may cause a too much steering.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds

UC1_SG4_TF1M4_10
UC1
SG004
Not provide commands for wrong vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M4- Too much steering command
277, 279, 280, 283, 303, 338, 366, 367, 370, 817, 818, 825, 827, 828, 830
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and process the
steering command, which may cause a too much steering.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds

Attack

pe

nd

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

ex

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Inject too high steering command.

EC

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

in
g

Attack
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Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats
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f

t-

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

D

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

Attack-ID
Scenario

* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Jam further steering commands after a high steering command.

UC1_SG4_TF1M5_10
UC1
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Comment Applicable
Situations

Attack

UC1_SG4_TF1M6_10
UC1
SG004
Not provide commands for wrong vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M6 -Reverse steering command
486, 497, 504, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 515, 521, 525, 532, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 543, 549, 550, 553, 876, 878, 879,
882
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and process the
steering command, which may cause a reverse steering.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Disturb V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Jam further steering commands after a little steering command.

pe

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails
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Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

ex

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Inject too little steering command.

EC

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

in
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Attack

SG004
Not provide commands for wrong vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M5- Too little steering command
395, 430, 458, 849, 851, 852, 854
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and process the
steering command, which may cause a too little steering.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds

nd

ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations
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Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

D

Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations

UC1_SG4_TF1M7_10
UC1
SG004
Not provide commands for wrong vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M7- Early steering command
578, 613, 635,
901, 903, 904,
906
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Attack
Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

UC1_SG4_TF1M6_10
UC1
SG004
Not provide commands for wrong vehicle movement on lateral axis;
TF1_M8- Late steering command
662, 697, 725, 925, 927, 928, 931
* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and process the
steering command, which may cause a too late steering.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Perform a Man-In-the-Middle-Attack and delay messages.

D
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pe

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats
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Attack-ID
Scenario
ID
Safety Goal
Malfunction
Applicable Situations
Comment Applicable
Situations

ex

Attack Implementation
Used Threats
Comment
Used Threats

* Either remain functional and
- follow the lane as planned
- leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds
* Or go to the safe state: Notify the unavailability to fulfil VAC mission in order to perform the Dynamic Driving Task
Fallback.
Manipulate V2X communication
1.1.2, 1.2.3
Inject steering commands randomly.

EC

Expected Mechanism
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack
Fails

in
g

Attack

* no traffic light/traffic light signalized intersection
* Very low speed, Low speed, Medium speed
* Low longitudinal accel./decel.
* Low/Medium lateral acceleration
* Steering wheel: Low/Medium/High angle
* Manoeuvres at road intersection: Straight (crossing the intersection), Turning left, Turning right, Change (approaching
the intersection)
The vehicle receives manipulated data. Based on the vehicle implementation it will use the data and process the
steering command, which may cause a too early steering.
Plausibility check with on-board sensors for manipulated position data
Leave the trajectory at most by tbd (i.e. 0.5 m) in lateral direction / by tbd seconds

nd

Comment Applicable
Situations
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Scenario 2
Explaination for HARA levels

More

The functions are executed, but the effect is stronger than expected.

Inverted
Intermittent

The functions are executed, but the effect is inverted compared to
expectation.
The functions are executed, but the interrupts occur during the execution.

Level
0
1
2
3
4

Exposure (E)
almost never
once per ten years
once per year
once per month
once per day

Level
0
1
2
3

Severity (S)
Loss of few seconds/ minutes (slight discomfort)
Loss of some hours / large discomfort
Loss of some days (severe damage)
Loss of Life

EC

Controllability (C)
easy controllable
usually controllable
not controllable
ASIL
A
B
C
D

D
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pe

E+S+C
7
8
9
10
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g

Level
1
2
3

ex

Early
Late
Less

Description
Function is not executed. No reaction is happening.
The function is executed, when it should not happen. An unintended system
behaviour may occur.
The function is executed too early.
The function is executed too late.
The functions are executed, but the effect is less strong than expected.

nd

Failure Mode
No
Unintended

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

The following definitions have been taken as a reference to guide the HARA process.
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HARA rating

Rat12

SG ID

SG

CSIC Comments

Rating

Controla
bility (C)

ASIL

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Severity
(S)

Explaination for
C

Crash into road 3
works

[59] Statistics
Road Works

3

Workers get
injured

3

The user is not 9
supposed to
monitor the
road while
automated
driving mode is
active

ASIL C SG01

Avoid
ineffective
location
notification
without
returning driving
to the human

Vehicle can detect
roadworks using
on board sensors.
HMI allows driver
to overrule the
vehicle in any
moment.

The automated
control returned to
the user without
reason.

None

4

Everyday
Situation

1

Discomfort for
the driver

1

Driver is
capable for
taking over

6

No
ASIL

N/A

N/A

HMI waits for
user to confirm,
otherwise make a
safe stop.

The automated
control returned to
the user too early

None

3

[59]Statistics
Road Works

1

Discomfort for
the driver

1

Driver is
capable for
taking over

5

No
ASIL

N/A

N/A

HMI waits for
user to confirm,
otherwise make a
safe stop.

The automated
control returned to
the user too late

Crash into road 3
works

[59] Statistics
Road Works

3

Workers get
injured

3

ASIL C SG01

[59]Statistics
Road Works

3

Workers get
injured

3

The automated
None
control with wrong
placement
information. The road
work is located too
much in front.
N/A
N/A

[59] Statistics
Road Works

1

Discomfort for
the driver

1

No
ASIL

N/A

Avoid
ineffective
location
notification
without
returning driving
to the human
Avoid
ineffective
location
notification
without
returning driving
to the human
N/A

Vehicle can detect
roadworks using
on board sensors

The automated
Crash into road 3
control with wrong
works
placement
information. The road
work is located too
much behind.

The user is not 9
supposed to
monitor the
road while
automated
driving mode is
active
The user is not 9
supposed to
monitor the
road while
automated
driving mode is
active
Driver is
5
capable for
taking over

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

[59]Statistics
Road Works

3

Workers get
injured

3

ASIL C SG02

Avoid
intermittent
control switches
between driver
and machine

Not possible. The
HMI requires the
driver to confirm
changes of
modes.

3

The user is not 9
supposed to
monitor the
road while
automated
driving mode is
active
The driver
10
might not be
aware that the
machine is
acting against
him
The driver may 10
not interact
with the
machine, while
it is driving
automatically

ASIL D SG02

Avoid
intermittent
control switches
between driver
and machine

Not possible. The
HMI requires the
driver to confirm
changes of
modes.

ASIL D SG03

Communicate
Speed Limits
safely

N/A

N/A

N/A

Vehicle plans the
trajectory and
adapts the path
speed to
environment
conditions
detected by
onboard sensors
Vehicle plans the
trajectory and
adapts the path
speed to
environment
conditions
detected by
onboard sensors
Vehicle plans the
trajectory and
adapts the path
speed to
environment

Fail1
N/A

ex

EC

3

in
g

N/A

The automated
control is in a loop of
returning to the user
and taking over. A
road works place is
ahead.

Crash into road 3
works

The automated
control is in a loop of
returning to the user
and taking over.
(Usually driving
situation)
Change of speed
limits are not
communicated. The
new speed limit is low
the current one.

Hard to control 4
driving
behaviour

Everyday
Situation

3

Severe accident
if control is not
possible

Driving too fast 4

Everyday
Situation

3

Severe accident 3
if control is not
possible with old
speed

The speed limit is
falsely
communicated. The
cases are covered by
Rat12 to Rat15.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The speed limit is
communicated too
early. Consider the
case that the new

Driving too fast 4

Everyday
Situation

2

In case of
2
accident the
automated
driving might be
guilty. Other

pe

nd

Early

Explaination for
S

Fail2

Late
Less

Fail3
N/A

More

Explaination
for E

The automated
control is not
returned to the user.
The driver cannot be
warned.

N/A
Fail4

Inverted

Hazard

Fail6

t-

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ASIL C SG01

N/A

N/A

Unintended

No

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

Early

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

Rat11

D

ra
f

Rat10

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

Unintend
ed
N/A

No
Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)

Intermittent

Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)
Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)

Fail5

Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)

Intermittent

Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)

Fail7

Rat09

Rat08

Rat07

Rat06

Rat05

Rat04

Rat03

Rat02

Rat01

Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)

Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)
Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)
Hazardous
location
notifications
(Road works
warning)

Failure

Failure
Mode
Failure ID

#

Function

Exposure
(E)

The following table describes the HARA rating and the defined safety goals for Scenario 2. The comments given by CSIC
are in the final column.

The road design 8
anticipates a
too early
acceleration

ASIL B SG03

Communicate
Speed Limits
safely

Vehicle can detect
roadworks using
on board sensors

Vehicle can detect
roadworks using
on board sensors
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2

The new speed limit is Other vehicles 4
perceived lower.
are hindered in
driving. Too
low own
proceeding

Everyday
Situation

1

The new speed limit is Driving too fast 4
perceived higher.

Everyday
Situation

2

4

Everyday
Situation

2

Fail11

No

A warning is not
Unnecessary
given, although it
warning is
should not be given. given
Other traffic
participants are
informed erroneously
about the critical
state of the vehicle.
Fail12

Unintended

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

No or
ineffective
warning

3

A warning is
3
usually not
given everyday

4

Everyday
Situation

2

SG

CSIC Comments

Rating

SG ID

conditions
detected by
onboard sensors

ASIL C SG03

Communicate
Speed Limits
safely

Vehicle plans the
trajectory and
adapts the path
speed to
environment
conditions
detected by
onboard sensors

The driver can 6
detect the
snail's pace and
react to it.

No
ASIL

N/A

In case of
3
accident the
automated
driving might be
guilty. Other
safety
mechanism
ensure that
severe accidents
are avoided
independent of
the perceived
speed limits.
N/A
N/A

The driver may 9
not interact
with the
machine, while
it is driving
automatically

ASIL C SG03

Communicate
Speed Limits
safely

Vehicle plans the
trajectory and
adapts the path
speed to
environment
conditions
detected by
onboard sensors.
Lower speed does
not suppose a
real risk.
Vehicle plans the
trajectory and
adapts the path
speed to
environment
conditions
detected by
onboard sensors

N/A

N/A

N/A

In case of
2
accident the
automated
driving might be
guilty. Other
safety
mechanism
ensure that
severe accidents
are avoided
independent of
the perceived
speed limits.
Safety cannot be 3
ensured if the
driver is not
taking over
although, he is
supposed to
take over control
from automated
driving
Other traffic
1
participants may
reduce their
speed or be
more careful in
driving. If the
message is
happening very
often, it may
reduce the
traffic

The driver
8
perceives the
non-meaningful
driving and
takes over

ASIL B SG03

Communicate
Speed Limits
safely

In this case,
mechanisms to
filter speed
changes must be
implemented on
vehicle side.
Moreover,
anomalies must
be notified to
server.

Other traffic
9
participants
cannot ensure a
safe behaviour
in reaction to
hazardous
vehicle

ASIL C SG04

Communicate
take-over
warnings to
other traffic
participants

Ego vehicle
performs a safe
stop is situation is
too risky.

Other traffic
7
participants can
detect that the
warning is not
relevant and
ignore it.

ASIL A SG05

Avoid too many
unintended
warnings about
hazardous
vehicle states

ex
in
g

N/A

pe
A warning is not
given, although it
should be given.
Other traffic
participants are not
informed about the
critical state of the
vehicle.

t-

ra
f
Rat18

D

N/A

Fail10

Intermittent

Rat17
Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

Rat19

N/A

nd

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

The speed limit of the N/A
opposite road (or of
any other road) might
be perceived.
Consider cases Rat12
to Rat15 for the
evaluation.
Loop of changes of
Jerky driving
assumed speed limits

ASIL

The driver may 9
not interact
with the
machine, while
it is driving
automatically

EC

Fail9

More
Inverted

N/A

Rat15

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

Rat16

Everyday
Situation

N/A

Less

Rat14

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

Driving too fast 4

Fail8

The speed limit is
communicated too
late. Consider the
case that the new
speed limit is lower

Late

Rat13

Signage
applications
(In-vehicle
speed limits)

safety
mechanism
ensure that
severe accidents
are avoided
independent of
the perceived
speed limits.
In case of
3
accident the
automated
driving might be
guilty. Other
safety
mechanism
ensure that
severe accidents
are avoided
independent of
the perceived
speed limits.
It is just slow,
1
but safe

Explaination for
C

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

speed limit is allowing
higher speeds

Explaination for
S

Controla
bility (C)

Explaination
for E

Severity
(S)

Hazard

Exposure
(E)

Failure

Failure
Mode
Failure ID

#

Function

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Too early
warning is
given

3

A warning is
3
usually not
given everyday

Too early
warning is
given

3

A warning is
2
usually not
given everyday

Significantly
lower traffic
performance

2

N/A - This case is
N/A
already subsumed by
the "No" case.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

In case of multiple
No or
warning levels, the
ineffective
other traffic
warning
participants may get
warning with too low
level. Their reaction
may be not
effectively.

3

A warning is
3
usually not
given everyday

The frequency of the
warnings is too low.
The data may be
outdated. Other
traffic participants
cannot ensure a safe
behaviour in reaction
to hazardous vehicle.
Due to the existing
warning, their speed
and reaction are
already adjusted to
some degree.
In case of multiple
warning levels, the
other traffic
participants may get
warning with too high
level. Their reaction
may be too harsh.

3

A warning is
2
usually not
given everyday

N/A

ex

Safety cannot be 2
ensured if the
driver is not
taking over
although, he is
supposed to
take over control
from automated
driving

SG ID

SG

CSIC Comments

Forbid these
7
failure reactions
and prescribe to
react to any
warning.

ASIL A SG04

Communicate
take-over
warnings to
other traffic
participants

Vehicles reacts to
all warnings
received.

Vehicles can
7
react
appropriately
and reduce
their speed
according to the
given situation
N/A
N/A

ASIL A SG05

Avoid too many
unintended
warnings about
hazardous
vehicle states

No reaction is
needed from
other vehicles
until reaching the
area were the
warning is set.

N/A

N/A

Other traffic
8
participants
cannot ensure a
safe behaviour
in reaction to
hazardous
vehicle. Due to
the existing
warning, their
speed and
reaction are
already
adjusted to
some degree.
The already
7
reduced speed
decreases the
Controlability

ASIL B SG04

Communicate
take-over
warnings to
other traffic
participants

Only one warning
level applies. If no
warning is
received, vehicles
can still drive on
the area and the
autonomous
vehicles may
perform a safe
stop if situation is
too risky.

2

ASIL A SG04

Communicate
take-over
warnings to
other traffic
participants

Warning are
related to vehicles
on the area. If the
warning is
outdated the
vehicle may be
already out of the
area so no
reaction is
expected.

Avoid too many
unintended
warnings about
hazardous
vehicle states

N/A

Unnecessary
warning is
given

3

A warning is
2
usually not
given everyday

Significantly
lower traffic
performance

2

Vehicles can
7
react
appropriately
and reduce
their speed
according to the
given situation

ASIL A SG05

Increased
network load

3

A warning is
2
usually not
given everyday

Lowering the
2
functionalities of
the networks is
possible

Networks
7
should have
control
mechanisms to
avoid such
situations

ASIL A SG05

Driver profile
can be built

3

A warning is
2
usually not
given every
day; so data is
only sparsely
created

The profile may
impact the
driver in
everyday life
significantly

2

The personal
7
character of a
driver causing
more or less
warnings is only
partial
changeable

ASIL A SG06

Avoid profile
building with
warnings

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

nd

pe

The frequency of the
warnings in a warning
situation is too high.
The network load
within the vehicle or
the Wireless network
is significantly
increased.
The warnings are
given for a driver
more often than for
other drivers. This
may impact the
profile publicly known
about the driver
(assuming that a big
brother state or
private companies
store information
about drivers)
N/A - The case is not
applicable, as it is
already covered by
the "no" or
"unintended" case.

The already
reduced speed
decreases the
Severity

EC

in
g

Freshness of
data is not
given

ASIL
Rating

Controla
bility (C)

Exposure
(E)

Severity
(S)

performance
significantly.
Safety cannot be 1
ensured if the
driver is not
taking over
although, he is
supposed to
take over control
from automated
driving

Explaination for
C

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Fail 13

Early
Early
Late
Less

Explaination for
S

Fail 13
Fail 19
N/A

More
Inverted

Rat27

Rat26

D

ra
f

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about

Explaination
for E

N/A
Fail 16

Less
More

Fail 17
Fail 18

More

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

The warning comes
too early. a) Other
traffic participants
may lose trust in
future notification
b) Other traffic
participants may not
react effectively, as
the warning is not
plausible.
The warning comes
too early. c) Other
traffic participants
may react too early

t-

Rat25

Rat24

Rat23

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

Hazard

Fail 15

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state
Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

Rat22

Rat21

Rat20C

Rat20a, b

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

Failure

Failure
Mode
Failure ID

#

Function

N/A

N/A

N/A

No reaction is
needed from
other vehicles
until reaching the
area were the
warning is set.
Only one level is
considered.
Avoid too many This relays on the
unintended
communication
warnings about manager on OBU
hazardous
and RSUs.
vehicle states

Out of scope
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Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description

Attack
description

Expected
Mechanism

Spoofing - Elevation of Privileges

N/A

N/A

Fake the signal
of a too highspeed signal.
An intermittent
change of speed
limits may occur,
if the original
sender is also
sending

* Authentication
of sender

Other traffic
1
participants are
supposed to
cope with
intermittent
warnings.
Perhaps they
need to drive
more
conservatively in
such situations.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
N/A

SG ID

SG

CSIC Comments

Rating

ASIL

Other traffic
5
participants are
supposed to
cope with
intermittent
warnings.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
N/A

ex

Fake messages are active attacks
exploiting unprotected public
network connections
vulnerabilities allowing false
communication data to be sent,
thus targeting authenticity or
freshness of the communication
data. Examples of fake messages
attacks are phishing attacks
attempting to obtain sensitive
information such as usernames,
passwords or credit card details.

No
ASIL

N/A

N/A

A mechanism
must be
implemented at
vehicle side to
ensure warnings
are not
intermittent.

EC

* Acceptance of
too speed limit

* speed limit is
invalidated via
plausibility
check
* sender's
certificate is
rejected

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

CSIC Comments

Different privileges are
not foreseen

This scenario is not
foreseen

N/A

RSU and Notification server
communicate using
certificates. The RSU must
be registered at server side
so a certificate is
generated.
Received data is compared
against onboard
sensor/map data

nd

Spoofing are active attacks on the
network exploiting lack of
identification of sender
vulnerabilities in which another
existing (or non-existing) entity is
impersonated allowing false
communication data to be sent,
e.g., false GPS signals. Thus,
spoofing attacks target the
authenticity of the communication
data. Another term is
masquerading. However,
masquerading is sometimes
necessary and not faked, for
example when used for sharing
common IP addresses using
Network Address Translation
(NAT). Examples of spoofing
attacks include IP spoofing, where
IP packets are sent using false IP
addresses allowing another host to
be impersonated and Sybil attacks
(pseudospoofing) in which many
forged identities are impersonated.

Explaination for
C

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

A warning is
1
usually not
given everyday

Controla
bility (C)

Severity
(S)

Exposure
(E)
3

Explaination for
S

D

ra
f

t-

pe

SG03

Explaination
for E

Fail 20

The warning is
No or
constantly given and ineffective
released. Other traffic warning
participants may react
not effectively or
given ignore the
signal.

Spoofing - Repudiation

AD02

Hazard

in
g

SG
ID
N/A

#

Rat28

Intermittent

hazardous
vehicle state
Warning of
other traffic
participants
about
hazardous
vehicle state

AD01

Failure

Failure
Mode
Failure ID

#

Function
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Expected
Mechanism

Spoofing - Repudiation

N/A

N/A

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
N/A

Spoofing are active attacks on the
network exploiting lack of
identification of sender
vulnerabilities in which another
existing (or non-existing) entity is
impersonated allowing false
communication data to be sent,
e.g., false GPS signals. Thus,
spoofing attacks target the
authenticity of the communication
data. Another term is
masquerading. However,
masquerading is sometimes
necessary and not faked, for
example when used for sharing
common IP addresses using
Network Address Translation
(NAT). Examples of spoofing
attacks include IP spoofing, where
IP packets are sent using false IP
addresses allowing another host to
be impersonated and Sybil attacks
(pseudospoofing) in which many
forged identities are impersonated.
Tampering - Corrupt data or code

N/A

N/A

N/A

Deliver malware are active attacks
exploiting uncontrolled
downloading and use of software
vulnerabilities to add malicious
software to the system, thus
targeting the integrity of the
software or data. Viruses, worms,
trojans, spyware etc. spread via
email, instant messaging, file
sharing or social networks are
examples of such attacks.

pe

Tampering - Alter

CSIC Comments

Sending additional road
works is not critical

N/A

N/A

Attack is not applicable

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Attack is not applicable

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Authentication
mechanisms are
supposed to be already
in place and sufficiently
tested

RSU and Server
communicates using
certificates and data is
encrypted. Data is not
altered.

D

AD06

ra
f

SG01, SG02, SG03

t-

Alter are active attacks exploiting
unprotected communication lines
vulnerabilities targeting the
integrity of communication data. A
typical example of an alter attack is
the man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack relaying altered information
between two parties who believe
they are communicating directly
with each other, e.g., by acting as a
proxy.

EC

N/A

nd

N/A

AD05

Tampering - Deliver malware

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

ex

Corrupt data or code are active
attacks exploiting unprotected
storage or widely-distributed
software vulnerabilities [18] where
the data or code is made
erroneous, thus targeting the
integrity of the data or code.
Examples of such attacks are
content pollution attacks exploiting
software vulnerabilities allowing
personalized or requested content,
e.g., on web sites and file sharing
networks, to be modified. Row
hammer is another attack utilizing
hardware vulnerabilities allowing
bit-flips to be injected in DRAM
cells by intensive write operations
in adjacent memory cells.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
N/A

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
SG01, SG02
N/A

#
AD03
AD04

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description
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Attack
description

Expected
Mechanism

Tampering - Inject

N/A

N/A

Jamming to
change few bits
in
communication

* Checksums
(e.g. CRC) to
detect changes
of messages

* corrupt data is
processed

* corrupt data is
rejected
* error counter
is increased

N/A

Besides authentication
mechanisms, the entities
apply checksums in order
to detect corrupt data.

Give additionally
to the correct
information
from the RSU
data, which is
contrary to the
RSU.

* Plausibility
check of data

* unsafe
behaviour with
safety goal
violation

* Reduced
service or
shutdown of
service

N/A

Received information is
compared to onboard
sensor data. Any
inconsistency is
communicated to the
server.

Configurations are not
part of the use cases

N/A

SG01, SG02, SG03

Manipulate are active attacks on
hardware or software exploiting
insufficient maintenance/faulty
installation of storage media or
uncontrolled downloading and use
of software vulnerabilities, e.g., to
manipulate vehicle data for
personal or financial gain after
incidents or during trips or reduce
the functionality of competitors’
products. Thus, manipulate attacks
targets the integrity of data.
Example attacks include sensor
manipulation attacks disrupting
wireless sensor values, often with
the help of jamming or spoofing,
and OBD hacking, where vehicle
diagnostic information is deleted or
changed through the OBD-II port.

b) Install
additional speed
limit signs with
changed speed
limits

N/A

nd

Tampering - Configuration change

a) For example
at the road work
you may install a
large picture
showing an
empty road.

CSIC Comments

Protocol design is
already verified against
injection attacks

RSU and Server
communicates using
certificates and data is
encrypted. Data is not
altered.

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Tampering - Manipulate

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

ex

Corrupt messages are active
attacks exploiting unprotected
communication lines vulnerabilities
targeting the integrity of
communication data. Jamming is
an example of corrupt messages
attack disrupting wireless sensor
communication to cause corrupted
sensor information.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
N/A

EC

SG01, SG02, SG03

AD08

Tampering - Corrupt messages

AD09

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
N/A

Inject are active attacks exploiting
unprotected communication lines
vulnerabilities to insert
communication data, thus
targeting the integrity of
communication data or commands.
Typical examples of inject attacks
are web parameter
tampering/HTTP parameter
pollution, where HTTP parameters
or headers are polluted with the
purpose of manipulating or
retrieving hidden information, and
SQL injection adding SQL code to
HTTP parameters to manipulate or
retrieve database content.

in
g

SG
ID
N/A

#
AD07

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description

N/A

N/A

N/A

tN/A

D

ra
f

AD10

pe

Configuration change are active
attacks on the hardware or
software exploiting lack of efficient
configuration change control or
lack of effective change control
vulnerabilities in order to
reconfigure system to alter its
behaviour to be different from the
correct behaviour, thereby
targeting the integrity of
configuration data or software.
Chip tuning is an example where
the firmware is reconfigured to
gain vehicle features, either
through external add-on box
hardware or via OBD/serial
interface.
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Repudiation - Replay

An attack unit in
between the
vehicle and the
RSU forwards
the data. If the
encoding of data
is relatively
encoded (like
distance=40m)
then the vehicle
will perceive
altered data

* absolute
encoding of
positions

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

AD13

AD12

Repudiation - Repudiation of
message transmission
Repudiation of message
transmission and receipt are active
attacks exploiting lack of proof of
sending or receiving message
vulnerabilities to deny having sent
or received previous
communication data, thus
targeting non-repudiation of
communication data. Examples of
repudiation attacks are when
attackers do not leave a trace or
cover their tracks when performing
an attack, e.g., by deleting log files
or logging wrong information to
the log files.
Repudiation - Delay
Delay is an active attack exploiting
unprotected communication lines
vulnerabilities to send the
communication data on the
network with a predefined delay
and thereby targeting freshness.
Delay attacks may use dedicated
hardware to collect, buffer and
replay communication data with a
delay.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
* data
processing is
robust against
such attacks

N/A

N/A

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

CSIC Comments

N/A

N/A

N/A

Log files are not
accessible via external
interface and only
stored within one
component.

N/A

N/A

Delay attacks are not
possible

N/A

N/A

N/A

As all information is
publicly available,
information disclosure
is not relevant.

Only public information is
transmitted

N/A

N/A

As all information is
publicly available,
information disclosure
is not relevant.

Not relevant

nd

Listen attacks exploit unprotected
sensitive traffic vulnerabilities to
passively collect communication
data, thus targeting confidentiality
or privacy of data on the
communication network. Sniffing
attacks, also called snooping
attacks, are example of listen
attacks where communication data
is captured, e.g., using a software
tool like Wireshark.

pe

N/A

AD14

Information disclosure - Listen

EC

Replay are active attacks exploiting
unprotected sensitive traffic
vulnerabilities to resend old
communication data on the
network and thereby targeting
freshness and/or non-repudiation
of communication data. Replay
attacks may use dedicated
hardware to collect, buffer and
replay communication data. One
such example is the Proxmark kit
which may be used for collecting
and replaying RFID tags.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
* altered data is
processed

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Expected
Mechanism

ex

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
SG01,SG02, SG03

#
AD11

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description

Information disclosure - Intercept

N/A

N/A

AD15

D

ra
f

t-

Intercept attacks are active attacks
exploiting unprotected public
network connections
vulnerabilities to capture
communication data so that it does
not reach its intended destination,
thus targeting confidentiality or
privacy of data on the
communication network. Example
of intercept attacks are when
legitimate clients are tricked into
making connections to
compromised entities, e.g. by
routing the traffic via a
compromised router or WIFI access
point.

N/A
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Expected
Mechanism

Information disclosure Eavesdropping

N/A

N/A

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Covert channel attacks are passive
attacks exploiting unprotected
storage, lack of physical protection
or unprotected public network
connections vulnerabilities which
secretly transfer information by
modulating some condition (space,
availability, time) that can be
detected by a receiver, thus
targeting confidentiality or privacy
of data. Examples include covert
storage channel attacks, which gain
information of target system using
e.g., ICMP error messages and
covert timing channel attacks,
which observe timing behaviour to
infer protected information such as
password length and characters,
cryptographic algorithms used etc.

pe

Denial of service - Disable

CSIC Comments

As all information is
publicly available,
information disclosure
is not relevant.

Not relevant

N/A

As all information is
publicly available,
information disclosure
is not relevant.

Not relevant

N/A

As all information is
publicly available,
information disclosure
is not relevant.

No relevant

Fake the sensor
perception, so
that the
automated
driving function
gets disabled

* Plausibility
check of sensor
data

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

D

AD19

ra
f

SG01,SG02, SG03

t-

Disable are active attacks on the
hardware or software exploiting
lack of efficient configuration
change control or lack of effective
change control vulnerabilities to
permanently disable or cripple a
vehicle or function. Examples
include OBD hacking in which
connections to the vehicle’s OBD-II
port are made for reprogramming
to disable internal vehicle functions
and bricking, i.e., flashing the
hardware device with a new
defective firmware image with the
purpose of “bricking” the device.

N/A

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

EC

Illegal acquisition are passive
attacks exploiting unprotected
storage, lack of physical protection
or unprotected communication
lines vulnerabilities to access,
modify or break keys, certificates
or back-end databases, thus
targeting confidentiality or privacy
of data. Side-channel attacks are
examples of illegal acquisition
attacks which use additional
sources of information such as
timing, power consumption,
electromagnetic leaks, sound,
temperature, caches etc., which
can be exploited to retrieve
cryptographic keys.
Information disclosure - Covert
channel

nd

N/A
N/A

AD18

AD17

Information disclosure - Illegal
acquisition

ex

Eavesdropping are passive attacks
exploiting unprotected
communication lines vulnerabilities
to collect communication data and
associated identification data, thus
targeting privacy or confidentiality
of data on the communication
network. Examples are
eavesdropping attacks on WLANs
which surreptitiously monitor and
record the traffic, often real-time
traffic such as streaming audio or
video, on the WLAN.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
N/A

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
N/A

#
AD16

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description
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Denial of service - Denial of service

Send often
faked messages
and try to force
a shutdown of
the OBU

* Message
counter for
broken
messages

Apply jamming
to interrupt the
communication

*
communication
deadlines allow
detection of
communication
loss

* usage of too
old data
* Safety goal
violation

N/A

N/A

N/A

Denial of service (DoS) are active
attacks exploiting insufficient
maintenance/faulty installation of
storage media, well-known flaws in
the software or inadequate
network management (resilience of
routing) vulnerabilities to
temporarily or indefinitely
disrupting a service of a system or
subsystem. Examples include
distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks generating traffic
floods originating from multiple
sources making it harder to
mitigate the attack by just blocking
a single source and nuke attacks
sending invalid ICMP packets to the
targeted computer for it to slow
down or stop.

Jamming are active attacks against
wireless networks exploiting
unprotected public network
connections vulnerabilities. A
typical example is wireless signal
jamming which uses high gain
antenna and signal generator to
create frequency patterns in the
range of targeted wireless signals
to disturb the communication.

N/A

AD22

Elevation of privilege - Illegal
acquisition
Illegal acquisition are passive
attacks on the software exploiting
unprotected password tables
vulnerabilities to access, modify or
break keys, certificates or back-end
databases required for higher
privileges. One example is key
hijacking which gains access to the
certificate store on a server
through multiple intrusion
techniques to obtain the private
keys.
Elevation of privilege - Gain
elevated access

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

CSIC Comments

N/A

RSU is registered at server
side so only one client is
allowed to connect. Same
happened at vehicle side,
only the main PC can
connect to OBU.

* shutdown of
service

N/A

Out of scope. This relays on
the communication
mechanisms implemented
according to ETSI standard.

N/A

Different privileges are
not foreseen

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Different privileges are
not foreseen

N/A

* Only allow
certified
network
members to
send warnings
* restrict
number of sent
messages
* restrict
warnings to
certain traffic
situations

Messages can be
sent successfully

No or only very
few messages
are sent

--

Partially out of scope.
Vehicles compare warning
against perceived
information from sensors.
Inconsistencies are
communicated to server.

pe

Fake messages are active attacks
exploiting unprotected public
network connections
vulnerabilities allowing false
communication data to be sent,
thus targeting authenticity or
freshness of the communication
data. Examples of fake messages
attacks are phishing attacks
attempting to obtain sensitive
information such as usernames,
passwords or credit card details.

SG05

D

AD24

ra
f

t-

N/A

AD23

nd

Gain elevated access are passive
attacks on the software exploiting
poor password management
vulnerabilities to gain privileges
corresponding to root-, super user(administrator) or kernel privileges,
for example brute force attacks to
gain access to systems by
repeatedly guessing root
usernames and passwords until
succeeding.
Spoofing - Elevation of Privileges

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
* Mechanism to
identify
unwanted
sender enforce
change of
frequency

EC

SG01,SG02, SG03

AD21

Denial of service - Jamming

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
* Shutdown of
service

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Expected
Mechanism

ex

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
SG01,SG02, SG03

#
AD20

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description

An attacker may
send false
positive
warnings, but
having the rights
to send such
messages
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Spoofing - Repudiation

An attacker
sends false
positive
warnings in the
name of another
traffic
participant

* Certification of
sent information

The
communication
application is
secure against
such attacks.

* Secure
communication
stacks
* Fixed bugs, so
that
vulnerabilities
are not critical

Corrupt data or code are active
attacks exploiting unprotected
storage or widely-distributed
software vulnerabilities [18] where
the data or code is made
erroneous, thus targeting the
integrity of the data or code.
Examples of such attacks are
content pollution attacks exploiting
software vulnerabilities allowing
personalized or requested content,
e.g., on web sites and file sharing
networks, to be modified. Row
hammer is another attack utilizing
hardware vulnerabilities allowing
bit-flips to be injected in DRAM
cells by intensive write operations
in adjacent memory cells.

Deliver malware are active attacks
exploiting uncontrolled
downloading and use of software
vulnerabilities to add malicious
software to the system, thus
targeting the integrity of the
software or data. Viruses, worms,
trojans, spyware etc. spread via
email, instant messaging, file
sharing or social networks are
examples of such attacks.

pe

Tampering - Alter

N/A - Update
mechanisms are
not part of the
interface

nd

N/A

AD27

Tampering - Deliver malware

Attack the
communication
stack to get
access to the
sending or
receiving entity.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
No message
with stolen
sender-ID is
possible

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

CSIC Comments

--

Partially out of scope.
At server side, any sensor
or RSU must be registered
for sending data. Attack
should not be possible.

Attack is not
possible.
Perhaps the
attack is
detected in a log
file.

Test against known
vulnerabilities of the
communication
protocol.

Out of scope. This relays on
the communication
mechanisms implemented
according to ETSI standard.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Change the
communication
content, so that
no warning
occurs.

* signed
messages

tampered
message is
accepted

tampered
message is
discarded

--

Vehicle can still detect
roadworks and other
vehicles using onboard
sensors

SG04

D

AD28

ra
f

t-

Alter are active attacks exploiting
unprotected communication lines
vulnerabilities targeting the
integrity of communication data. A
typical example of an alter attack is
the man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack relaying altered information
between two parties who believe
they are communicating directly
with each other, e.g., by acting as a
proxy.

Get access to
sending or
receiving entity

EC

Spoofing are active attacks on the
network exploiting lack of
identification of sender
vulnerabilities in which another
existing (or non-existing) entity is
impersonated allowing false
communication data to be sent,
e.g., false GPS signals. Thus,
spoofing attacks target the
authenticity of the communication
data. Another term is
masquerading. However,
masquerading is sometimes
necessary and not faked, for
example when used for sharing
common IP addresses using
Network Address Translation
(NAT). Examples of spoofing
attacks include IP spoofing, where
IP packets are sent using false IP
addresses allowing another host to
be impersonated and Sybil attacks
(pseudospoofing) in which many
forged identities are impersonated.
Tampering - Corrupt data or code

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
Messages can be
sent successfully

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Expected
Mechanism

ex

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
SG05, SG06
SG04, SG05

#
AD25
AD26

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description
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Expected
Mechanism

Tampering - Inject

Change the
communication
content, so that
superfluous
warnings occur.

* Only allow
certified
network
members to
send warnings
* restrict
number of sent
messages
* restrict
warnings to
certain traffic
situations

Change the
communication
content, so that
no warning
occurs.

* Cyclic
communication
against message
loss
* Warning of
other traffic
participants if no
communication
is possible

* Other traffic
participants are
not aware about
lost
communication

* Other traffic
participants are
aware about lost
communication

--

Vehicles can still detect the
ego vehicle using onboard
sensors

N/A - already
covered by the
"Alter" attacks

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Corrupt messages are active
attacks exploiting unprotected
communication lines vulnerabilities
targeting the integrity of
communication data. Jamming is
an example of corrupt messages
attack disrupting wireless sensor
communication to cause corrupted
sensor information.

N/A

AD31

Tampering - Manipulate
Manipulate are active attacks on
hardware or software exploiting
insufficient maintenance/faulty
installation of storage media or
uncontrolled downloading and use
of software vulnerabilities, e.g., to
manipulate vehicle data for
personal or financial gain after
incidents or during trips or reduce
the functionality of competitors’
products. Thus, manipulate attacks
targets the integrity of data.
Example attacks include sensor
manipulation attacks disrupting
wireless sensor values, often with
the help of jamming or spoofing,
and OBD hacking, where vehicle
diagnostic information is deleted or
changed through the OBD-II port.

Tampering - Configuration change

CSIC Comments

--

Vehicle can still detect
roadworks and other
vehicles using onboard
sensors

N/A - no
configuration
pattern assumed

N/A

N/A

N/A

tN/A

D

ra
f

AD32

pe

nd

Configuration change are active
attacks on the hardware or
software exploiting lack of efficient
configuration change control or
lack of effective change control
vulnerabilities in order to
reconfigure system to alter its
behaviour to be different from the
correct behaviour, thereby
targeting the integrity of
configuration data or software.
Chip tuning is an example where
the firmware is reconfigured to
gain vehicle features, either
through external add-on box
hardware or via OBD/serial
interface.

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

ex

SG04

AD30

Tampering - Corrupt messages

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
No or only very
few messages
are sent

EC

Inject are active attacks exploiting
unprotected communication lines
vulnerabilities to insert
communication data, thus
targeting the integrity of
communication data or commands.
Typical examples of inject attacks
are web parameter
tampering/HTTP parameter
pollution, where HTTP parameters
or headers are polluted with the
purpose of manipulating or
retrieving hidden information, and
SQL injection adding SQL code to
HTTP parameters to manipulate or
retrieve database content.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
Messages can be
sent successfully

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
SG05

#
AD29

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description
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Repudiation - Replay

Replay warnings
from other
locations or
other vehicles.

* Robustness of
encoding allows
to interpret the
message
correctly
* restricted
sending of
messages

Send warnings
with different
sender-ID. Fake
sending of
message for
another vehicle.

* Certification of
sent information

Create a high
network load, so
that the
warnings are
sent/received
later

* Network load
management
* Reaction to
communication
loss

Replay are active attacks exploiting
unprotected sensitive traffic
vulnerabilities to resend old
communication data on the
network and thereby targeting
freshness and/or non-repudiation
of communication data. Replay
attacks may use dedicated
hardware to collect, buffer and
replay communication data. One
such example is the Proxmark kit
which may be used for collecting
and replaying RFID tags.

SG05, SG06

Repudiation of message
transmission and receipt are active
attacks exploiting lack of proof of
sending or receiving message
vulnerabilities to deny having sent
or received previous
communication data, thus
targeting non-repudiation of
communication data. Examples of
repudiation attacks are when
attackers do not leave a trace or
cover their tracks when performing
an attack, e.g., by deleting log files
or logging wrong information to
the log files.
Repudiation - Delay

SG04

AD35

Delay is an active attack exploiting
unprotected communication lines
vulnerabilities to send the
communication data on the
network with a predefined delay
and thereby targeting freshness.
Delay attacks may use dedicated
hardware to collect, buffer and
replay communication data with a
delay.

Information disclosure - Listen

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
* Number of
messages is not
increased
significantly (no
higher
communication
traffic load)
* No change in
interpretation of
messages

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

CSIC Comments

--

RSU only sends warnings
relative to vehicles in
nearby area

Messages can be
sent successfully

No message
with stolen
sender-ID is
possible

--

Warnings are compared to
data from onboard
sensors. Discard fake
warnings.

* Messages are
received too
late. A warning
is happening too
late

* Mechanisms
avoid delay in
communication
* Detect
communication
problems are
detected and
appropriate
warnings and
reactions take
place.

--

Out of scope. This relays on
the communication
mechanisms implemented
according to ETSI standard.

N/A - privacy is
not considered
to safety critical.
It may be
discussed
whether the
traceability
between driver
and warning
messages should
not be given, so
that the driver
cannot be
blamed for
causing too
many warnings.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

An attacker
reads data from
many vehicles
and creates a log
with the send
warnings and
traces the
information to
individual
vehicles or
drivers

* anonymization
techniques are
applied properly

* connect
warnings to
vehicles / drivers

* data is
anonymized

--

Only public data is
transmitted. Not an issue.

pe

t-

N/A

AD36

nd

Listen attacks exploit unprotected
sensitive traffic vulnerabilities to
passively collect communication
data, thus targeting confidentiality
or privacy of data on the
communication network. Sniffing
attacks, also called snooping
attacks, are example of listen
attacks where communication data
is captured, e.g., using a software
tool like Wireshark.

in
g

AD34

Repudiation - Repudiation of
message transmission

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
Messages can be
sent successfully

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Expected
Mechanism

ex

Attack
description

EC

SG
ID
SG05

#
AD33

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description

Information disclosure - Intercept

SG06

AD37

D

ra
f

Intercept attacks are active attacks
exploiting unprotected public
network connections
vulnerabilities to capture
communication data so that it does
not reach its intended destination,
thus targeting confidentiality or
privacy of data on the
communication network. Example
of intercept attacks are when
legitimate clients are tricked into
making connections to
compromised entities, e.g. by
routing the traffic via a
compromised router or WIFI access
point.
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Expected
Mechanism

Information disclosure Eavesdropping

An attacker
reads data from
sensors, he
installed at the
road and creates
a log with the
send warnings
and traces the
information to
individual
vehicles or
drivers

* anonymization
techniques are
applied properly

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
* connect
warnings to
vehicles / drivers

An attack gets
access to
storages, where
such
information is
persisted.

* anonymization
techniques are
applied properly

* connect
warnings to
vehicles / drivers

N/A - the
application does
not allow such
attacks

N/A

Covert channel attacks are passive
attacks exploiting unprotected
storage, lack of physical protection
or unprotected public network
connections vulnerabilities which
secretly transfer information by
modulating some condition (space,
availability, time) that can be
detected by a receiver, thus
targeting confidentiality or privacy
of data. Examples include covert
storage channel attacks, which gain
information of target system using
e.g., ICMP error messages and
covert timing channel attacks,
which observe timing behaviour to
infer protected information such as
password length and characters,
cryptographic algorithms used etc.

pe

Denial of service - Disable

CSIC Comments

--

Out of scope. No data from
vehicle is received by
sensors on road.

--

Out of scope

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The attacker
uses an attack to
shut down the
RSU-OBU
communication
on one side

* Warning of
affected traffic
participant

* Silent
communication
disabling

* warning and
perhaps
returning
control to the
driver is given

--

Vehicle can remain on
autonomous mode using
only onboard sensors. RSUOBU data is extra info. In
case the vehicle is unable
to continue, a safe stop is
performed.

SG04

D

AD41

ra
f

t-

Disable are active attacks on the
hardware or software exploiting
lack of efficient configuration
change control or lack of effective
change control vulnerabilities to
permanently disable or cripple a
vehicle or function. Examples
include OBD hacking in which
connections to the vehicle’s OBD-II
port are made for reprogramming
to disable internal vehicle functions
and bricking, i.e., flashing the
hardware device with a new
defective firmware image with the
purpose of “bricking” the device.

* data is
anonymized

ex

Illegal acquisition are passive
attacks exploiting unprotected
storage, lack of physical protection
or unprotected communication
lines vulnerabilities to access,
modify or break keys, certificates
or back-end databases, thus
targeting confidentiality or privacy
of data. Side-channel attacks are
examples of illegal acquisition
attacks which use additional
sources of information such as
timing, power consumption,
electromagnetic leaks, sound,
temperature, caches etc., which
can be exploited to retrieve
cryptographic keys.
Information disclosure - Covert
channel

nd

SG06
N/A

AD40

AD39

Information disclosure - Illegal
acquisition

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

EC

Eavesdropping are passive attacks
exploiting unprotected
communication lines vulnerabilities
to collect communication data and
associated identification data, thus
targeting privacy or confidentiality
of data on the communication
network. Examples are
eavesdropping attacks on WLANs
which surreptitiously monitor and
record the traffic, often real-time
traffic such as streaming audio or
video, on the WLAN.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
* data is
anonymized

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
SG06

#
AD38

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description
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Expected
Mechanism

Denial of service - Denial of service

The attacker
overloads the
RSU-OBU
communication
on one side

* Warning of
affected traffic
participant

Expected
behaviour
Attack Success
* Silent
communication
disabling

The attacker
disturbs any the
RSU-OBU
communication
on one side

* Warning of
affected traffic
participant

* Silent
communication
disabling

* warning and
perhaps
returning
control to the
driver is given

--

Data of warnings
may be stored
(shortly) to
reconstruct
accidents.

* Encryption of
data, so that
only authorities
can read the
data

* Read of stored
data

* no reading of
data is possible

--

N/A

N/A

Jamming are active attacks against
wireless networks exploiting
unprotected public network
connections vulnerabilities. A
typical example is wireless signal
jamming which uses high gain
antenna and signal generator to
create frequency patterns in the
range of targeted wireless signals
to disturb the communication.

SG05

AD44

Elevation of privilege - Illegal
acquisition
Illegal acquisition are passive
attacks on the software exploiting
unprotected password tables
vulnerabilities to access, modify or
break keys, certificates or back-end
databases required for higher
privileges. One example is key
hijacking which gains access to the
certificate store on a server
through multiple intrusion
techniques to obtain the private
keys.
Elevation of privilege - Gain
elevated access

--

Vehicle can remain on
autonomous mode using
only onboard sensors. RSUOBU data is extra info. In
case the vehicle is unable
to continue, a safe stop is
performed.

Vehicle can remain on
autonomous mode using
only onboard sensors. RSUOBU data is extra info. In
case the vehicle is unable
to continue, a safe stop is
performed.

N/A - different
privilege levels
are not foreseen

N/A

N/A

pe

D

ra
f

t-

N/A

AD45

nd

Gain elevated access are passive
attacks on the software exploiting
poor password management
vulnerabilities to gain privileges
corresponding to root-, super user(administrator) or kernel privileges,
for example brute force attacks to
gain access to systems by
repeatedly guessing root
usernames and passwords until
succeeding.

CSIC Comments

ex

SG04

AD43

Denial of service - Jamming

Comments (also for
attack implementation)

EC

Denial of service (DoS) are active
attacks exploiting insufficient
maintenance/faulty installation of
storage media, well-known flaws in
the software or inadequate
network management (resilience of
routing) vulnerabilities to
temporarily or indefinitely
disrupting a service of a system or
subsystem. Examples include
distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks generating traffic
floods originating from multiple
sources making it harder to
mitigate the attack by just blocking
a single source and nuke attacks
sending invalid ICMP packets to the
targeted computer for it to slow
down or stop.

Expected
behaviour
Attack Fails
* warning and
perhaps
returning
control to the
driver is given

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack
description

in
g

SG
ID
SG04

#
AD42

Threat type (STRIDE) - Attack type Type Description
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Scenario 3

system need to
be able to
detect anomaly
behaviour of
communication
(and detect the
source of the
problem)

Usual
operation

plausibility
check of
communication
data on
different level
(remote access,
vehicle
network,
Gateway, ECU)

Usual
operation

* Anomaly
detection (i.e.
based on
Autoencoders)
* Shut down of
service to
attacker

* Plausibility
check detects
inconsistency,
and the system
goes to a
degraded
operation
mode or to the
safe state.

* Unusual
behaviour
* Violation of
safety goals

Pass criteria
(Expected
behaviour if
attack is not
successful)
* Attacker is
disconnected
from target
after x
seconds/min
utes

* Safety
goals are still
met
* Degraded
system
operation or
safe state

nd
pe
tprevent lack of
resources by
feedback to
higher
communication
layer

D

ra
f

ATT3.1_
Saf.3

Usual
operation

N/A

N/A

Selected Attack Type and Threat
Attack type

Threat IDs
(Reference to
Threat Library)
Gateway:
3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7,
3.1.8, 3.1.9, 3.1.17,
3.1.23, 3.1.28,
3.1.31, 3.1.34,
3.1.35

Comment
Threat
Selection
Simulate
several
attacks:
* Random
DDoS attack
* Brute force
password
trial-anderror
* Replay
attacks

Attack
Implementation

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Applicable
Situations

Fail criteria
(Expected
behaviour if
attack is
successful)
* Attacker is
not
disconnected
from target
after x
seconds/minut
es

Tampering Inject
Tampering Manipulate
Tampering Corrupt data
or code
Tampering Deliver
malware
Tampering Alter/Manipu
late
Tampering Corrupt data
or code
Repudiation Repudiation
of message
transmission

ex

Safety
Requirement

Expected
Mechanism

in
g

ATT3.1_
Saf.2

Test objective

EC

AttackID
(ATT<Sc
enaio_S
af.ID>)
ATT3.1_
Saf.1

N/A

Tampering Inject
Tampering Manipulate
Tampering Corrupt data
or code
Tampering Deliver
malware
Tampering Alter/Manipu
late
Tampering Corrupt data
or code
Repudiation Repudiation
of message
transmission

N/A Standard
performance
testing

ECU:
3.1.42, 3.1.43,
3.1.45, 3.1.51,
3.1.52, 3.1.53,
3.1.55, 3.1.56,
3.1.63, 3.1.64,
3.1.65, 3.1.66,
3.1.67, 3.1.69,
3.1.70

ECU Network:
3.1.73, 3.1.74,
3.1.75, 3.1.76,
3.1.77, 3.1.78,
3.1.79, 3.1.80,
3.1.82, 3.1.83,
3.1.84, 3.1.85,
3.1.86, 3.1.92,
3.1.93, 3.1.94,
3.1.95, 3.1.96,
3.1.98, 3.1.99
Gateway:
3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7,
3.1.8, 3.1.9, 3.1.17,
3.1.23, 3.1.28,
3.1.31, 3.1.34,
3.1.35

* Install one
communication node
as attacker
* Use OBD-II interface
for attack

* Attacker is
authenticate
d
* Attacker
manipulates
certain
values

* Corrupted internal
node
* Malicious V2X
communication node
(i.e. after OTA update)

N/A

N/A

ECU:
3.1.42, 3.1.43,
3.1.45, 3.1.51,
3.1.52, 3.1.53,
3.1.55, 3.1.56,
3.1.63, 3.1.64,
3.1.65, 3.1.66,
3.1.67, 3.1.69,
3.1.70
ECU Network:
3.1.73, 3.1.74,
3.1.75, 3.1.76,
3.1.77, 3.1.78,
3.1.79, 3.1.80,
3.1.82, 3.1.83,
3.1.84, 3.1.85,
3.1.86, 3.1.92,
3.1.93, 3.1.94,
3.1.95, 3.1.96,
3.1.98, 3.1.99
N/A
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Test objective
Safety
Requirement

Applicable
Situations

Use resource
and bandwidth
throttling
techniques.

Usual
operation

ATT3.1_
Saf.5

Validate and
filter input

Usual
operation

ATT3.1_
Saf.6

On-board IDPS
on CAN bus
Gateway or on
each ECU
to mitigate DoS
attack

Usual
operation

Expected
Mechanism

Detection of
flooded
network.
Consequences:
* potentially
detection and
shutoff of
malicious
sender
* shut off of
gateway / ECU
network / ECU
N/A

* Auto encoded
anomaly
detection
without further
knowledge
about system's
internals

Fail criteria
(Expected
behaviour if
attack is
successful)
* unsafe
shutoff of
gateway/ ECU
network /ECU

Pass criteria
(Expected
behaviour if
attack is not
successful)
* safe shutoff
of gateway/
ECU network
/ECU

Selected Attack Type and Threat
Attack type

Denial of
Service

Threat IDs
(Reference to
Threat Library)
Gateway:
3.1.14, 3.1.21,
3.1.22, 3.1.33

Comment
Threat
Selection
Flood
network at
different
targets (i.e.
gateway,
ECU network,
single ECU)
with random
messages

Attack
Implementation

* generate random
messages to disturb
the network

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

AttackID
(ATT<Sc
enaio_S
af.ID>)
ATT3.1_
Saf.4

ECU network:
3.1.49, 3.1.57,
3.1.68
ECU:
3.1.81, 3.1.97

N/A

N/A

* IDPS is not
reacting

* shutoff of
bus
communicati
on

N/A Standard
security
testing
Denial of
Service

N/A

N/A

N/A

Gateway:
3.1.14, 3.1.21,
3.1.22, 3.1.33

* Attacking
node is trying
to bring the
system to an
unsafe state

* generate random
messages to disturb
the network

* Attacking
node is trying
to bring the
system to an
unsafe state

* generate random
messages to disturb
the network

ECU network:
3.1.49, 3.1.57,
3.1.68
ECU:
3.1.81, 3.1.97

Usual
operation

Redundancy
and load
balance on
backend server

* Server is not
reachable:
Availability is
below 80%.

* Server is
still
reachable
during attack

Denial of
Service

ex

Redundancy
and load
balance on
backend server

EC

ATT3.1_
Saf.7

Usual
operation

ATT3.1_
Saf.9

system need to
be able HW
problem and to
report to higher
layer

Usual
operation

ATT3.1_
Saf.10

notification of
emergency case
(system) and
human
behaviour
security
training (human
being)
provide
authentication
and integrity
for
communication
channels

* unsafe
behaviour of
the network

ECU:
3.1.81, 3.1.97

* remaining
network
shuts off or
runs in
degraded
operation
mode
N/A - not
part of any
attack

Repudiation Replay

(None are existing)

* Select
certain nodes
in the
network to
be
deactivated

Disconnect nodes from
network

N/A Standard
safety testing

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A - not part
of any attack

Usual
operation

Warning
concept of
safety
mechanism

N/A - not part
of any attack

N/A - not
part of any
attack

N/A - Safety /
Security by
external
measures

N/A

N/A

N/A

Usual
operation

Authentication
infrastructure
via certificates
and signed
messages.
Public key
infrastructure
required.

Break of
encryption
methods

fake
authenticatio
n or fake
signing is not
possible

N/A Standard
security
testing

N/A

N/A

N/A

pe

Safety
monitoring
concept

tra
f
D

ATT3.1_
Saf.11

* network is
stabilized
against failures
of node

in
g

EMV
techniques
needs to be
considered

ECU network:
3.1.49, 3.1.57,
3.1.68

nd

ATT3.1_
Saf.8

Gateway:
3.1.14, 3.1.21,
3.1.22, 3.1.33
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Safety
Requirement

Applicable
Situations

system need to
be able to proof
the correctness
with second
information
source for
safety critical
functions
system must
proof the
correctness of
human input
active
monitoring of
security
procedures,
process steps
need to be
confirmed by
extra person
technical health
check to
prevent
incorrect
behaviour

Usual
operation

Safety
monitoring
concept (with
plausibility
checks)

Usual
operation

Input validation

Incorrect input
is accepted

Incorrect
input is
rejected

Usual
operation

Extra person
performs
plausibility
checks

Plausibility
check fails, a
malicious
action is
allowed

Software
update

* internal
software
configuration
check: Detect
that software
configuration is
invalid (old and
new SW in
same network)

* System goes
into (unsecure)
operation

Extra person
denies
action.
Perhaps a
further
investigation
of the case is
triggered
* System
shutdown

human
information
input needs to
be confirmed
by information
provider

Usual
operation

* external sw
configuration
check: Check
with server the
current sw
version
Input validation

Selected Attack Type and Threat
Attack type

N/A - Safety /
Security by
external
measures

Threat IDs
(Reference to
Threat Library)
N/A

Attack
Implementation

Comment
Threat
Selection
N/A

N/A

N/A Standard
security
testing
N/A Security by
external
measures

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Repudiation Replay

Gateway: 3.1.12
ECU: 3.1.47

Prevent
updates to
use exploits
also in the
future

* Interrupt updates (at
certain ECUs)
* Reinstall old SW
versions
* Reset devices to
prevent update
procedures

Incorrect input
is accepted

Incorrect
input is
rejected

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A Security by
external
measures

nd

ATT3.1_
Saf.16

Pass criteria
(Expected
behaviour if
attack is not
successful)
N/A - not
part of any
attack

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

ATT3.1_
Saf.15

Fail criteria
(Expected
behaviour if
attack is
successful)
N/A - not part
of any attack

ex

ATT3.1_
Saf.14

Expected
Mechanism

EC

ATT3.1_
Saf.13

Test objective

in
g

AttackID
(ATT<Sc
enaio_S
af.ID>)
ATT3.1_
Saf.12

No

Open the vehicle via BLE-key

Rat01b

D

Rat02a
Rat
02b

Failure

No

Uninte
nded

Uninte
nded

Explaination
for E

Hazard

E

The vehicle cannot be
opened and driven due
to internal fault

Driving is not
possible

4

Everyday
situation

2

The vehicle cannot be
opened and driven due
to "FMU1: user leaves
the vehicle with run-off
key battery and cannot
re-enter"
The vehicle is opened
without the driver
allowance

Driving is not
possible

3

User
misbehaviou
r is not
usually
occurring

2

Driving
unqualified
persons

by

2

The vehicle is opened
without the driver
allowance

Stealing
vehicle

of

3

Unqualified
persons
must try to
use
the
vehicle
Thief must
be close by

t-

Function

Failure
Mode

ra
f

Rat01a

#

HARA rating

pe

Keyless Car Opener

S

Explaination for
S

Explaination for C

User has to call
the
service
operator
to
bring the key
User has to call
the
service
operator
to
bring the key

1

Assumption1:
Additionally, a usual
key is available for
opening the door
Assumption1:
Additionally, a usual
key is available for
opening the door

7

ASIL
A

SG03

6

No
ASIL

N/A

3

unqualified
person
may
produce
accidents

3

N/A

8

ASIL
B

SG01

Keep vehicle
closed

3

Loss of vehicle

3

N/A

9

ASIL
C

SG01

Keep vehicle
closed

1

R

ASIL

SG
ID

C

SG

Prevent
nonavailability
of opening
N/A
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by

2

Too early of
opening
must occur
together
with
a
person who
wants
to
misuse the
situation.
Everyday
situation

3

unqualified
person
may
produce
accidents

3

The user may not
expect the failure and
a person abusing the
situation, so that he
reacts too late

8

ASIL
B

SG01

Keep vehicle
closed

Late

The vehicle is opened
without the driver
allowance

Driving
unqualified
persons

by

4

3

3

N/A

10

ASIL
D

SG01

Keep vehicle
closed

N
/
A
N
/
A
N
/
A

N/A

N
/
A
N
/
A
N
/
A

unqualified
person
may
produce
accidents
N/A

Less

N/A

N/A

N
/
A
N
/
A
N
/
A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

More

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Inverte
d

The vehicle is closed
instead to be opened

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Driving is not
possible

4

Everyday
situation

1

N/A

3

8

ASIL
B

SG02

The user cannot
leave
the
vehicle

4

Everyday
situation

1

N/A

6

No
ASIL

N/A

Avoid
intermittent
open/close
N/A

The user is
usually not
forgetting
the key and
another
person has
to use the
situation for
his/her
purpose
Everyday
situation

3

unqualified
person
may
produce
accidents

User has no possibility
to
change
the
behaviour
Assumption3:
Additionally, a usual
key is available for
closing the door
The user can prevent
the behaviour by
careful behaviour

6

No
ASIL

N/A

N/A

7

ASIL
A

SG04

The user is
usually not
forgetting
the key
N/A

2

Assumption1:
Additionally, a usual
key is available for
opening the door
Assumption1:
Additionally, a usual
key is available for
opening the door
N/A

6

No
ASIL

N/A

Prevent
unintended
closing by
internal fault
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Assumption3:
Additionally, a usual
key is available for
closing the door
N/A

6

No
ASIL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

User has no possibility
to
change
the
behaviour

8

ASIL
B

SG02

Avoid
intermittent
open/close

Rat04
Rat
05
Rat
06
Rat07

a) If the vehicle is closed,
see
case
"No"
b) If the vehicle is open,
it is an unintended
closing, see Rat10
The vehicle is in a loop of
opening and closing the
door
The vehicle is not closed

Rat
08

Interm
ittent

No

User forgot the key
(FMU2b). The vehicle is
not closed.

Driving
unqualified
persons

by

2

Uninte
nded

The vehicle stays closed

Driving is not
possible

4

Uninte
nded

User forgot the key
(FMU2a). The door is
closed as the phone's
battery is discharged.
N/A

Driving is not
possible (user
cannot re-enter
the vehicle)
N/A

3

The vehicle closes too
late. Others may use the
opened vehicle

Less

N/A

More

N/A

Rat
13

N/A

pe
See Rat02

N/A

The vehicle is in a loop of
opening and closing the
door

Closing is not
possible

N/A

N/A

User has to call
the
service
operator
to
bring the key
User has to call
the
service
operator
to
bring the key
N/A

EC

2

N
/
A
4

N
/
A
N
/
A
N
/
A
4

Everyday
situation

N/A

N/A

N/A

Everyday
situation

N
/
A
1

N
/
A
N
/
A
N
/
A
1

t-

Rat
16

Interm
ittent

by

N/A

Rat
14
Rat
15

Inverte
d

Driving
unqualified
persons

nd

Late

N/A

in
g

Early

Rat12

Rat
11

Rat10b

Close the vehicle via BLE-key

Rat10a

Rat09b

Rat09a

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

breakdown
service has to be
called

Assumption

Assumption1

Additionally, a usual key is available for opening the door

Assumption2

Vehicle Gateway checks certificate of OEM server

D

ra
f

AssID

Assumption3

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Driving
unqualified
persons

1

1

ex

The vehicle opens too
early

Rat03

Early

1

1

N
/
A
1

N
/
A
N
/
A
N
/
A
3

Additionally, a usual key is available for closing the door
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Attack descriptions
The attack descriptions in here consider all cases, in which a safety goal could be violated. The not applicable attack
types are left out of this list.
AD08
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.4
Spoofing of messages (e.g. 802.11p V2X during platooning, etc.) by impersonation
Spoofing
Spoofing
Change and replacement of vehicle electronic ID by another's vehicle ID that has certain access to certain features.
Check received vehicles electronic ID with list of allowed IDs
Open the other vehicle

Attack Description
SG ID

AD14a
SG01
SG02
Keep vehicle closed
Avoid intermittent open/close
ECU_GW
3.1.10

Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

Opening is rejected
Vehicle is closed
* randomly replace IDs of keys
* test against increasing IDs (if a valid ID is known)

Accepting information from an unreliable or untrusted source
Spoofing
Fake messages

Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

Certification of messages
uncertified information is accepted

ra
f

reject uncertified information
None
* (Public) key infrastructure with certification authority

nd

t-

Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

D

in
g

Fooling the vehicle to be a valid certification authority e.g., during the OTA update.

AD14b
SG01
SG02
Keep vehicle closed
Avoid intermittent open/close
ECU_GW
3.1.10

pe

SG Name

EC

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples

Attack Description
SG ID

ex

SG Name

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

Accepting information from an unreliable or untrusted source
Spoofing
Fake messages
Fooling the vehicle to be a valid certification authority e.g., during the OTA update.
ECU is protected against reading keys from non-volatile memory
* The keys can be read
* Key which have a long-time frame to be active are read (even in encrypted format)
* No keys are read from non-volatile memory
None
* Connect ECU to Laptop via SPI, UART, JTAG or other direct communication protocol.
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AD15a
SG01
SG02
Keep vehicle closed
Avoid intermittent open/close
ECU_GW

SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack Description
SG ID

Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

3.1.11

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

Repudiation
Replay
Replaying of handshake communication messages to be able to fool the vehicle and hijack the session.

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails

* Open vehicle

Man in the middle / session hijacking.

* timestamps
* session IDs
* Challenge Handshake

Precondition
Attack impl comments

AD15b
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.11
Man in the middle / session hijacking.
Repudiation
Replay
Replaying of handshake communication messages to be able to fool the vehicle and hijack the session.
* location of sender
* do not allow to open if distance is too high
* Open vehicle
* Unnotified drive away without key is possible (at least a notification or further measures should happen)
* reject opening
optional:
* record rejected opening
* detect attack and report to user
* replay the signal over a longer distance
* ask the key owner to use the key at any location (phishing attack)
* perhaps not any user interaction is required
* Problem: short distances, i.e. from house to car port could be bridged.

nd

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails

in
g

EC

ex

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

* reject opening
optional:
* record rejected opening
* detect attack and report to user
* precondition: vehicle is closed
* increase values of message to meet increasing session IDs or timestamps

pe

Precondition

Attack impl comments

ra
f

t-

Attack Description
SG ID

D

SG Name

Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)

AD16
SG01
SG02
SG03
SG04
SG01 Keep vehicle closed
SG02 Avoid intermittent open/close
SG03 Prevent non-availability of opening
SG04 Prevent unintended closing by internal fault
ECU_GW
3.1.12
Replay attack, for example against communication gateway allows attacker to downgrade software of ECU or firmware
of gateway
Repudiation
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Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

AD17
SG01
SG02
Keep vehicle closed
Avoid intermittent open/close
ECU_GW
3.1.13
Gaining unauthorised access to files or data
Tampering
Manipulate
Change (through injection or manipulation) of data/code in certain parts of the system that allows the attacker to have
unauthorized access.
* Secure storage of keys at vehicle
* only certified server is allowed to trigger the change
* no change via direct car access possible (i.e. OBD II)
* Change key storage at vehicle
* no change of key storage
None
The renter of a car has direct physical access, which could be abused to manipulate the key storage.

D

ra
f

t-

pe

nd

in
g

EC

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

* no SW change possible
N/A
N/A

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

Replay
Replaying of older security patches in order to overwrite the new one.
* Security authentication mechanism: Download is secured
* Challenge-Response at downloading
* Downgrade SW

ex

Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
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AD18
SG03
Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
3.1.14
Sending a large number of garbage data to vehicle information system, so that it is unable to provide services in the
normal manner
Denial of service
Denial of service
Massive sending of specific messages to the gateway, as well as messages that have a very large overhead as well as
sending large extremely update files.
DoS attacks cannot be prevented, but the in such a case the user should get informed to take further actions.
* No feedback to user

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success

Expected behaviour Attack Fails

Precondition
Attack impl comments

* Rejection of connections
* In case of jamming: logging of event
* Feedback to user
None
None

AD19
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.15
An unprivileged user gains privileged access, for example root access
Elevation of privilege
Gain elevated access
Using brute force attack to gain the correct password for the root user.
* high strength of encryption
* restricted trials per minute (i.e. max 1/(5 Seconds)
* Brute force attack can guess a password / encryption
* Brute force attack cannot guess a password / encryption
None
None

nd

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

in
g

EC

ex

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

AD20
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.16
Malicious V2X messages, e.g. infrastructure to vehicle or vehicle-vehicle messages (e.g. CAM, DENM)
Tampering
Alter
Conducting man-in-the-middle attack
* the key app should only send its key to authenticated communication partners (=cars)
* Any other communication partner can steal the key

D

ra
f

t-

pe

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

* the key is not sent
None
* In this scenario the attacker has no access to the car and cannot perform a replay attack, as it is described in AD15b.
* As social engineering attack a call centre may also trigger the user to press the key for maintenance purposes.
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Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

* System time is unchanged
None
A user may want to change the system time, so that he/she can a) extend the renting time
b) give access to keys which had access rights in past or will have access rights in the future
AD23
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.19
Innocent victim (e.g. owner, operator or maintenance engineer) being tricked into taking an action to unintentionally
load malware or enable an attack
Tampering
Deliver malware
Connecting USB memories infected with malware to the infotainment unit.
* secure USB interfaces in vehicle
* Secure connection of infotainment to rest of vehicle
* Access to infotainment system from USB
* Critical access from infotainment system to rest of vehicle
* no access to infotainment system via USB
* no critical access from infotainment to rest of vehicle
None
The USB stick can be plugged in by the user. A faked support team may send the malicious USB stick to the naive user.

pe

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

AD22
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.18
Misconfiguration of equipment by maintenance community or owner during installation/repair/use causing unintended
consequence
Tampering
Configuration change
Having negative influences on the system through changes imposed to the system by the OBD connection.
* Configuration changes via OBD, especially of the time are not allowed
* The system time can be changed

nd

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

* no change of key storage
None
None

in
g

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

ex

Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

AD21
SG01, SG03
Keep vehicle closed
Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
3.1.17
Malicious proprietary messages (e.g. those normally sent from OEM or component/system/function supplier)
Tampering
Alter/Manipulate
Conducting man-in-the-middle attack over the internet or OBD hacking.
* Proper certification in between car and server
* no change of key storage via OBD allowed (see AD17)
* Change of key storage

EC

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name

t-

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails

D

ra
f

Precondition
Attack impl comments

Attack Description

BadUSB: install tty interface; is the USB profile set?
USB Rubber Ducky, USB FaceDancer, HackRF
sniffer for USB: beagle480

AD24
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SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.20

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

Tampering
Manipulate
Reprogramming of the function of a remote car key.
* Only the key function is allowed via Bluetooth
* Other Bluetooth profiles are blocked
* non-intended Bluetooth communication is possible

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments
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Manipulation of functions designed to remotely operate systems, such as remote key, immobiliser, and charging pile

* non-intended Bluetooth communication is not possible
None
None

AD26
SG03
Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
3.1.22
Interference with short range wireless systems or sensors
Tampering
Corrupt messages
Sensor manipulation attack e.g. disrupting wireless sensor values with the help of jamming.
* Detect that opening is disturbed
* No opening of vehicle is possible

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name

AD28
SG01, SG02, SG03, SG04
Keep vehicle closed
Avoid intermittent open/close
Prevent non-availability of opening
Prevent unintended closing by internal fault
ECU_GW
3.1.24
External interfaces such as USB or other ports may be used as a point of attack, for example through code injection …
Elevation of privilege
Gain elevated access
Injection of code using manipulated USB memory giving higher access to the attacker
N/A
BLE-stack

nd

in
g

EC

* The attack is detected and communicated to the user
None
* Each open command is interrupted by the attack, so that an opening of the vehicle is not possible

pe

Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success

ex

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments
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Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

Infotainment system exposes USB port; Install application from USB to infotainment. Connection toCAN and connection
to other CAN busses via gateway (white- and black-list for signal pass thorough in gateway; Flooding of bus (DoS))
N/A
N/A
N/A

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)

AD31
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
3.1.27
Extraction of cryptographic keys
Information disclosure
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Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

Illegal acquisition
Access unprotected keys or bypassing the access to the protected ones.
* Protected against social engineering
The key is disclosed .

Attack Description
SG ID

AD32
SG01
SG03
Keep vehicle closed
Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
3.1.28
Data manipulation to falsify vehicle’s driving data (e.g. mileage, driving speed, driving directions, etc.)
Tampering
Manipulate
OBD hacking where vehicle's driving data could be deleted/changed via the OBD-II port.
* protected against reset of vehicle's ECUs
* protected against disconnection of battery
* loss of stored keys

Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

* no effect of measure w.r.t. smart key application
None
None

ex

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments
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SG Name

Key is not given away.
None
An attack should be constructed in which the user is supposed to give the key to (faked) service personnel.

AD37a
SG03
* Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
3.1.33
Denial of service, for example this may be triggered on the internal network by flooding a CAN bus, or by provoking
faults on an ECU via a malicious payload
Denial of service
Denial of service
CAN flooding.
* CAN Flooding is detected by security module
* Possible reaction: Jamming ECUs are disconnected
* Opening is not possible

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

nd

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

in
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EC

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

pe

* Log CAN flooding situation
None
* Send CAN messages with higher priority than the Smart-Key-Messages

ra
f

t-

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

D

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails

AD37b
SG03
* Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
3.1.33
Denial of service, for example this may be triggered on the internal network by flooding a CAN bus, or by provoking
faults on an ECU via a malicious payload
Denial of service
Denial of service
CAN flooding.
* Do not transfer each Bluetooth message to CAN bus. Bluetooth may send with up to 25 Mbit/s while CAN is usually
operated with 250Kbit/s to 1Mbit/s.
* Opening is not possible
* Operation of car is disabled
* Detect flooding situation
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Test in different situations:

Attack impl comments

* Car is standing
* Car is in operation
None

Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

see Comment
see Comment
see Comment

AD40
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
N/A
N/A
Spoofing
Spoofing
The GPS signal is faked, so that a user may use a key which is only valid in the past or future.
Only use GPS data to correct minor clock shifts
New time is accepted by system

nd

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

see Comment

ex

Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario

EC

SG Name

AD38
SG01
SG02
SG03
SG04
Keep vehicle closed
Avoid intermittent open/close
Prevent non-availability of opening
Prevent unintended closing by internal fault
ECU_GW
3.1.34
Unauthorized access or falsify the configuration parameters of vehicle’s key functions, such as brake data, airbag
deployed threshold, etc.
Tampering
Manipulate
OBD hacking where vehicle's key functions and data are manipulated via the OBD-II port.
see Comment

in
g

Attack Description
SG ID
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Precondition

pe

Unusual GPS signal change request is reported
None
* Use fake GPS sender or use injection of faked GPS signals within the car
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Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms

Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition

AD41
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
N/A
N/A
Repudiation
Delay
Attacker delays closing of the car. As the attacker is close to the car he may enter the car.
* Timestamps would check for larger delays
* In case of small delays: no mechanism is active
* No drive away without key possible
* The attack may drive away with the car
* The vehicle cannot be moved after it lost the connection to the key
* The user is warned about the incident
None
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* Jam the communication of the close command and record the closing
* replay the close command

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

AD42
SG01
Keep vehicle closed
ECU_GW
N/A
N/A
Information disclosure
Listen
Investigate encrypted messages in order to decrypt them.
* Proper use of encryption algorithm
* Decrypt original message

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

AD46
SG03
Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
N/A
N/A
Denial of service
Disable
Disable the gateway functionality by changing the firmware or disconnecting the Gateway
* Detect that service is not available and communicate it to maintenance centre
* No report of non-availability

Attack Description
SG ID
SG Name
Attacked Interface / ECU
Link to Threat Library
Threat scenario
Threat type (STRIDE)
Attack type
Attack examples
Expected Mechanisms
Expected behaviour Attack
Success
Expected behaviour Attack Fails
Precondition
Attack impl comments

AD47
SG03
Prevent non-availability of opening
ECU_GW
N/A
N/A
Denial of service
Jamming
Jam one communication channel, so that the functionality is not given anymore
* Detect that service is not available and communicate it to maintenance centre
* No report of non-availability

EC

ex

* No information gained by the attacker
None
* Record large amounts of communication.
* Use appropriate decryption approaches
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Attack impl comments

D

ra
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t-
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g

* Non-availability is reported
None
* Cut ECUs from supply
* OBD-II manipulation possibilities:
- BLE module is not accessible
- Access via Gateway?

* Non-availability is reported
None
* On Bluetooth
* On internal busses: e.g. flooding of the CAN bus
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Literature Review for Domain Specific Attack Languages
The following table gives an overview of related work for the Domain Specific Attack Language.
Paper

General overview

Security Testing: A Survey

•
•

We applied the basic wording for
designing our DSL
The DSL constructs should include
different tools and phases

Comment
•

Good overview

•

Basic wording: Threat, Attack, Attack
steps

•

Risk based security testing: Link to
CORAS

•

Penetration Testing Phases

pe
rts
'a
pp
ro
va
l

Category and difference to our approach

Michael Felderer, Matthias Büchler, Martin Johns,
Achim D. Brucker, Ruth Breu, Alexander
Pretschner, Chapter One - Security Testing: A
Survey, Editor(s): Atif Memon, Advances in
Computers, Elsevier,

Volume 101, 2016, Pages 1-51, ISSN 0065-2458,
ISBN 9780128051580,
https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.adcom.2015.11.003.
(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii
/S0065245815000649)

ex

Requirements and Recommendations for IoT/IIoT
Models to automate Security Assurance through
Threat Modelling, Security Analysis and
Penetration Testing

o

Reconnaissance, Scanning,
Gaining Access, Maintaining
Access, Covering Tracks

•

List of most common Penetration
Testing Tools

•

Build on MAL: Meta Attack Langauge

•

Model vehicles’ architecture in DSL

•

Object oriented approach with classes

•

Dependiencies between attack steps:

Bus based architecture with gateways
are our main focus, not client server
application

D

ra
f
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•

Object oriented approach and
modeling of architecture is not needed
for attack definition in our case

pe

•

nd

Architecture based approaches

in
g

EC

Ralph Ankele, Stefan Marksteiner, Kai Nahrgang,
and Heribert Vallant. 2019. Requirements and
Recommendations for IoT/IIoT Models to
automate Security Assurance through Threat
Modelling, Security Analysis and Penetration
Testing. In Proceedings of the 14th International
Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security
(ARES '19). Association for Computing Machinery,
New York, NY, USA, Article 102, 1–8.
DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/3339252.3341482
Probabilistic Modeling and Simulation of Vehicular
Cyber Attacks: An Application of the Meta Attack
Language

Katsikeas, Sotirios & Johnson, Pontus & Hacks,
Simon & Robert, Lagerström. (2019). Probabilistic
Modeling and Simulation of Vehicular Cyber
Attacks: An Application of the Meta Attack
Language. 10.5220/0007247901750182.
A Meta Language for Threat Modeling and Attack
Simulations

Pontus Johnson, Robert Lagerström, and Mathias
Ekstedt. 2018. A Meta Language for Threat
Modeling
and
Attack
Simulations.
In
<i>Proceedings of the 13th International
Conference on Availability, Reliability and
Security</i> (<i>ARES 2018</i>). Association for
Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, Article

o

|, &, ->: or, and, implication

o

#: Defences

•

Timeouts for attack steps

•

Define possible attack steps
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Natural language concepts

•

The test engineers are familiar with
programming skills. We want to
consider natural language concepts like
“timeout in xx milliseconds”

Graphical based approaches

•

Paper

Comment

38,
1–8.
DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/3230833.3232799

•

Synthesis of executions at runtime

A Natural Language Programming Approach for
Requirements-based Security Testing

•

Natural language focus

•

Preconditions and Postconditions per
Threat Flow

P. X. Mai, F. Pastore, A. Goknil and L. C. Briand, "A
Natural Language Programming Approach for
Requirements-Based Security Testing," 2018 IEEE
29th International Symposium on Software
Reliability Engineering (ISSRE), Memphis, TN, 2018,
pp. 58-69, doi: 10.1109/ISSRE.2018.00017.

•

Threat Flow has If-then-else, for-eachloops, Goto constructs

•

Natural language processing employed

Design Decisions in the Development of a
Graphical Language for Risk-Driven Security
Testing

•

(Not available without licences)

•

They use domain-specific modeling
language named CORAL

•

Based on sequence diagrams

•

Concepts: frequency
conditional ratio

Erdogan, Gencer, Ketil Stølen and Jan Øyvind
Aagedal. “Evaluation of the CORAL Approach for
Risk-driven Security Testing based on an Industrial
Case Study.” ICISSP (2016).

•

Risk based: Frequency x impact

The CORAS Model-based Method for Security Risk
Analysis

•

Graphic modeling

•

Risk = likelihood and consequences

•

Simple and not useable for automotive
tasks

•

Graphic threat modeling of attack
surfaces

•

not useable for automotive tasks

•

focus: discussion what could get
attacked

pe
rts
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Category and difference to our approach

We decided to focus on text-based
approaches

ex

Erdogan, Gencer and Ketil Stølen. “Design
Decisions in the Development of a Graphical
Language for Risk-Driven Security Testing.” RISK
(2016).
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Evaluation of the CORAL approach for risk-driven
security testing based on an industrial case study

Tithnara Sun, Bastien Drouot, Fahad Golra, Joël
Champeau, Sylvain Guerin, et al. A Domain-specific
Modeling Framework for Attack Surface Modeling.
ICISSP 2020 : 6th International Conference on
Information Systems Security and Privacy, Feb
2020, Valetta, Malta. pp.341
- 348,
⟨10.5220/0008916203410348⟩. ⟨hal-02502387⟩

message,

•

Braber, F & Dimitrakos, Theo & Gran, Bjørn & Lund,
M & Stølen, Ketil & Aagedal, J. (2003). The CORAS
methodology: model-based risk management
using UML and UP.
A Domain-specific Modeling Framework for Attack
Surface Modeling

of
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Category and difference to our approach

Paper

Tolerating Security Failures

Security Requirements for Tolerating Security
Failures

Intrusion detection

•

STATL: An Attack Language for State-based
Intrusion Detection Attack Languages

Intrusion detection is not in our focus
➔ we build exploit language

Attack Trees

Not automatically processable

•

Precondition,
Postcondition

Main

Sequence,

•

Name Threats and Security at certain
steps

•

Model alternative sequences

•

They classify “attack languages”: event
languages,
response
languages,
reporting
languages,
correlation
languages, exploit languages, and
detection languages

•

Build on PDDL

•

Planning language in robotics

•

Explore attack tree dynamically

Steven T. Eckmann, Giovanni Vigna, and Richard A.
Kemmerer. 2002. STATL: an attack language for
state-based intrusion detection. J. Comput. Secur.
10, 1–2 (2002), 71–103.
Planning-based security testing
applications with attack grammars

We consider imperative scripts as
better choice for us, as attack trees are
more difficult to understand.

•

of

web

Bozic, J., Wotawa, F. Planning-based security
testing of web applications with attack grammars.
Software Qual J 28, 307–334 (2020).
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11219-019-09469-y

D
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•

Shin, Michael & Pathirage, Don. (2017). Security
Requirements for Tolerating Security Failures. 487490. 10.18293/SEKE2017-098.

Model Threats as use case

pe
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We want to generate code out of the
DSL

•

ex

•

Comment
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